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They're off
High school track season
opens with meet at MSU
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Promotion

Stanford wins NIT
title over Oklahoma
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Thousands
defy ban in
Soviet rally
MURRAY. KY

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
LOS ANGELES
The Police
Department said Rodney King,
the motorist who was beaten on
videotape, is a suspect in a holdup and the investigation has
been turned over to the state
attorney general "to avoid any
conflict of interest.-

STATE
LOUISVILLE — In ,a case that
could be unprecedented in the
United States, a Louisville surgeon who says he impregnated
hi secrc4ary during- an affair has
sued her for breach of contract
for failing to have an abortion
he allegedlv gave her S20.500
tor.

SPORTS
CBS Sports is hoping it can kiss
it's so-called nightmare season
good-bye with the Final Four
this ., weekend. After all, that's
where it started.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON
The government said the economy shrank at
an annual rate of 1.6 percent in
the final three months of 1990. a
significantly smaller downturn
than preciously reported, as
spending on the Persian Gulf
military buildup helped to cushion the decline.

FORECAST

MOSCOW (AP) — Tens of
thousands of angry protesters
defied President Mikhail S. Gorba. chev's ban on rallies and flooded
the streets of the capital today in
support of the radical reforms of
his rival, Boris Yeltsin.
People hung out windows and
stood on phone booths, trucks and
kiosks. bui police prevented the demonstrators from approaching
Manezh Square, which is adjacent
to the Kremlin.
"I'm not afraid. We should
march forward, regardless. I've
come to demonstrate here tonight
because I cannot go on living like
this any more,” said Natasha, a ,
32-year-old engineer who refused
to give her last name.
Earlier, dozens of people broke
through light metal barricades on
Manezh Square, shouting "Yeltsin!
Yeltsin!'' and "Gorbachev
Resign!"
Riot police with helmets and
shields later cleared them away:
Police. Interior Ministry troops and
other law enforcement personnel •
lined Tverskaya Street, which leads
into the square.
Fire personnel battle a flaming trailer located on Sand Lick Road in west Callowa
y County Wednesd
The demonstrators massed of the trailer. said
he had put cloth-es- in his -wasliing machine and IeTtlor the store, returning to finday around noon. Jimmy Manning. uccupaat
his trailer engulfed in flames. The fire was
despite .Gorbachev's refusal to lift reported by WKRECC worker
David Vaughn of Wingo and responded to by four units from the Callowa
his ban on demonstrations. Instead, as the Farmington
y County Fire & Rescue Squad as weil
Volunteer Fire Department from Graves County. The trailer, owned
by James Manning, was completely destroyed.
he sent troops and water cannons
into the streets to face the supporStaff photo by Daniel T. Parker
ters of Yeltsin. the leader of, the
Russian Federation.
Hundreds of military vehicles
surrounded the Kremlin and other By RON WORD
returning troops.
parts of central Moscow, some Associated Press Writer
The Saratoga and the USS John F. Kennedy are the first of the six U.S.
unloading thousands of helmeted
carriers in Operation Desert Storm to be returning to port. The Kennedy
MAYPORT NAVAL STATION I - a. — Crowds of cheering welltroops.
was part of an eight-ship contingent with 12,000 sailors and airmen
About 90 trucks, including one wishers and hundreds of boats lined the route into the Mayport Naval Staexpected today at the Norfolk Naval Base.
equipped with a water cannon. tion as the USS Saratoga group triumphantly returned from the Middle
The Saratoga group's ships, carrying more than 6.000 sailors, cruised
were parked at one end of Red East.
by hundreds of private boats, tugboats and other craft flying American
The Saratoga and four warships that accompanied the aircraft carrier —
Square.
flags and yellow ribbons in the channel leading to the docks
Other wafer cannons were sta- the Elmer Montgomery, Sampson. Spruance, and Phillipines Sea —
arrived
this
morning ahead of schedule.
tioned closer to Manezh Square.
The flotilla complemented an airborne ceremony Wednesday in whih
Sailors lined the deck of the Saratoga as it berthed..then.streamed to the
Earlier in the day. Russian lawjet
formations roared over Jacksonville as F-14 Tomcats and A-6E Intrudmakers voted to ignore the ban on dock to greet friends and family members.
ers
preceded their carrier home.
Earlier on the ship, the sailors were treated to a mini-concert by WhitThe
road to the ships' home base also was festooned with yellow 7
iCont'd on page 2)
ney Houston, who was taping a Sunday HBO cable TV special welcoming
bons and huge welcome signs.

Florida port cheers return of 6,000 sailors

Consumer spending makes biggest jump in months
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Pres* Economics Writer

Becoming cloudy this evening.
Rain likely after midnight. Lows
40' to 45. North .wind 5 .to 10
mph. Chance of rain 70 percent.
Cloudy and cool with rain likely
Friday. Highs 50 to 55. Chance
.of rain 70 percent.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.5. 0.0. below 324.1, +0.7
Barkley Lake
155.5, -0.1; below 330.8, +0.7

s 'WASHINGTON — Consumer spending, bolstered by a
modest rise in incomes, jumped by 0.6 percent in February,
the biggest gain in five months, the government reported
today.
The Commerce Department said the February increase in
spending, which reflected an upturn in auto purchases, followed a 0.6 percent drop in January and a 0.1 percent December gain.
The February spending gain, the largest since a 0.8 percent
rise last September, provided more evidence that the current
recession may be ending.
Consumer outlays account for two-thirds of total economic
activity and it was a big drop in spending last fall that

. dragged the country into a recession.
to support spending, especially for suth big ticke. ,lerns
Analysts have been looking for a rebound in spending to autos and homes.
signal that the recession was over.
In a separate report today, the Labor Department said the
However, they cautioned that the February upturn will have number of people
filing for unemployment benefits remained
to be sustained in coming months to result in a definitive at about the half-mill
ion mark in the Most recent reporting
statement on the economy's prospects.
week.
Analysts noted that the government also reported today that
The department said 510,000 new claims for-unemployment
personal incomes edged up a small 0.2 percent in February benefits were filed
in the week ending March 16, down only
following a 0.4 percent decline in January.
slightly from the 519,000 claims filed the previous week, a
Income growth has been sluggish over the past year as total that had
been the highest in more than eight years.
more than 1 million Americans have joined the ranks of the
"It will be very hard for consumers to mount any big
unemployed.
spending upturn with joblessness still growing.- said Alien
While the ,Bush administration is counting on a recovery Sinai. chief
economist of the Boston Co.
beginning in the April-June quarter. many economists worry'
Today's report showed that Americans' after-tax _incomes
that any rebound when it does come is likely to be anemic were up 0.3
percent in February' after having fallen 0.4 perbecause strapped consumers will not have the income growth cent in
January'.
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Calloway schools
in session Friday

What is a sure sign that spring is finally here?

All schools in the Calloway
County System will be in regular
session on Friday, March 29. a
spokesman for the school's said
today. The Calloway schools will
operate on a regular schedule, and
all students are expected to be in
attendance.
Calloway County Schools will
be on Spring Break Monday
through Friday of next week.

Five boys swept
away by river

Kendra Hedlund
Tonia Fogle
.0 • "Little yellow buds that came
"Spring Break. I needed a break.
out in February by President I just went home
to Madisonville
(Kurth's) house. The wind also for break. I didn't have
the money
seems like a sign of spring."
to go anywhere."

Jennifer Browne
"The trees coming out in bloom.
I major in horticulture so that's
what I look for: everything coming
out in bloom."
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Barbara Scheer
"Blooms — the flowers and trees
both. The weather warming up is a
sure sign of spring. The birds, too."
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STOCKTON. Calif.(AP) - The
rain-swollen Calaveras River swept
away five young boys, drowning at
least one, and rescuers searched all
night for three brothers who
remained missing today, police
said.
Divers pulled the body of one of
the boys from the river late Wednesday, police L. Waynk Hose
said.
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Alice Baesler discusses husband's c

ampaign issues

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

program to the Wp .of the list," she
which those children classified
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer
said. "If we are going to put more
as said her husband wants to start
"chil
dren at risk" have their needs
money into education, we should
with existing businesses first and
met, including needs such as medi
Alice Baesler, wife of Lexington
have higher quality of teaching. He
- help increase those businesses so
mayor and democratic gubernatorcal
and dental. The program, which
also wants to evaluate the students
that they are able to hire more peoial candidate Scotty Baesler, was in
who are graduating. So that we are could be introduced statewide, also ple, then look for businesses
outCalloway County Wednesday aftertries to train the parent in parenting
not only
side the state to bring into the comnoon to discuss the issues concern- a gradu producing a graduate. but as well as to train them for a job
to
ate who is educated," Bacmunity. Roads need to be improved
ing her husband's campaign.
better provide for the child and
sler said.
in
order to help encourage industry
First of all, Baesler said, a teach-,
break the cycle, she said.
in
this area, she said.
Where drugs arc concerned. Baeer enrichment program is at the top
One of the candidate's longtime
sler
said, he advocates "stiffer, issues has been recycling.
of her husband's list.
"He definitely wants Western
"Recymandatory penalties, in sentencing cling takes garbage out
"Our primary issue is the educaKentucky to get the feeling that
of the landfor drug pushers and that a sen- fills and prolongs landf
tional package," she said. "We
Frankfort cares about how it is
ill anywhere
tence be served and not probated." from 10 to 15 years
progr
have had the largest increase in
essing," she said. "Also Scot," she said. "He
Baesler said.
taxes that we have ever had and
ty feels that the lieutenant governor
wants Kentucky to develop some
should have a more active role.
this is to support this education
industry where we can use these
Another issue Baesler addressed
package.
prod
ucts
ourse
lves
and create busiwas that of
possibly one good role would he,
"He thinks we should move our program, the two year -old pilot ness with these products."
working with economic delopZero
to
F
ive
Fami
ly
Care
teacher enrichment part of the Cent
As far as the economic development programs, because if you
er, underway in Lexington in
ment of Western Kentucky. Baesler
have one person concentrating on

Thousands defy ban in Soviet rally.
..

(Conrd from page 1)
rallies in Moscow.
The events threatened to develop
into the most serious confrontation
between reformers allied with Russian leader Yeltsin and hard-line
Communist Party. military and
KGB officials lining up behind
Gorbachev.
Yeltsin -urged lawmakers in the
Russian republic to join with
demonstrators.
Mikhail Bocharov, one of Yeltsinls top economic aides. predicted
that 1 million people would march
on the Kremlin come evening.
He told reporters at a special session of the Russian parliament that
he thought the march would be
peaceful. and that lawmakers
would .march at its head. People

have-heen told
ran i! ,oIdiers
attack, Bocharov said.
Yeltsin supporters appeared in
command at the parliamentary session. which was called by hardliners seeking a 'vote cif no confidence against Yeltsin. the 60-yearold populist.
"In the days preceding :he congress, I predicted the worst toutcome.), somewhat better and the
ideal." Yeltsin told reporters after
the vote on the derronstrataion ban.
"Today we saw the :deal."
The congress. 1eetin4 in a
Kremlin hall, approved. by
532-to-286 vote with 93 abcten-.
lions - a. resolution rejecting a.
unconstitutional the three -wee'., ban
on rallies in Moscow ordered hs
President Gorbachev'' Cabinet on

these things we arc more apt to
produce more results."
"Farming of course is a very big
industry," she said. "We are very
much involved in farming. I run
the farm including several acres of
tobacco and hccf cattle and alfalfa
hay. We are also trying to develop
a program of marketing the hay to
send it outside of the state, using
the hay marketing system," she
said.
An incentive for the seasonal
worker to benefit both the worker
and the. farmer by crediting them
$2.500 before starting to take out
federal taxes.ancl social security, toincrease labor force, is another
concept he supports to keep Kentuckians employed.

By(

Assoc'

ALICE BAESLER

Monda%
Yeltsin told deputies they ShOuld
began
an uproar as deputies
As it did, police outside enforced
Yeltsin supporters yelled in supflex
their muscles.
arguedoi.:r the demonstration
the order by dispersing dozens of
port
ban.
of the resolution,_ which also
"If we say we have power. let's
11,.7.:rc,:. of opponents of Yeltsin rejected the
pro-democracy activists, arresting
central government's
displ
ay
it. Let the Russian Interor
about six.
Gorba,ihev's chief political rival order that control of Moscow's
Ministry ensure order today and we
After the vote, a Yeltsin emispolice be transferred from the
will answer for it and let &put...2, -- hanged on their - desk tops and
sary hurried over to Gorbachev's
city's democratically elected govshouted.
rig to drown out a law participate in the demonstralion
office to appeal-to him to remove
ernment to the Interior Ministry.
guarantee it." Yeltsin
n-.1),er who called the ban an
the thousands of Soviet troops and
The vote
Yelts
in's strength come' from
unonst:tutional imposition of republic's indicated the Russian
police flooding into the city center
leader could survive a
his
posit
ion
as
chai
rman ol the
erner.ter„..ii, rule.
in anticipation of the pro-Yeltsin
no-confidence vote.
standing legislature of the
demonstration.
country's largest and r...h
The emissary'. Ruslan Khasbularepublic.
toy, said Gorbachev rejected the
'Leningrad Mi.*or Anatols SotPAM_ CAN, Ky. (AP) — The
appeal but promised to withdraw
Hubbard,
chak, a Yeltsin ally. proposed a
07th
Ar-ny Reserve MASH unit continuingsaid the congressman is
the troops and police on Friday. resolution
to contact military offion the rally ban in the
eVid„cr.:::s. will.remain in
the Middle cials in an attempt to
Gorbachev has said repeatedly that national legis
see that the
lature similar to :As. - East to treat injured Iraqis, touc
laws and decrees from the central one appr
h- 807th comes home as quickly:
oved
as
:he
ing off complaints from some
Russian
government override those of the
possible.
ess. But he was shouled
memb
ers
and
their families that the
15 Soviet republics. including and
Appe
the mcastare -Was not xoted ri
group .had done its duty and should Wend als were made to U.S. Sens.
Russia.
ell Ford and Mitch McConThe Russ:an parliament sess:iiii
be hroa.:ht home.
nell of Kentucky. Neither was
They blame the delay' on a policy avail
able for comment Wednesday.
KENTUCKY
requiring them to treat Iraqi solCol. Brad Nlutchler, commander
diers and civilians injured in the of
LOTTERY
the 807th, also interviewed by
current cisil upheaval, and have CNN
, said it's difficult for some
By The Associated Press
expressed their concern to three
memb
ers of the unit to accept their
members of Kentucky's congresexpanded role of treating Iraqi
ENGLAN15
Department is investigating whether Gensional delegation.
LONDON - Prime Minister Jot-Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa said
civilians.
0
eral Electric Co employees illegally
Major
The .Arrny informed one confended off an opposition attack Wedn
the
panel
recom
's
menda
Shell
tions
bribe
d Dolan The company also has
will be
esguess any time you've got a
day in a rowdy parliamentary
passed into law in the coming weeks
gressman trt.it the primary mission
announced an internal probe of Israeli
no group of professional people who
confidence debate over the handiing
milita
ry
purchases of its equipment
of a
of rndical units changed after the
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API
controversial local tax The Conse
ANTARCTICA
are real intellectual, they are not
.JERUSALEM - The patriarch
rvative
of the
An Eng;ish environmental
s--1 and the treatment like the average
government defeated the Labor Party
— Here are Wednesday's
Russian -Orthodox Church arrived Wedgroup has wicr
18- or 19-year-old
the support of some promi
motion by 358 votes to 238 If a gover
if Iraqi cisilians and military "is
nesday in the Holy Land in the first such
nent Britons in
'Alining numbers selected by
na that you can tell something
a campaign Jo preserve Antar
ment loses such a vote it must step
and
visit
in
the 74 years since the Russian
haman.tar;an gesture. rendering a
ct h.a as a
down
:he Kentucky Lottery: Pick
nature reserve and ban minin
and call new elections but with a
they take your word for it,"
Revotuhon Patriarch - Alexi II was hailed
d the•e
95-seat
"Antarctica is unique • Lady
majority in the 650-member House
3: 4-6-4 ifour. six.. four
by hundreds as he walked -the stree
Mutchler said.
. of
ts of
Scott widow of Antarctic.
Commons, the Tories were never
about.the delay also
JerusaarnS oi4 wai4ed city The fiveexpio,er. -Sir
Lotto: 8-14-1-5-25-30-4
danThe unit
day
Peter Scott told a news
ger of that happen .rig
Easte
were
r
conference
Alexi II s first outside the
heard Tuesday when CNN did can soldi is treating a few Ameri,eight. fourteen. fifteen
sponsored by theWortotwid
ers, ,but mostly Iraqi solSo.iet_.1..ruca_44140- becorreng patriarch
e-F,...cict---tev------#4teui 0,1 tile
Nakire. "It is the highest crest
Z.:-D--oiociors, nurses
ISRAEL
thtyA'ive,-- thirty. fort:. last .h.ne. - feat.res ceremonial
diers
and
-col
civilians injured in the
dest
Mass
es
windiest most fragile ar.d pr
JERUSALEM - in one of the
and rn.7dical assistants of the
one estimated jackpot $2 5
and visits to t- c.y s ies but also has
stne co-!
vro-s!
civil war against the government of
a
nent
scandals tLr Israel s military the forme
beiie
ve
we
shoul
diplor
d
hatic
Pa
have
siae
r
h-1'ascd unit. Activated in Sadd
the #. s
a
dom
ion e to
chat purchasing officer ict •hit. know when to lAa.c.a,r _toroe
a P.i.g ice
December: the 807th was sent to ily am Hussein, according to famwas set-fenced Wedn‘tsc.,
TR
members and CNN.
:,
A9
'3 years son tor taking i•
the Persian Gulf in mid-January
.
- bribes
Fooc riots erupted Wednes"The
y (members of the 807th)
.and kickbacks Brig Ge- Pa- :it:!a
CONGO
and is stationed in western Kuwait
s hot dus'y border town fil,led
rank was reduced to pri.ate. a-; ri- feel
BRAZZAVILLE - Pressed tc
like
they, were sent over there
v. .E ands of desperate Iraqis Seekc"-ia
a: the
border.
ter democracy Presideht Dena
be dishondrably discharged st.'OR .A'
A.M4.)13rto treat Americans, not Iraqis,"
...7.i, and political asylum Scream
s 'Sas.;
k•gue
force
Lt..
sso held an • unpreceoe-ted
the three-membe•
Lansden, chief said the wife of one
4"'
•a•.
v women and wailing children
c4",r,
unit member
meeting on nation.vode televi
said in the United States
'ji;.1 CNN reporter Mark
-_-; me hundreds of people who
_
sien
who
hesday - but it quickly got
talke
d
to
her
husb
and earlier
Arabian food trucks and
oi.,1 of
Dalma-ge tat:
control Sassou-Nguesso
in the week.
packages throWn into the
faced a;ic,:a
_.
'We
lions he stole miliions of doliar
fee: like we have accomrefugees and Saudi sots.from
"They feel like they've done
treasury of the central Atrica-n na,
c:ish.
e.J.
oar
."...
missi
on.
to be organized but the
We would like their work ... their miss
,on a- ch
that officials of his gover
ion is over
nment knew -.
to hand this' on to either active
too hungry '' said Mai
advance of terrorist pan
and they. want to come home. The
to'bio,v .p a
oc„.ri of the Saudi military
mit:.
be set up a general hospi- job they. are
French airliner in 1989 The
face
food and they go crazy
asking them to do now
conference waS called by the •-.)
tal r.,:re. or some type of Red Cross
Mars c'
were reported and
is for the regular Army, not the
government following growi
•-e
cr
ng p..t.
civil service type" of hospital. reser
so plentiful1that some peo
demands for democracy The
ves." said the woman who did
wheeitarrows to cart away box
m
.Y;:•
U S Rep: Carroll Hubbard. not
tling moment of the raucc.
c' cread cheese and canned food
.•_ — want
to be identified.
came when Magistrate
talke..1. twice this week with
Debbie Hadley, whose husband.
Jumped from hii seat ard
CANADA
Gen. ,Mi.ha,2i Stone. secretary of
dent had tried. to piever
Maj. Clyde Hadley is a nurse anes- C...,et,ecefs threw down a
irig secrets from the fiat
and was advised the thetist with
to e rest or Canada on Wed
ot "'the
assassins of President Mat
remain in the gulf "for tape of the 807th, saw a videoE !he'-come up with a new con
CNN program and
Okoks who was state prose -s"..•a eal for the French speaking
• - re months."
trial said records of the ca..e
Olympic Plaza
called it a good story on the unit.
c•o.
Hwy. 641 N.
•
peopl
e
or
risk
losing
askn
owledged that the
burned, but the rea'
753-2380
T - e cna e-ge came in a report by
"As far
a
head and he was ready
mission of medical units will get as anything, I think that
sce_
••
sior--- issioci studying the future of
them home soon — the
The conference
J,0%./..n was to treat Ameri- national
attention. I think it will
.diers but said the mission bring some
national attention to the
a.id -when hostilities ended.
plight of the reservists," Hadleypress secretary for sa id.

807th ready to come home

NEWS OF THE WORLD

piggly wiggly

110
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In Observance of Easter
We Will Be Closed
Sunday.
I Roy's Discount

I

Pharmacy

THE TERMITE SWARM SEASO
N
IS COMING SOON!!!!!

•
ia

Beware of doo to coo, salespeople offeri
ng termIte inspections
If you suspect your home may
be infested with termites or
We are certain that after com
have a moisture problem, do
paring not only price, but also
yourself and your home a favor the service and
the guarantee (which we back
by calling us for an inspection.
100°/r and in
Our trained technicians will writing), that you
will be sure about having the
inspect the necessary areas of
your home and tell you the measures performe
corrective
results. Then, if by chance you
d by our company.
do have a problem that needs
Do
not
let
yourself be pressured into a
correcting. our technicians will give
treatment that you
you a complete and ex- do not need to begi
n with, or that is extremely too
act estimate of treatment and expl
high priced
ain the treatment procedures. for what you
do need.
Then. if you're not certain, get
a second inspection and
We
have been serving the Wes
estimate.
t Ky. area since 1958. We are
an established company, loca
lly owned and operated, and we
can service your pest control
needs better than anyone else

The Original & The Best
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Get your Hunting License
at a participating
store for the gigantic _

Easter Egg Hunt
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1302 N. 12th St.
Hwy. 641 N.

Ode McGee
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(You must have a hunting license to
participate)

Age groups 2-3, 4-5, 6-8, 9-12

See the Giant Easter
Bunny and have your
picture taken with him
at the hunt.

Entomologist
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Thousands of Easter
Eggs hidden with prizes
of games, toys, candy,
bicycle & tricycle
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(In the event of bad weather the hunt will be
held the following day)
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Murray-Calloway County Park

Mark McGee
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Saturday, March 30
9:30 a.m.

— We are the only termite and pest control com
pany in the
Murray area with an Entomologist on staff.
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Murray's Oldest and Largest
No one does it better
Anywhere, Anytime,
at any Price
Call Us Today!
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Peace Corps deserves conservative support 0,941%,0,444
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By GENE KRAMER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - Goals of the Peace Corps were origina
lly defined
by political liberals and "it is time for that to-change," says corps
director Paul M. Coverdell, a self-described conservative.
"Conservatives should be Peace Corps' biggest boosters.
But ... we
have allowed liberals to lay claim to, and define, one of the
nation's most
impressive assets," Coverdcll said Wednesday in a speech at
the Heritage
Foundation, a conservative think tank.
It was one of numerous appearances by Coverdell, a former Republ
ican
state senator from Georgia, marking the 30th anniversary this month
of
the volunteer organization launched by President Kenned
y.
Conservatives can feel comfortable with today's Peace Corps, Coverdell said, because it has begun to bring to new democracies "the
language
of commerce,- science and technology (-and) critical entrepreneurial
and
business skills."
Business training, the fastest-growing new speciality offered
to Third
World and former communist countries, is "individual empow
erment," a
conservative watchword, and "I am determined that empowermen
t will
(be) Peace Corps' driving force," the director said.
Empowerment and the Peace torps tradition of compassion for the
disadvantaged are not at all contradictory, he added. "- Indeed. they
arc
complementary:"
Coverdell defended the corps to critics who said its work should
sponsored by churches and other private groups instead of govern be
ment
"As a conservative, I find the results to be implicitly produc
tivc•and
useful- and -enriching to the coumry,'-he - said -"I- view interna
tional
affairs as an important function of the government, and I think this
is a
very low-cost producer of a major benefit."
Coverdell noted new programs to have returning volunteers share
with
American students knowledge they learned abroad.
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Unemployment rate increases

a

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
actively seeking jobs. People who
Kentucky's unemployment rate
are unemployed but have not
edged upward in February as more
looked for a job in four weeks -arc
people were working but more
not included.
were also looking for jobs, accord,State labor market analyst Ed
ing to figures released Wednesday
Blackwell said he believes some
by the Cabinet for. Human
people who have been laid off from
Resources.
higher paying positions are taking
February's unemployment rate
two jobs to maintain their income.
was 7.4 percent, up from 7.2 perBlackwell said it may also be the
cent in January. The rate in February 1990 was also 7.2 percent. The case that both adults are working in
a family that previously had only
national unemployment rate in
one
_breadwinner.
February was 7.2 percent. '
Others may have renewed their
According to the figures, there
were 17,200 more people working ._job searches in anticipation of
in February than January. but recreational or warm -weather jobs
22,000 more people in the labor
"The economy seems to be pickforce.
ing up in some areas, but in uncerUnemployment figures incIlide tain times, employers take
a -.waitnon-military' workers and unem- and-see approach to
exparisions
ployed Kentuckians who are. and hiring," Blackwell
said.
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This was a Peace Corps objective from the start,
but Coverdell said it
was neglected until he took over. He questioned
how America could compete in, the world "and yet remain internationally
illiterate" in languages
and geography.
Coverdell said the formerly "all -too-Caucasian"
Peace Corps is
recruiting blacks, Hispanics and other minorities as
volunte
ers so that it
will more accurately mirror America.
Coverdell said the Peace Corps is preparing to return
to six Muslim
countries it hurriedly left for security reasons during
the Persian Gulf crisis. The six are Mauritania, Yemen, Morocco,
Pakistan, Tunisia and
Tanzania.
Meanwhile, the agency has launched a study of anti
-Americanism in
the Islamic world and is evaluating experiences of
8,000 volunteers who
have - served there the past 20 years as a guide to
the future, he said.

"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow"

ri

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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S End

30 DOLLAR•SAVER SPECIAL S30 DOLLAR.SAVER SPECIAL
Microcassette Recorder
d
With Voice
Actuation
Cut
30`
)
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-1M-•=.
19
•
4
4

69

#141044

Reg. 99.95

Versatile Home/Mobile
Video Cassette Player

-L214

4

• Hands-Free
Recording
•Fast-Play Mode

•
4

"
s
Off 18988

• Lightweight
• Comfortable
• Compact

Reg. 219.95
Uses AC or DC PowerPerfect for Home, RV, Boat

Low As $15 Per Month.

Sale Ends 3130/91

#16-405

.33-98'
Sale Ends 3/30/91

Sale Ends 3/30131
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Elderly man shoots himself
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NEW HAMBURG, Ontario (AP)
- An 80-year-old man didn't realize he had accidentally shot himself
through the head and spent 10 days
suffering from blurred vision
before going to see a doctor, police
reported.
The doctor found a bullet hole in
his skull.
"It was practically a miracle that
he survived," Sgt. Roy Bowman of
Waterloo Regional Police said
Wednesday.

Our Best!
Portable
CD Player
sun)
Off

_ Bowman said the man has no
memory of the early March shooting, but investigators believe it was
a freak accident. ..
Evidence suggests the man was
walking upstairs at his trome with a
Small -caliber gun in his hand when
he fell, the gun went off, and the
bullet went through his head, front
to back.
"With the trauma ... he didn't
realize or remember it had happened." Bowman said.
When the man finally went to a
doctor, only a small black mark,
above his eyebrow showed something had happened.
Close inspection revealed it to be
a bullet hole, and a search of his
home found the slug embedded in
the staircase wall.
Bowman said the man is in a
hospital .and that police are still
investigating.

Jailed Lee Co.
sheriff resigning
BEATTYVILLE, Ky: (AP) After eight months of running his
department from a jail cell, Let
County Sheriff Johnny Mann
announced he would step,' down
today.
"I guess he got wore down,"
Lee Deputy Sheriff William Kilburn Jr. said.
Mann was one of six eastern
Kentucky lawmen indicted last
year on drug charges. He told Lee
County Judge -Executive L.C.
Reece on Wednesday that he would
resign as of 4 p.m. EST today,
Mann's wife, Terry, said.
A 42-count federal indictment
charged the six with trafficking in
cocaine and accepting $85,000 in
payoffs to protect drug dealings in
the region.

•

20MB HD Notebook PC

169"
Reg. 239.95

Low As S15 Per Month •

Low As $52 Per Month.

Reg. 1999.00
•1.44MB Floppy Drive 640K
• DeskMate• Software•6 lbs.

• Intro Scan "Previews" Selections
• Ni-Cd Battery Charging Circuit
#42-5027

Big-Button Telephone

$311 Off $1688
Sale Ends 3130191

#25-3506
*

*

*

Sale Ends 3/30191
*

!fli

•Hold Button With LED
Reminder
si Amplified Handset
• Touch-Redial
#43-338

MORE GREAT BARGAINS! SALE ENDS 4/20/91
Personal
INTRODUCTORY
Printer
SPECIAL!
Save 910
..enrcemm

VCR With On-Screen Display
Save $40

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

27995

TANDY°
1000 TL/3
_System

Reg. 319.95
•179-Ch. Cable-Compatible Tuner
• 1-Year/6-Event Timer•Quick-Timer

Low As $15 Per Month•

(as
I seen

2388

and compact the yard.

We also rent tillers, riding mowers,
push mowers & trimmers.

Low As $49 Per Month -

•

s

S.

is X ix

40-Channel CB
Walkie-Talkie

Plus BONUS
Package!

Reg.
119.95

••••••

• Lotus Spreadsheet
for DeskMate
•DeskMate 08A Write
•Quicken•Mouse

•30-Number Memory
• Maximum Legal
Power
•Security Code
043-558 Tone/pulse d.al,n9

•

TCHABE E TONE Pth.SE phones wort, on both tone and DulSe Imes Therefore ,r1 areas hay") ohlx Dulse (rotary'

dull IrleS Ydu Carl Mal use servoCeS reqohng tones FCC regrstered Not for Dew Imes We service
Ow

haffers Dowered Moorhen, excludes batlenes
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#21.1645

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You

Nag/ PA,slx

••••

Save $40
5
9
9
5 9R9795
Perfect for Work,
Pleasure or Travel

025-1603/104311045/1338

7134391
Ai

Reg. 129.95
Police, Fire, Rail, More
#20-126
Low As $15 Per Month •

•286-Based PC Compatible
•Color Monitor. 640K RAM
•20MB SmartDrive" Hard Drive
▪ DeskMate' Software With 10 Applications

CENTER
MOM

9995

You Get All This!

MANI TOY CLEARANCE!

RENTAL' SALES
20 L

Save $30

Reg. Separate
Items 2269.65

Save $40

7995

Desktop
10-Ch. Scanner

Save 1599
$670

Speed-Dial
Cordless Phone

3.Rent a lawn roller to smooth

Reg.
39.95

• Tests Electronics
•43 Ranges #22-214

79.95
Reg.
• Dual Cassettes
•Remote Turn-On
a One Touch Message
Playback

a seeder/spreader to
fertilize and sew seed.

Prints Up to 240 cps

40% Off

Telephone
Answerer

5995

2.Rent

Reg.
359.95

Range-Doubler
Multitester

#16-520

143-398

24995

Low As 515 Per Month •
.26- 2545

Cut 25%

3 steps to a
beautiful lawn. .

Sale Ends 3i30/91'
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Letters to the editor

Meanings ofEaster evolve o

Nix thanks Dennison-Hunt
staff for donation of shoes

When I was a very small child.
I
fully accepted Santa Claus.
the
Tooth Fairy and my guardian
angel, but the notion of a giant rabbit assembling candy-filled baskets
and hopping from house to hous
e
to deliver them was beyond
the
By Constance
scope of my sensibilities.
01
Ale
xander
course. I didn't refuse the choc
olate eggs or those gummy' yell
ow
chicks with the black dot eyes.
bat and white checkered
suit with 4
I just never really bought the -Eassprig of bright red cherries pinn
ter Bunny concept.
ed
Once I started school, I began to to the lapel. And because you had
associate Easter with clothes to wear one to church, there was
always a hat - something with a
instead of candy. Around February
. wide brim. trailing ribb
we'd start talking about Easter
ons, and an
out- elastic that N:orreki
fits. Last year's spring coats
the circulation
were to your brain.
taken from storage, and my
sisters
Completing the Easter Outfit was
and I would spend hours tryi
ng on -always a new pair
of Mary Janes.
last year's duds, while my moth
er those shiny. blac
k patent shoes that
determined who was getting
new the nuns desc
ribed as "a near occaoutfits and who wasn't.
As the sion of sin.
" whatever that v...as.
youngest, I was usually assi
gned
Once I got into fourth grade.
some perfectly serviceable
hand- Easter bega
n to take on new.
me-down to wear Easter Sund
ay. dimensions for
me. You see, girls
while my' older sisters had the
plea- in grade four
and above were persure of new attire.
mitted to take part in Holy Week
I can remember a gray coat
With (the week- befo
re Easter) solemnia white pique collar, and a navy
. ties. star:ing with!
the 40 hours vig-

MAIN
STREETf.

Dear Editor:
Murray and Calloway County is well kno
wn
attitude. Without the support of the communit for its generous, caring
y, it would be much more
difficult to operate the many programs
offered for our students.
It is essential that the basic needs of stud
ents be met before maximum
learning can take place in the classroo
m. Unfortunately, circumstances
sometimes make it impossible to meet thos
e needs in the home. When the
school tries to help p.rovide -clothing. or food
, or other needs, we must
often turn to local civic organizations and
businesses.
Recently, Mr. Eddie Hunt and Mr. E. W.
Dennison of Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods provided our school syst
em with 90. very much needed.
pairs of shoes. Their generosity is typical Of
the caring spirit of our community. It is individuals and groups who are
willing to share who make a
positive difference in young lives. I am grat
eful to Dennison-Hunt and for
everyone who joins the school system
in working for children.
Sincerely.
James Nix
Director of Pupil Personnel
Calloway County School District

Reader says 'art' portrayed
progress of our community
Dear Editor (and staff):
I want to-congratulate you for the supe
rb job you did compiling the
special section of the Murray Ledger
& Times, Profile '91.
This was the most interesting. as V• ell as
the most informative issue I
have ever seen.
Each section was a magnificent work of
"art." showing the growth that.
Murray and Calloway County has made
in Health Services. Education.
Excellence. Industries, Retail. Other Busi
nesses and Agriculture.
Making Murray and Calloway County a
better place to live and reit Our
families proves how cooperation and
working together has made all
phases of progress a reality.
It makes us proud we are a par, of
a caring. growing community.
doesn't it?

ver time

il, which began the
Thursday
rayals of seemingly faithful frie
nds
before Easter Sunday.
and a horrible, tortuous deat
h
on
On that evening, there was a spe- the cross. Easter
stories were
cial Mass, followed by a proces- etched in pain
- the denial of
sion of girls throughout the church. Peter, the loss
of a son by his
We sang flat. Gregorian chants in mother, and final
agony of appaLatin as we walked in measured rent abandonment
by: the father.
steps. The church seemed fille
On the days between Good Frid
with sadness. fragrant with the day and Easter
Sund
peculiar, blend of incense and was shrouded in ay. the church
mourning; the
flowers that were part of
the statues were covered, and the cross
benediction.
swaddled in black. Instead
of a
Those processions became the bell, a wooden clapper was used
during Mass, and there was
highlight of my Easter season
no
for
the rest of my years in elementary' communion.
With a joyful peal of chur
school, not necessarily due to their
ch
religious significance. but mostly bells at dawn on Easter Sunday,
because I loved the drama and everything was back to normal. At
Masses later that morning, the
m‘stery of it all. More than that.
conI gregatio
n was a field of new suits
liked the fact that the tallest girls in
and and flowered bonnets.
the procession - I fell into thos
People
e
ranks by fifth grade -- got to wear walked carefully on the smooth,
nylons, something nice girls were slippery soles of new shoes. The
forbidden to do by the nuns for any' days of fast and denial were over,
other occasion except graduation and candy-laden baskets awaited us
at home.
from eighth grade.
No matter what the weather was
In those years. Easter was a serious. almost scary observance to like, we knew the rock had been
me. It was a season marked by bet- pushed away from winter's cave.
Spring had finally arrived.
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Today In History
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Today's. Highlight in History .
On March 28. 1979. America
commercial nuclear accident
occurred .inside the Unit Two rea,:
t 7 al :he Three Mlle Island
plant near
Middletown. Pa...as-a seriesmarand mechanical fa::ares
caused the
cooling system to malfunction.
g :o the reactors core
and leakage of radioacitivity.
On ,this date: •
- In 179. ,Nathaniel
Hampshire patented a wash.ing
machine.
In 1834 the U.S. Senate voted
uenure President Jackson for the
removal cf federai deposits from
Bank of theUnited States.
In 1930. the names of thef f..7ic:h
.
T.:ie. and Angora
were changed to Istanbul and

'HONE YeE GREg.i0B ToP
f•AAN IN MY
Ft.ACE PRCE
MAN
4A,1) rr MADE ' '74€t ..l
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Peter Arnett's lament

Dai
litt]

The u,.7:-.p,a h.. 1, 4 47tO family counse
"
These critics may see as proof
husband) doesn':
that
the pressdoes not reflect their
Now some Trie77%7,
values in recent decisions by the
are mouthing a S.77...47
Everett (Warsh.) Herald and the
'
because of their fractured
Minneapolis. Star Tribune to pubIn 1939. 'Lite SpanTsh Cis:,
with
the public.
'Natlish
Nlad7:
....
homosexual "bonding"
,ne forces of
Francisco Franca
By Cal
At .a National Pre (
anno
unce
ments along with those of
:7
In 1941. 50 ear 'r
_
:•
heon. CNN's Peter
Thomas
weddings. Both papers have elimid \•‘• Oc;:f dod
c
Lewes. England.
was
in
criti
cized -tiv sonnated wedding pages. which will
Tla
In 1942, daring World N,Var - B1.ike .whaq
bs others for
r!..-11
now
be designated "bonding" or
•
c.,antr
occupied French port of 'S:.
2
v.
and
ifaghdad during
tlricry .cr
Co,urnnist Tom Wicker of The "cel
(.
ebration" pages. Many news•r•
"I
\
C
don'
A
t th:nk the U.S
York :Times complatned that pape
In 1943. corn:oser Saa. Ra
r readers might tolerate sepaCdT;iv:T. B‘rAi:4,1
has a concept of w.
war z>uccesses were exag
n Beverly H.... Ca
In ".953.
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The top 10 senior female academic students at Calloway County
High
Betsy Herndon, April Boswell, Amy Nesbitt, Sara Thompson,(back School include (front row, from left)
row, from left) Celena Wisehart, Lori
England, Charity Anderson, Susan Herndon and Rachelle Bandar
ra. Not pictured is Michelle Hamlin.

Oakley. daughter of George and
Patsy Oakley; Andrea Rose,
daughter of Winfield and Judy
Rose; and Alison Ward, daughter
of Janet Ward.
Those honored from Calloway
County High included: Charity
Anderson, daughter of Larry and
Sandy Anderson; RackIle Bandarra. -daughter of George Bandarra;
April Boswell. daughter of Roy and
Carol -Boswell; Lori A. England,
daughter of Jobeth and Larry England: Donna E. Herndon, daughter
of Don and Joyce Herndon; Susan
Herndon, daughter of Patricia
Herndon; Amy NI. Nesbitt, daughter of Charles and Janice Nesbitt.?
Sara E. Thompson, daughter of
John and Carol Thompson; Celena
\,Visehart, daughter of Larry and
Anita _Wischart; and Michelle. A.
Hamlin. daughter of John and Linda Frederick.
Paula Hulick, program coordinator. welcomed the students, their
parents, school personnel and
AAUW members during the
meeting.
Dr. Cathy Christopher, physician. spoke to the group, offering
her congratulations for their having
'reached this level of academic
achievement.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger% Times

The American Association of
University Women honored the top
20 senior female academic students
at Murray and Calloway high
schools for 1990-91 Tuesday..
The annual event is part of the
organization's celebration of
Women's History Week. AAUW
an organization which promotes
equity for women, education and
self-development over the life span
and positive societal change.
Its Educational - Foundation provides funds to advance education.
research and self-development for
women.
Those students honored from
Murray High School were: Holly
Blalock, daughter of Doh -and -Barbara Blalock; Leigh Ann Carter,
daughter of Gerald and Mary Ann
Carter; Jennifer Fairbanks, daughter of Ken and Becky Fairbanks:
Erin Friend, daughter of Mark and
Sandy Friend; Rachel Greer.
daughter of Marlin and Karen
Friend; 'Karen Mikulcik. daughter
of John and Marilyn Mikulcik;
Lesia Ne.sbitt. daughter of James
and Virginia • Nesbitt; Katherine

Dairy producers get pity,
little else from lawmakers
ir
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The top 10 senior female academic students at Murray High
School include (front row, from left) Holly
Blalock, Rachel Greer, Leigh Ann Carter, Karen Mikulcik,(back
row, from left) Alison Ward. Katherine
Oakley, Jennifer Fairbanks, Erin Friend, Leslia Nesbitt and Andrea
Rose.

Top 20 female students honored by AAUW
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated PIOS8

Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky
dairy farmers went to the Capitol
looking for relief from their economic woes, but it was the. Wrong
building.
The milk producers found sYmpathy but little else on Wednesday
when they pleaded their case to the
Kentucky General Assembly.
"I don't know what we can do at
the state level," said Rep. Clay
Crupper._D-Dry Ridge, chairman of
the Subcommittee on Agriculture.
Several dozen farm families
crowded a hearing room and told
of diving prices that have forced
them, in some instances, to sell
i.-cows just to pay the bills to feed
others.
"The way it looks to me. the
farmers are going broke, the consumers are getting gouged ,and
somebody is getting rich.- said
Jerry Boone. a Nelson County
dairy farmer.
Milk price-support levels and
other policy decisions are made at
the federal level and there is little
state officials can do except complain, said Crupper. who operates a
milk hauling business.
Complain they did.
"The programs we had in place
during the '80s are not working.'
said Jerry Ferguson, ia Metcalfe
County dairyman.
There are no authoritative state
figures available, but recent reports
have estimated farmers were
receiving about 97 cents for a gallon of milk that cost SI.29 to produce in January. The corresponding
figures in December 1989 were
S1.34 per gallon price and 51.21
cost.
Meanwhile, the retail price of
milk went from S2.41 per gallon in

later 1989 to S2.38 per gallon in
early 1991.
"There's a lot of profiteering
going on.- Fergerson charged.
But except for unanimous agreementt.., that farmers need_ more
money for their milk. there was
little concurrence on how to go
about reaching that goal.
The lack of a united front is one
of the biggest problems, said Tim
Mogan. president of Dairymen Inc.,
the. Louisville-based cooperative
that is the largest ih the southeast
United States.
"Somehow or other, We have to
get fariners singing off the same
sheet," Mogan said.
After a higher price is reached,
then farmers must attack the more
basic problem of supply, Mogan
said.
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MURRAY TODAY

Southern Baptists
unveil new hymnal
at Opry House

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A One Night Drug Awareness Program for area church youth groups
and their friends will be Friday. March 29, at 6 p.m. in Hospitality Room
of- University Branch of Bank of Murray. Speakers will include Lt. Mike
Farley, Murray Fire Department on "The Medical and Tragic Effect
s of
Drug Abuse:" Det. Rick Latimer, Murray Police Department on "How
Drug Abuse Is Combated Through Law Enforcement:" Charles Anderson.
pastor. Cherry Corner Baptist Church, on "How Drug Abuse Damages the
Home and A Clear Alternative to Drug Abuse." A question and answer
period will be conducted. Scott D. Bivins, police chaplain, is coordinating
the program. Refreshments will be served by Teens Who Care of Calloway County High School.

NASHVILLE (A131 - About
7,500 Southern Baptists and others
gathered in the Grand Ole ()pry
House for four days in mid-March
to mark the unveiling of the
denomination's new "The Baptist
Hymnal...
Besides t.he singing. there also
were handbell ringers. brass
instrumentalists and full orchestras.
The occasion also marked the centennial year of the denomination's
Sunday School Board and the 50th
anniversary o` ts church music
department

Schools' schedules listed
All schools in the Calloway County System will be in regula
0,
Friday. March 29. and will operate on a _regular schedule. rAllsess,on
Ca
,ov•ay
County_ students are expected to be in attendance on this day, school officials said All schools in the Murray City System will not be in session on
Friday, March 29, as this is an in-service day. All county
city schools
will have their annual spring break week. April 1 to 5, with and
school sess.ons
to resume Monday. April 8
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Safe. Boating Class tonight
Kentucky Lake Fiotilla of U.S Coast Guard Auxiiiary is
°fife--; t-e
seven a,ternate classes of their safe boating course, 'Boatinow
ng Skil s & Sea
manship These seven classes will be free of
charge to any pe'scr •-:
r,aS completed the first six lessons of the course and
still has the,' 7rirx*:- and study guide. All others will need to purchase a text and study gu
the flrst evening91..class. Classes will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room .7. _Roy Stewart Stadium at Murray State University. The first class
tonight (Thursday) and will run every Tuesday and Thursday
therea....- •
tnrough Aprd 18. Advanced registration is recommended by cang
--Thurston, -753-6174.

Class Action (R)
NI arrutg

Mu•ray-Calioway County Tennis League will be start ng ts sec:Dates, times and places wit be decided at a 'aler Ca'e
ec douoies and all levels of players are welcome cc' — c•e r's•-• -•
r•OoK. 753-7'92. after S pm
season
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•
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1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

Op•-n 1121:2 to 10:pm

7iernbers of Chapter M
t,t • thc fr
heo:i at Majestic Royale.
Saturday, March 16.
.sas
celebration of the
of the organizaTliat organtia. 2 .n the home of Mrs.
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Lodge Ham Breakfast Saturday
•
925 Free and;iAcoapted Masons_ iw•i -ay, a- e —
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By F
Hardin

Ralp*Woods, one of the charter
mernbers on -Mara 20 in 1964. Only' five of the original members
still reside in Murray and are active
in thi. group.
Following the luncheon. the
members held a business meeting
in the home of Mrs. Frank
Stubblefield.
Mrs.. Gary Flickinger. president. pxesjded -Mrs. N.T. Beal
installed as recording secretary in a
ceremony conducted by Mrs. Flickinger-who also announced names
of committee members for the
coming year.

A recommendation by Mrs. Ron
Christopher. bylaw chairman. was
adopted by the chapter.
It was decided to continue offering bed and breakfast to visiting
P.E.O. members and their families.,
Thic -aCtiCrty supports the Educational Projects of the Sisterhood
Mrs. Flickinger and Mrs: Robert
Larson have t‘ecrl -named. tO'repre.
Sent the Chapter at the conyentioi
of Kentucky State Chapter to held
in May at Louisville.
The next meeting will he Mot:
day. April
tlte,home of Mr,
Robert W.- • '

!

12th.

Marcn 30, from 6 to 10 a.m. at the locg, tect to attend. according to Eddie Brow-,

shall
self-(
Th
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A
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P.E.O. Chapter celebrates anniversary
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She earned a bridal bouquet of
orehlds -and greenery:
Miebel:e FranTIon as witness
!or the
!owed
the
-iy
N1Mrs Kirken7-,..sei.: \ -es:ding in Mur..
Philadela. 1'
The g raduate of
Henry (
High School. Paris.
and a '42‘14 -graduate of- Murray State University. is employed at
Holiday inn_
The groom. a ;980 graduate of
Henry Counts High School. Paris„
iS wit.h ',he United States Navy,
no :4:7% :r, his eighth , year.

of,,
9- On

• Rent your mmieseat the movies!
•

•

Easter Ejg Hunt for chiioren of members of Ma
C•der of Moose will be Sunday fiAarch 2' at 2
"eret age groups and re‘resnrnents
€.•-•
:se
12 noon to- 5 r:

• Egg -unt will be at Murray Country C, ,,P Cr Sarc,a,
ce e-c, 'an or shine, club off,cia s sac
ce. se.•,eC 4'3—
am
1 c.m Sunday Fese-wa's- ",
'.-_, *.re
y ;:rday by calla 753-8'';':,

E.•e•,c-e s

15

Bargain Matinees
Sat 8. Sun. Only Adult 3 00 Child 2.50

Moose Easter Egg Huta
- - •

A- Ea

7

.s - =

Ca cway County High School will ,ssue report cards fc- -e •
7,' the second semester on Friday, March 29. Jerry A a parents and guardians to check the report cards to see
z' t-e.r toys arT:cf Trit at the -high school. The school w •
r;ess
•-e week of April 1-5 because cf tne sp•.-:

Laster

9'15

Sleeping with
the Enemy 4?)

Report cards Friday

A

7.10

Gene Hatiernan

Perfect
Weapon

Oaks Easter Egg Hunt

• ::,

7 00
9 00

White Fang
(PG)

A

Massey of 7(X) Pop;ar St.. NI..- - ay. and Bill J. Kirkendol! o'
Ione Oak Rd.. Par•
is.
Tarried on Saturday. Feb. 2.;
The bride is the daughter of
Gene arid Sharon Masses ot 1012!
Ha'ro-t. louisy le
(he groom is the son of Pete
Kirkendoll and Virgie Hudgins of
Paris. Tenn.
The yii
cre solemnized in a
ceremony at I p.m. in Lafayette
Room of 'Best Western Travelers
Inn, Paris. Term.
Paris C:tv Councilman John
\IcClure officiated.
Given in marriage by her father.
the bride wore a white lace tea
length dress desi.:
,.:rfed with off-theNee% es and square

753,4567

•

and
ost.

Pearl Harbor euent
The Pearl elarcor Commemorative Assoc am or w ocser
.,
r,".•arin,..,ersary of the japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
Dec 7
•actvties at Hyatt Regency Convention Center, Lexington
We w pay
bute to ajlinose who were at Pearl
Harbor 50
ago with a memo,
service, appropriate speeches, film documentarieyears
s of the actual attack, pat,
nOtiC music and a receot.on and banquet in the evenin
We invite everyone
to take pa't in the anniversary activities to rememberg.this
Lay of infamy
and Ame•ica's entrance into Worid War II,' said Ellis L. McColl
um. pres
dent Pearl
Commemorative Committee, P.O. Box 12315, Lenglor
Ky. 40582-23'5 ons^e 1-606-277-1629. For more inform
ation contai..•
McCoi

Girl Scout Camp Season
Kentuck,ana Grl Stout Council is accepting reservations
the 199' G
Scout Summer Camp Season. Girls in the 2nd through 12th for
grades can pa•
1.cipate in fun activit,es that will help them become more self-re
new friendships and practice skills they will use throughout liant. deve on
their lves
Camp Pennyroyal near Owensboro or Bear Creek Aquati Camp
tucky Lake. Buses are available to provide transportationc to both on kecamps.
Camp brochures are available at the local Girl Scout office. From June
through July 31, Camp Bear Creek will offer sailing, canoeing, swimm 14
ing
wind surfing, waterskiing, snorkeling, rock climbing and
to girls in
grades 5 through 12, and a 17-day session for girls enterimore
the 10th and
11th grades Camp Pennyroyal's program runs from June ng
16 through July
27, with seven-day sessions for girls entering grades 2 through 11
in tl-e
fall.
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MERCHANDISE INCLUDING

BASKETS
FV41.1(tt'LiZfi rmi.
Join us for worship on
Easter Sunday morning at 10:45.

Michael S. Rice named

First Baptist Church

Michael S Rice, son of Hal and Sondra Rice of Rt 1,
Box 36B, Almo, has
been named to Dean's List for High Honors for the
semester at Wright
State University, Dayton, Ohio He is a graduate of fall
Callow
ay County High
School.

• t'

Keith Arlen Stom, second from right. four-year-old son
of Da'id and
Tammy Stom. was the top hopper in the recent Annual HopA-Thon
for Muscular Dystrophy held at Apple Tree School. Also
pictured,
from left, Logan Schwettman, Patricia Lassiter and Katie
Wagoner who also made o'er $100 each for "Jerry's Kids." "[his is Apple
Tree
School's ninth year to sponsor this fund-raiser for Muscu
lar Dystrophy and we are proud to be a part of such a program."
said Doris
Burris, owner. A total of S1.400 has been sent to the MD.A
Chapter at
Cape Girardeau, N1o., for this contribution for the annua
l telethon
o'er Labor Day Weekend featuring Jerry Lewis.
he parents and
community support of our efforts is greatly appreciated.
" Burris
added.

ALL
EASTER

The 1991 Kentucky Fall Festival of Quilts will be
Sept. 12, 13 and 14 at
Commonwealth Convention Center, Louisville This
will
be the fourth annual
festival sponsored by Louisville Nimble Thimbles.
In conjunction with the
festival, a 'Quilts in Bloom' wall quilt contest will
held. This,-*111 include
flowers of spring, summer, winter or fall, boldly be
bloomi
adorn bare walls; designs in miniature, small, or grand ng from quilts to
pieces andior appliqued. Contest entry deadline is July wall; with flowers
1, 1991. For official
rules and entry form, workshop, lodging and other
information send first
class postage to Festival '91, Dept., clo Juanita Yeager
, P.0 Box 22642.
Louisville, Ky. 40252-0642.
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Museum will be closed Sunday
The fi.,a1ional Scouting Museum will be close0 S. cay '.1:•
cecause of the observance of Easter. Regular nouns Of e.
a m. to 4.30 -p.m., Tuesday through Saturday, 12:30
tc 4
• closec• Monday. Admission is $4 53 for aOults, $4 fo•3;se- c•
children ages 6 through 12 and free under age
'acu 'y s taff and students, or groups of six or more adr- hed6 fr
Gateway Parit.44111 open Monday, ,April
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Teenage Mutant
Nino Turtles II
Secret of the Ooze

Tennis League being formed

:as Cc -nt C o will have its 'annua 1 Easter Egg
30 at
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University Plaza
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Closed Easter Sunday,
March 31st
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Crick-Schaaf wedding planned May 4 Gargus-Roz
vhuff wedding on May 25

_
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Crick of Murra) announce the engagement arid
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Shanda Kay. to Michael
G. Schaaf, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ron Schaaf of Benton.
The bride -elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh B.
Wallace of Murray and of the late
Alston Wilkerson and Mr. and Mrs.
Noble W. Crick.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. George Schaaf of
Holland. Mich.. and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Michiel Jansen of Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Miss Crick is a graduate of Calloway County High School. She is
employed by Wal-Mart Pharmacy
in Murray.
Mr. Schaaf is a graduate of Marshall County High School. He is
self-employed in Benton.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday. May 4, at
6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist
Church, Murray.
A- reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church..
-- All
and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
imitations will be sent.

Shamir? Kai/ Crick and
Michael G. Schaaf to warn/

Mr. and Mrs. Sherrill Gargus of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Melissa Amy, to Steven
Robert Rowhuff. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Rowhuff of Andover:
Kan.
Miss Gargus is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Brooks
and of Mr. and Mrs. William Garsus. all of Murray.
Mr. Rowhuff is the grandson of
Mrs. Ella Mae Griest and the late
Dan Gricst and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. W.R. Rowhuff, all of Kansas.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed
at the Murray Montessori Center.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Andover High School and is currently attending Murray State University pursuing a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Science.
Wedding vows will, be
exchanged on Saturday, May 25, at
6 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. Murray.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.
MeliSSIT .411111 Cil7111:-;

Hardin Alumni meeting July 6
By RAY MOFIELD
Hardin School Alumni Reporlor

The biennial meeting of Hardin
High School Alumni Association
has been set for Saturday. July 6, at
Senior Citizens Center in Benton.
The honored class will be. the
1941 group in its .50th anniversary
year. Also honored will be the
class of 1940 since no meeting was
held last
Of a,. the 40 classes at Hardin
High School, only the 1941 basketball team won a regional championship. It also lost only one game
— a one-pointer to state champion
Inez in the semi-finals and then
claimed third place by beating Lexington Henry Clay in the consolation. Both John Padgett and Tom
Trimble made the All-State team..
. Oddly enough the 1940 debate
team won its only First Region
Crown in 1940 while taking third
in the state championship following
a loss in the semi-finals to state
winner Fort Thomas Highlands. On
speaker points Ray Mofield became
the best debater in Kentucky.
The class of 1941 was the largest
in several years with 16 members:
James Crosby, Melvin Crowe.
Eulenc Darnall, Luzerene Ernstberger, Cress_ Gardner, Ben Haley,
Dorothy Holland, William Guy
(Billy) Irvan, • Evelyn-- McDaniel,
James Morris, John Padgett, Harold

Ross, Martha Skaggs, Win7,1
Starks, Joe Thompson and Tom
Trimble.
The principal, coach and class
sponsor was Karl Johnston. Other
teachers were Alton Ross. debate
coach, and Mrs. Herman (Mary
Russell) Cole. The faculty in the
lower grades. consisted of Hermar,
Cole. Milodean McGowan an
Lucille Burnett Cathey.
Class officers were John Padgett.
president; Billy Irvan. vice president; Dorothy Holland, secretary.
Eulene Darnall, treasurer; Win:%:.
Starks. reporter; and Tom Trimble.
sergeant-at-arms.
No class group picture has been

fOr 1441 and the class of
picture 'was run 'last year.
known to be deceased in the
ol l'94l are Cress Gardner.
eid James Morris.
the class of 1940
Brown, Robert Cope.
\•1.,•::.;.. Iu Darnall. Rose Dunnii.,J .. kards. Mary Faircloth,
(lHven. Jc f)amon Harrison.
110::a7d. Roy Jackson. Dale.
••
Cworge Allen Tucker.
sot...al hour will start at 3
banquet at 6 p.m.
R
ChCik at 510 per
.),e sent to Dorothy
FT ..nd‘Varren.' Hardin'. "Ky.
• • .
••.

Local hospital
releases reports
for past two days
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Tuesday. March 26, time been
released' as follows:
Newborn admissions
Allen baby boy. parents. Tina and
Otis, 1616 Farmer Ave., Murray.
Griggs baby boy, parents, Denita
and Clifton. Rt 1, Box 1698. Benton
Dismissals
Mrs Layeda Brandon, 305 South
13th St., Murray. Mrs Pernie Mohundro. West View Nursing Home, Murray. John Falwell, Rt. 7, Box 124,
Murray,
Mrs Cordie Rogers, Rt 5, Box
4000, Benton, Rube Ward, Rt 1,
Sedalia, William Watson, Rt 1, Box
644, Hardin.
Miss Jessica Littleton, 305 Tyson,
Pans. Tenn . Miss Jennifer Jones, Rt
1, Box 200C. Almo, Miss Margaret
Welch, 10251,2 Broadway, Mayfield,

(Cont'd on page 8)

Members of Hardin High School Debate Team of 1940 were, from
left, Alta Pearl Brown, Ray Mofield, Winston Starks and Phil Youngblood. The team was champion of First Regional Tournament at Murray State College, and won third place in State Tournament at University of Kentucky, Lexington. \infield won award as Best speaker
in Kentucky.

I- Mr Tuxeclo.
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1 /41Iion Pliptogfaphy

recou4s

The Flower Basket
75.3.9s-14
'Bring you
a thought for the week

Mitzi McCallon di

Maryann

I can complain because rose bushes have thorns or
rejoice because thorn bushes hare roses. It s all how
you took at it.

Cathey

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Soufhside Shopping Center
753-3321

Camera Club
tours_house
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club met Monday evening.
March 4, at Diuguid House Bed
and Breakfast, 603 Main St..
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. George Chapman.
owners and operators of the Diuguid House, led the group on a
complete tour of the Diuguid
House. The members were invited
to take photographs of the inside of
the if they desired.
Club members said they appreciated the hospitality of Mr. and
Mrs. Chapman who related stories
of the Diuguid family.
During the business session, the
club decided not to renew in PSA
for this year. It was also suggested
that there be an additional fund,
raiser for the club this year, in
addition to the annual photo
contest.
Possible field trips were discussed for the month and for the
springtime. Photographs were
shared and critiqued.
After the business meeting and
tour, Mr. and Mrs. Chapman served
refreshments to Pat Wilson, Margaret Terhune, Jackie Jones, Tom
Maxwell, Joanna Bailey and Beth
Parker.
The club will meet Monday.
April 1, at 7 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. This will be
a general business. meeting.
The Camera Club Newcomers'
meeting will be Thursday, April
18, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. All interested persons are invited.
For more information call Beth
at 753-5278 or Jack at 753-3841.

Thursday, March 28
Humane Society of CallohA
County/7 o.m./Callov.a.
Public Library.;

Compassionate Friends"7-“'
p.m./hoard room. Murray -Cal:•10.:i
County Hospital

. .-•

St. Leo Catholic Church events
coin of Mary/9:45 a.m.:
Se:er
4:10 p.m.: Massi7 p.m.
N1auncly Thursday events at St.
s,:opa; Church include
nu Supper/5:20 p.m..
r

Singles rriendship ,of Par •
Tenn../7:30 p.m./Farm_ _134:‘•1—
Building. InfolKennith Broach.
753-350.
Open meeting- of N arc oti c s
AnonymousT7 p.m./Paris
St Leo Catholic Church.

-k

and
ntg

;

Niurrah
;
-

Al-Anon closed
rrt.,!Se-mor Citizens'
Info/759-4059 or

• .1 ,
•

Kiw anis 'Club/6

ti wird on page 91

Chapter 50 of Disabled American

CASpriROLYN'

0

ng Cleaning Sale
iust in time .for Easter

1 Week ONLY

30% Off _
Storewide 4.
Furntture -

Porters' - Gift Ware
4 •‘'.
Limp CizathA
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
111 N. 12th N,xt to steDonakrs 753-9234

EASTER
SUPER SPECIALS
Our Famous
Seafood Buffet
Prime Rib Every
Friday 8 Saturday
at 4 p.m.

g

T-Bones

•

Seafood $13415
gm Buffets

2prtomeozRib$1595

I

2Huge 10

OZ.$1695

Ribeyes •

Our Traditional
Saturday Morning
Brunch Buffet
A Very Special
Easter Noon
Buffet

Featuring: Carved Meant Ilse/
Turkey and Vreestng. Baked Van
Asserted Vegetables, Ileassasile
Stead,
Tartans Cobblers sad Cakes
and neck. numb was

S695

Free Salad Bar With All
Specials Only At

Kentietd ltorieu

Your Wedding Specialist
Serving you today
Serving your children ToinotrOw.

,
• •
•
..•#'.

Thursday. \larch 28
rterans anci Auxiliary/7

Prepared ChildbiTth Class •p.m./educatIon unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
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Operbey teatured in Sa•inaw

Easter sunrise service
to be Sunday at Kenlake

-

•••

The Aurora Area Ministerial Alliance will
celebrate this Easter with an
ecumenical sunrise service on Sunday,
March 31. at 6 a.m. at Kenlake
State Park.
The service will take place in the hotel
's Garden Room which overlooks Kentucky Lake and offers a spect
acular view of the sunrise.
Participating churches and pastors are
Aurora Christian with Warren
Robbins as pastor; Bethel Fellowship
Chapel with Shelby Underhill as
pastor; Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
with Grover Lovett as pastor;
Palestine United Methodist with Calvin Clark
as pastor; St. Henry Catholic with George Hancock as pastor: Unio
n Ridge United Methodist with
Donnie Harden as pastor; and Unity Cumb
erland Presbyterian with James
Lawson as pastor.
The Easter message will be delivered
by Pastor Donnie Harden.
Other participants include lay members
of the various denominations.
Penny and Teresa Underhill will lead
the congregatio.nal singing. Special music will be by choir members of Pales
tine and St. Henry churches.
Lay readers will be Richard Losee and Clem
Szymanski of St. Henry
Church, Don Eubanks of Aurora Christian
Church, and Nancy Harrington
of Union Ridge United Methodist Churc
h.
The Easter story will be told with word
s and music through the 20th
chapter of the Gospel of John interspers
ed with appropriate hymns. All
offertory collections are scheduled to finan
ce the poverty programs for the
member churches and various county
charitable programs.
This Easter Sunrise Service originated in
1979 as a program for guests
of Kenlake Park Hotel and has become an
annual event in this area; attendance has increased each year.

Hospital...

Lochie B. Overbey. formerly of Murray. dressed
in an African kanga
and neckace. stands before some of the nearly
100 art objects she
brought back from her summer trip to Zimbabwe
. Africa. The items
were all on display at the Saginaw Art Museum. Sagi
naw. Mich.. in
February in observance of Black History Week. Over
bey is superb isor
of staff development for the Saginaw School Distr
ict. She was featured in a page story and pictures in The Sagi
naw .'s'ews. This is one
of the pictures from the Sauina44 no4xpape
r.

(Cont'd from page
Mrs Elizabeth Locker, Rt 9, Box
492, Benton. Casey Causey. Rt
Box 414A, Murray Mrs Sheila Slack,
Rt 1, Box 163. Benton.
Miss Elizabeth Lester, 6021/2 Poplar Si, Murray. Mark Alan Hunt, 1205
Doran Rd , Murray Mrs Amanda Die'
and baby boy, Rt 1. Box 163
Farmington.
Miss Lillian Rainviiie and baby girl
Rt. 7. Box 3, Lynn Grove Apts , Murray: Mrs Deborah Lewis and baby girl
Rt. 1. Box 17, Puryear Tenn
Expiration
Lyman Dixon, Rt 1, Box 147,
Kirksey

Sale
40%-75% OFF All Easter Items
Selected Items.. 1/2 Price

New Merchandise Arriving

HOLLAND DRUGS
CAR
DS & GIFTS

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Wednesday, March 27. have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Leavell baby girl, parents Ginger

and Bruce A20 Fox Meadows,
Murray.
Gossum baby girl. parents, Tonya
and Greg. 102 Terrace Dr , Mayfield
Dismissals
John Nance, Rt 1. Box 50, Almo,
John Jordan, Rt 2, Box 201. GilbertsvHdaleze,1,Earl Redmon. Rt. 2, Box 173,
Mrs. Winnie Burkeen, Rt 1, Box
352. Dexter, Miss Iva Nelson, West
View Nursing Home, Murray: Aubrey
Nance, Fern Terrace Lodge. Murray.
Mrs Essie Jones, Fern Terrace
Lodge. Murray, Harrel Broach Fern
Terrace Lodge. Murray. Mrs Eloise
King 1103 Sycamore Si., Murray.
Roger Johnson, Rt. 1. Box 275A.
Almo. Arvin McCuiston, Rt 5, Box
1229. Murray. Mrs. Linda Allen, G2
Box 5 Hilldale Apts . -Hardin
Expiration
Mrs Gladys Outland West View
Nursing Home. Murray

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

FRIDAY. ‘Rl H 29. 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE more
like familk. kou become proNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
tectik e toward them.
Lareer change kou make in earls
VIRGO ( Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
sUMMer w ill lead to a highe
r income. new research project could
he part of
Be patient. The public '. ill !me our
the picture. Stick to tested methods
work in September. New prestige.
and pros en procedures. Ek ening is a
follows. Nok ember bring. a fresh
, _great IMIC for social Jot% ities.
A
romantic interest. kik December koki
candid conk ersation gRes i.)u food
11,1a he reads to hu a house
or apart- Ion thou!eht.
ment. Go e tour In% ed ones more
LIBIIAISept.23-Oct. 221: Trak. el
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NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists
have isolated a protein that antidepressants latch onto in the brain.
an advance that might eventually
lead to better treatments for
depression.
"This really is the starting
point," said study co-author Susan
Amara.
_
_
Scientists cloned the. protein and
shoved that its activity was
blocked by several antidepressants, as well as cocaine and
amphetamines.
The work is presented in March
28th issue of the British journal
Nature by-AMara, of the Yale University School of Medicine and the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
there, and colleagues.
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brain cell absorbs. The job of the
transporter is to 'terminate that sig-nal by pulling norepinephrine back
into the signaling brain cell.
Some anti-depressants block that
process by binding to the transporter, which lets the signal stay "on"
longer.
Once further work has revealed
details of the transporter, scientists
may be able to design antidepressants that do a better job of
binding to it while ignoring other
binding sites, Amara said. That
might reduce side effects, she said.
The protein is also the first binding site for cocaine to be cloned.
she said. Cocaine's binding to the
protein may produce cardiac complications of the drug, which can
include sudden death and dramatic
changes in blood pressure, she said.
Further study may shed light on
that process, which in turn might
give insights to treatment for cardiac complications, she said.
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The protein is called a norepinephrine transporter. •
1
Certain brain cells use norepinephrine to communicate, by releasing bursts of it that the receiving
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Miss Anna Marie Erwin and
Paul Ross Jones were married in a
late fall evening wedding in the
sanctuary of Trace Creek Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W.A. Erwin of Kirksey.
The groom is the son of Mrs.
Elaine Jones and the late Paul Dee
Jones, also of Kirksey.
The Rev. Van Russell officiated
at the double ring ceremony.
Music was presented by Ronnie
Stinson Jr., Fred Murphy and Mrs.
Mamie Ausenbaugh. Mrs. Tammy
Piscatelle was pianist and organist.
The altar was lighted with a
heart-shaped candelabrum flanked
by two spiral candelabra entwined
with silk ivy, mauve roses and ribbons. Garland and ferns accented
with doves and ribbons of mauve
and light blue adorned the choir
loft. The santuary and floral
arrangements were designed by
Mrs. Debbie Perkins.
The bride was escorted by her
father and given in marriage by her
parents.
She wore a formal gown of
white bridal satin. Delicate
embroidery highlighted with pearls
and iridescent sequins dotted the
entire fitted bodice framing the
sweetheart neckline. Satin rosettes
daughter of Don Norsworthy of
crowned the puff sleeves. The full
Murray, was flower girl. She wore
skirt adorned with a large bow in
a
white dress trimmed in silver
the back had a cathedral-length
with
tulled overlay and lace
train embellished with embroidered
accent
s.
She carried a white intercut-outs and scalloped lace.
laced basket filled with mauve and
Her crown-styled bridal headlight blue rose petals which she
piece was trimmed in pearls and
sprin
kled in the aisle as she prelace. The fingertip-length veil was
ceded
the bride to the altar.
dotted with pearls and edged in
The
groom
wore a grey full dress
scalloped lace.
tuxedo and had a boutonniere of a
Her bridal bouquet, handmade by
light blue rose bud and baby's
Ola Mae Roberts, was a cascade of
breath.
mauve and light blue rose buds, ivy
Michael Harrison served as best
and baby's breath. It was accented
man. Groomsmen were Randy Redwith heart-shaped pearl sprays, ribden and BarrffrHarrison.
bon loops and streamers.
Candlelighters and _ushers were
Miss Brenda Armstrong of KirkWilliam Erwin. brother of the
sey was maid of honor. Brides- bride. and Ray
Rober
maids were Miss Crystal Russell of the groom. Andre ts, nephew of
w McClure, son
Kirksey and Mrs, Tracey ; Henson- of _Mr, and
Mrs:
R-and
y McClure.
of . Murray. They wore dauphne
was ringbearer.
rose tea length taffeta gowns and
The men attendants wore grey
carried bouquets of mauve and
tuxedoes with light blue cummerlight blue ,roses, white tulle and
bunds and boutonnieres of s- ingle
pearls.
light blue rose buds with baby's
Miss Jessica Norsworthy. breath.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ross Jones
Mrs. Sherry Scott directed the
wedding. Mrs. Lori Sheridan, niece
of the groom, presided at the guest
register.
A reception followed at the
church.
The event was hosted by the
bride's family with Mrs. Vicki
Geurin and Mrs. Debbie Perkins
catering.
The three-tiered bride's cake was
decorated with doves, cupids, bells
and a fountain running with light
blue water. Mauve and light blue
Abbon streamers fluxed down to
two heart-shaped cakes. Heartshaped mints were also served.
Serving were Mrs. Debbie Perkins, Mrs. Betty Kell. Miss Patty
Harris, Miss Melody Buhler and
Mrs-. Renee - Duncan.
Following a brief honeymoon,
the new Mr. and Mrs. Jones arc
now residing in Kirksey..
The groom's family were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner- at Bonanza.
Mayfield.

CA(Cont
LE
NDAR
'd from page 7)
Thursday, March 28
Maundy Thursday service/7
p.m./First Christian Church.

Infof753-TEEN.

Maundy Thursday service/7
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.

First United Methodist Church
events include Holy Week
service/12:05 p.m. and Parents
Night Out/5:30-11 p.m.

ed

of
er
at
d.

Maundy Thursday service/7
p.m./South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Maundy Thursday service/7
p.m./Goshen United Methodist
Church.

d.

Friday, March 29

LBL events include Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.,
Ploughing & Field Preparation/
Homeplacel 850.

Friday, March 29
-Clue Collar Blues"/8 p.m./Robert
E. Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU.

Album by Sparks
couple nominated
for Album of Year

SAGINAW, Mich. (AP) —
Somebody down in Nashville.
Tenn.. or up some place else, must
First United Methodist Church
have taken Greg and Rebecca
events include Exercise Class/I0 St. Leo Catho
Sparks' joking seriously.
lic Church events
a.m., Holy Week service/12:05 include Stations
The couple's latest release has
of the Cross/3
p.m., Maundy Thursday/1 p.m.
been nominated* Christian Rock
p.m., Vigil, Servicei1 p.m..
Album of the Year.
National Scouting Museum/open Good
"Through Flood and Fire" is up
Friday events/St. Jphn Epsi9 a.m.430 p.m.
for a Dove Award. Gospel's equicopal Church/The Way of the
valent of the Grammy Awards will
Cross/12:40
"Women on the Verge of a Nerv- Holy Commu p.m., Liturgy with
be
announced April II and broadnion/5:20 p.m.
ous Breakdown"/Spanish
cast on cable television's Nashville
comedy/7:30 p.m./Curris Center Sheil
Network.
a Duncan Group of First
Theater, MSU. Free admission.
Greg Sparks, 32, a native of
Baptist Church WMU/9:30 a.m.
Saginaw, said he and his wife made.
with Robert Jones.
Jane Powell, blues singer,/7:30
several recordings with the band
p.m./Curris Center Stables. MSU. Reviv
Found Free. But he said they only
al luncheon/11:50 a.m./First
Free admission.
joked about winning a Dove Award
Baptist Church.
until "Through Flood and Fire"
Friday, March 29
Holy Week serrice/7 p.m./Hazel came along.
Senior citizens' activities/10
"It wasn't out of disrespect or
United Methodist Church.
a.m.-2 p.m/Hazel Center.
anything," Sparks said from his
Murray City Schools will not be home in Johnstown, Pa. "It was
Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
just so out of reach, it was like.
in session today.
p m./Weaks Center.
'Yeah, right, this is going to hapSingles Organizational Society/ pen some day.'
Games/8 p.m. at Murray Moose
"It's a total miracle that we
Games Night/7-10 p.m./Mississippi
Lodge.
Room of Curris Center, MSU. Info/ made the nomination."
Pamela,
7 5 3 - 76 3 8 ,
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m. at J.U.
Jeanne/753-0224.
Kevil Center, South 10th Street
Extended. Mayfield.
THE NEW LOOK
MSU Tennis events/Men's at 2:30
p.m. and Women's at 3
IN
DECORATING
Main Street Youth Center/205
p.m./Bennie Purcell Courts.
Offered by
North Fourth St./6-11 p.m.
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National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Wedding
Photography
by Yoef Fisher

•Wedding and special event
photography is our specialty
•16 years everience
•M-home consultation
•Top quality, lowest prices
Call Anytime

Ethelyn Loberger ("Lynne Loberger Powell

753-5063
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Sheila Cohoon & Ann Williams
Expenenced In Helping You Choose.
•Wallcovenng for,. room or all rooms
•Paint
•Window Treatments
•Accessones (selecting and arrangernmr
•Furniture (selecting new or rearranging
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Erwin and Jones vows said at church

THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1991

Miss Sandra J. Vincent and Larry N. Killebrew were married
Saturday, Feb. 16, at 2 p.m. in the
Hospitality Room of University
Branch of Bank of Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Vincent of Anna,
Ill. Parents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Killebrew of
Trenton.
The Rev. Ronnie Grace officiated at the candlelight ceremony.
The candles were lighted by the
bride's nephew, Brian Tucker, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Tucker of
Anna, Ill. Music was presented by
Mrs. Kathleen Smith, violinist, of
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Given in marriage by her
parents, the bride wore an old fashioned ivory satin gown with a wedding band neckline enhanced by
pearl strands. The basque fitted
bodice with a cathedral train were
embellished with sea pearls and
sequins. She wore a matching ivory
satin hat with a finger-tip veil.
The bride's accessories were her
engagement ring and pearl earrings.
a gift from her parents.
She carried a bridal bouquet of
ivory silk magnolias surrounded by
greenery with ivory ribbons and
-"pearls cascading.
Mrs. Cindy Tucker of Anna, Ill..
sister of the bride, was matron of
honor. She wore a navy velvet
The guest register was kept by
dress with a double satin ruffle
Mrs. Sherry Walker Lambert of
hemline. She carried magnolias
Griffin, Ga.
accented with greenery, pearls and
The wedding was directed by
ivory streamers.
Mrs.
Sheri Hill of Murray. All
Jenny Vincent, niece of the
flowers were made by Mrs. Ann
bride, was flower girl. The daughtBrooks of, Murray'.
er of Dr. and Mrs. Steve Vincent of
A reception followed the
Anna, Ill., she wore a navy and
cerem
ony.
black jumper with a matching bow
in her hair. She carried a basket
The three -tiered ivory cake.
trimmed in the bride's colors, navy trimmed in ivy, was made by the
and ivory, filled ,with magnolia
bride's aunt, Mrs. Judy' McClure of
Anna, Ill. Each level featured a difpetals.
The groom wore a black tuxedo ferent flavor. The groom's cake
with a black bowtie and cummerwas decorated with his badge and
bund. His boutonniere was a closed badge number.
magnolia bud with greenery'.
Serving were Mrs. Connie VinJoe Jeffries of Edgcwood was cent, - sister-in-la
w
best man. He also wore a black _Dana _ Killebrew, of the bride;
sister- of- the
tuxedo with a magnolia bouton- groom; Judy
McClure and Ruth
niere. Ushers; were John Maness McClure, aunts
- of the bride.
and Stan Bone, both of Murray.
The _rite bags were distributed
The bride's mother wore a navy by nephews
of the bride. Jason
and ivory print dress. The groom's Vince
nt and Jeff Vincent, sons of
mother was attired in an ivory Dr. and
Mrs. Steve Vincent of
dress. Each had flowers of ivory Anna. Ill_
carnations.
After a wedding trip to Florida,
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Church president
talks about the
Easter message

asi•
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the new Mr. and Mrs. Killebrew
are now residing in Murray. •
The bride is employed at the
University Branch of the Bank of
Murray. The groom is employed
with the Murray Police
Department.
The groom's parents hosted a
rehearsal dinner at LOUIC'S Steak
House.
Bridal events given in honor the
couple included the following:
A shower by Mrs. Karl Dyer,
Mrs. Richrd Sadler, Mrs. Maurice
Chester, Mrs. Richard Dickson Jr.,
MIS. Edward Brookshire and Mrs.
Tim Chester at Trenton Baptist
Church. Trenton:
A shower by Mrs. Betty' Mowery. Mrs. Pat Bridwell, Mrs. Marcia TeIlor. Mrs. Cindy Tucker and
Mrs. Connie Vincent at -home of
_Mr. and Mrs. Del ,MloWer.---Anna.
Ill.;
A bachelorette party by employees of University Branch of Bank
of Murray at Seafood Express.
Murray.

AMERICA'S PROLDEST MOMENT.
HBO's MOST MEMORABLE EVENT.

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — In
an Easter message, the first presidency' of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints said the
resurrection of Jesus "is the
greated most significant miracle of
al time.''
It was "literal and real." the
message said. "He brought to
every person who ever lives on this
earth the privilege of once again
having a body, living again."
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Vincent-Killebrew vows solemnized
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Our Customers Are Very Important People
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and we try hard to give them the very best
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%%inners of the Murray Education Association Spelling Bee held
March 12 are as follows: (left) Rachel Cella, a Murray Middle School
8th grader, first place; (center) Stephanie Hill, Murray Middle School
6th grader, second place and (right) Genia VanAmerigan, Murray
Middle School 7th grader, third place.
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Plastic Wheel Barrow
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Rachel Cella athanced to the
First District Kentucky Education Association Spelling Bee
competition held in Paducah,
March 23. Cella placed third in
that contest.
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Sale Good Through Sunday March 31 While
Supplies Last - No Rainchecks

WALIMART
Hwy. 641 North - Murray
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-6,
Pharmacy Mon.-Sat. 9-6
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IIs .• :71: on a 'held
Land Betweer. the Lakes on
.nfortunately• the rainy day
• ,heM to cancel their tour of the
s flomeplace. However. they
• ritim, at the Homep:ace
Information area. The staff of the
Ii menace were very kind to let the
...se a room for an indoors
were thrilled with their sktt
• 'h 'a
range. They were
h•,:ge animals w hi stood
rain. The class also
Hanetarium. The feature
the staff was great. Each
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,mated a: the stars and the
or .Night Magic.. Rain
,hirle the second and third grades
:asses enloyed 1..B.L. rt:k1 ;r:p•
F S. K:ridergarteri worked
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All children are reacting
Our Super Readers this
Jesse Brooks.ilordan Carr.
•!)Miranda Lee. Ben
Stamper
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potatoes for tobacco contamination
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•Tt•71 began \larch
sa.d ma: some Cana;i
itatoes Came in from
in. northeastern Kenit iso.ation
- As
,mere shouldn't he
any co- r asross the border into
K • ....
ne •
k:.•
about the
N'1%S.". V.1;111.. Bird. University
of Kent,..cky ex;ension agent in
Carter Co..;nty. "We've riever seen
it in the U.S. before and we want
to mad sure we get rid of it. Its a
lot easier to eradicate while its
only a few pota:oes in a tev.
bags.'
But Bird added that Canadian
seed potatoes in Kentucky -are not

tainted. We've haven't
had '471y confirmed cases . Right
• -. we're trying to track down
lots that have been sold...
The virus was not known in
North America until the potato
seeds were imported from Europe.
It is carried from the plants by
he Canadians traced the virus.
to a. potato field on Prince Edward
Is'ar.d and possibly in New Bruns," sa;d Scheibner. '„'Federal
.i.an officials have agreed
tine the area."
He said investigators can trace
the lots containing the Canadian
potato seeds to a point of origination because they have a blue tag.
-The virus is not very devastating to potatoes.- said Scheibner.
' But it is a disease particularly
dangerous to tobacco, according to
European investigators.''
lie said other states known .to
have imposed bans are Maine and
Washington. both potato producers.
tic said North Carolina. another
major tobacco state, may enact
restrictions.

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
-Price
s To Fit Any Budget—

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110
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Member of New Kids charged with ar
son at Louisville hotel
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
rub two sticks together," the pop .zoned
across it at
ASSociated Pr... Writer

star said after his -west. - Wahlberg, 21, was charged with
arson Wednesday and freed on
S5,000 bail after turning himself in.
He performed at a sold-out concert
Wednesday night.
The singer, who has a reputation
as the pop group's "bad boy,"
denied the charges at a news conference before the show.
"The report is that I ran down
the hall pouring vodka all over the
place trying to burn the hotel
down. ... I never came across any
vodka," he said. "I never came
across any matches. ... I didn't
even rub two sticks together."
He pleaded innocent and was
ordered to appear in court on April
11. The charge carries a maximum
penalty of 20 years to life in
prison.
Wahlberg wore a T-shirt with
"Don't Believe the Hype" embla-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — New Kids

on the Block lead singer Donnie
Wahlberg denied charges he
dumped vodka on a hotel carpet
and set it on fire. "I didn't even

Explosion rips
through -popular
seniors4 cafeteria

1774111,11.1WW;7999PJFP!

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) --An explosion that ripped through a
cafeteria popular among senior citizens knocked diners out of their
chairs, tore up sections of the concrete floor and shattered all the
windows, witnesses said.
Irene Williams, 29, said she was
sitting in the lobby of the Colonial
Cafeteria Wednesday when the
late -afternoon explosion threw her
to the floor.
"I thought it was an earthquake.
Glass went everywhere," she said.
"It shook me out of my seat.
*
Something came from somewhere
and hit me from behind. I have a
knot on my head."
Glass and other debris were scattered down the block. _
The explosion wasunder investigation to find its cause. A worker
at a nearby business said he
smelled natural gas from 50 yards
away immediately after the blast.
Diners said they smelled gas after
the blast. but not before.
Lt. Kent Worley. public information coordinator for the Fort Worth
Fire Department, said 22 people.
including four children, were taken
41
to nearby hospitals.
Sit

Daylight Savings
Time set to begin
Sunday, April 7

**

Wednda
esy
-i- wi_tti S011itt _people,- said Sgt. Carl
night's concert.
Yates. a police spokesman.
"I'm really on top of the *odd
Police said they interviewed 11
right now. Why would I want to
burn a hotel down?" he said. girls, 14 to 18 years old, and found
no evidence to charge the group
"Where's that going to get me
members or their crew with any
except in jail?"
crimes.
Fire Chief Russell Sanders said
Teen-age girls chanted. "DonWahlberg poured a flammable liqnie; Donnie. We Love You" after
uid on a rug at the historic Seelthe news conference and shout
bach Hotel and set it on fire early
ed
obsce
nities at the police. Wednesday.
Lydia Sherwood. a spokeswoThere were no injuries and only
man for Susan Blond Inc., the
a small patch of a hall carpet was
New
Kids' publicity firm, said all New
burned.
Kids performances will continue as
Sanders said several women
scheduled.
hotel guests in their 20s called
"Donnie Wahlherg has cooperpolice to complain that Wahlberg
ated fully with Louisville, Ky..
and his entourage were partying
authorities," She said in a statewith young fans, including pre-teen
ment. "We feel confident that any
girls. The fire was in front of the
charges of wrongdoing will soon
women's room.
he dismissed and that Donnie will
Officers arrived around 2:30
he vindicated."
a.m. and found the lobby filled
Last summer. police reported

Flemin — Benton & Paducah * * *
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Wahlberg scuffled with a fellow
passenger over an airline seat during a flight from Salt Lake City to
Atlanta. The other passenger
declined to press charges.
The group was named favorite
pop-rock group at the 1990 American Music Awards and won the
favorite pop rock album award for
"Ilangin' Tough."

Federal-Sate Martel
Sersice 14rc1 11191
Kentucky Purchase ArsMews
Hot Market Itopert
Includes
Soy*%otitis Roceipte act
17
4,
Est.223Sarrows&(UU4
1.411.130 taper, Sows about steady.
le6 1-2 234-254
I. 1-2 210234
CS 2-3 2311.260 -...—..—
LS 3-4 260270
Sows
ES 1.2 270350 bs
.34000-41.00
US 1.3 316-4•• bs
-142.114-43.40
_342.11
0-44.00
ÌI r25121"up"
taLeo-4.0)
LS 2-3 30•5110 bs
-...339
04-400u
-- Boars 332.4*-27-54

COMPARE MY RATES
On
•Life •Health •Annuities
•Nursing Home •Cancer Policies
•Medicare Supplements

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt

Dan
McNutt, AA,
753-4451

le -Wi•.ins — Benton

*

407 Maple St.

* Flemin. — Benton & Pad
ucah * * *

WAREHOUSE-SHOWROOM
toPARKINfi LOT
"Liquidation Sale"
ALL Oil STOCK MT CO!

Plus
10 Family
Employee
Ya
rd
Sa
le
Our employees will

0
3
5'

be displaying 100's of
items for one of the
biggest Yard Sales in
Benton & Paducah,

Rain or Shine

or WASHINGTON (AP) - It's
almost time to "spring forward."
This is the time each year we go through
Daylight-saving time returns at 2
all our warehouses & showrooms and pull everythi
ng that is
a.m. Sunday. April 7. That means
plain been here to long and mark It down to
discontinued, scratched or just
CLEAR REGARDLESS of Profit or Loss. It's your time to saveold,
clocks should be shifted ahead one
on our '2 Million Dollar' inventory.
hour --- to 3 a.m.
• Most people, however, do it
Closed Thursday at Noon to prepare
before they' go tr) sleep or after
they awaken.
Although it's known as daylight- )
1r•
saving time, the ehange doesn't
really save any daylight. It just - 40
moves some of it from morning to T,
evening.
The big benefit for most folks is
later sunsets: so people can enjoy working on gardens or outdoor projects, playing sports, having barbecues or just relaxing outside in
the evening.
,
On Sunday, daylight time will go
into effect in all areas of the country except Arizona, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, American
Samoa and the part of Indiana in
the Eastern time /One.

CREDIT
TERMS
AVAILABLE

*90 DAYS
SAME AS
CASH

Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-5

OW

SAVINGS UP TO

*750/6

Get a good return
on any old
grill.
vsed

;h5ehsoopuptihn.gviCheenrreer
of

OFF

Saving Money Is
Ahvays In Fashion.

‘11
$25.
00 off
lay*

Broyhill Sofa
• •-:ditional Styling

To. pkitchase ot all
oe
rktVAaiErbet 1/0c

Softside Water Bed

Ceiling Fans

Value $899 00

$248

Now

$498

$38

Now
Paducah

Occasional Tables

Odd Love Seats

$33

$197

American Sleep
Mattress & Box
Springs

4'a't,es up to $12995
•

Samsonite Game Set

As

$24

Now

Bedroom Suites

Sofas and Love Seats

Odd Lamp

As Low As

$98

Th?sser, Mirror, Chest and
Headboard

and delivered

$1984 pc.

Patio Furniture

*50% OFF

Benton

Shades

$399.00

$7 each

Broyhill Game Set

Comforters
;ie,V Value $12995

Broyhill Floral Cotton
Chair

e 8 5 Chairs (castered ,
2 Leaves
Retail Value $1,299 95

Now $18
Benton

Benton

We also cary smokers, fish
cookers and grill accessories.

Retail Value $899 95
Now

488 Paducah

Now

$244

Paducah

4

Your Broyhill
and

OPEN
FRIDAY NUT
Titt PM.

Thomasville

shopping
Center of
the South

Division of Ke

II

BENTON. KY.
305 N. Main St

y-Wiggins Furniture,Inc.

litninium Poncho.. el 1311 Dees
lot oopts to rosiouo
po,c4osos
10% awn osroot rop,IrOil
saeclol lusters
11164..toctwetra swhitostal rouot

111.11Y WIGGINS CIIIIIM111
*imAPKIAIK1•101704,

1502) 527-3481

u opripod Ng uo4upe — •u!Luai
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Sale good Mon.. April 1
through Sat., April 6, 1991

Suburban
Propane

•

WI/

Below Regular
Dealer Cost

'up to

eD

As Low As

$118

Oaw

Scratch & Dent
Appliances

Va%Je $299 95

Paducah

Paducah

Paducah
Register for a FREE fish
cooker to be given away Friday.
April 5 All grills come assembled

$48

Swivel Rockers

$98

Broyhill Dining Room
Table

$99

Now

e & 4 Chairs

Cc-temporary Styling
•Reiail Value $149995

$788 3 pc.

1/2 Price
PLUS an additional 10%
Odd Night Stands
Hetai to $299 95

Broyhill Sofa, Chair,
Ottoman

Odd Chest

Odd Occasional
Chairs
.a ,e $599 95

"60% OFF

Curio Cabinets

$198

Odd Dining Room
Chairs
AS Low

Odd Headboards

Sealy Mattress and
Box Springs

Paducah

$5

$6-8

Arrangements and
Accessories

$38 each

$199

As Low As
each pc
Sets Only

• Select Group of Flower

Kelley-Wiggins, Benton

'Asow As

$48

$14 each

-

As Low As

Paducah

Odd Lamps

Broyhill Caneback
Dining Chairs
•
\ia $129 95

Daybed W Mattress
• : .al-,?$'310 95

•Retail Value $299 95
As Low As

Your Choice
Value $69995

Used Sofas $15
Used Chairs $8

KngSize
$1499 95

Value $149 95

ILINIMEIJOILLM:MINS111115-IMI

• LISTED ARE BUT A FEW OF THE STOREWIDE SAVING
S YOU WILL FIND

Irade, % 1

Just bring in your old charcoal
grigl Then take home a new Arkla,
Ember Matic for a whole lot less.
You'll get convenience and precise cooking control you Just can't
get with any ordinary charcoal grill,
with features like a spark ignition,
2 side shelves. and 20 lb cylinder
included.
'So get rid of that old grill, and
get a big discount to boot Move up
to convenient and fast gas cooking
with Arkla Ember Matic

1409 5 1.01110 SI
15021527 3181
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SPORTS
Stanford wins NIT
after Tubbs ejected

MS

SPRING SPORTS SCENE

The
poet
Bain
)ecor

NELSON
RATING

'Fo• r
Lon

John NELSON
Associated Press

NEW YORK IAP) --- Although Stanford on the National Invita
tion
loumament, the Cardinal had to share center stage with Oklah
oma coach
Billy Tubbs.
Stanford, surviving a 15-0 Oklahoma ran after Tubbs was
ejected late
in the first half Wednesday night. defeated the Sooners
78-72 behind
senior Kenny Ammann's•22 points. including five of the Cardin
al's seven
z -pointers.
Afterwards. Tubbs blasted the three Big East officials who handl
ed the
game, sarcastically suggesting they should he required to take
a drug test.
"This was one of the most disappointing things that's ever happe
ned to
me," Tubbs said of his two technicals that- caused his ejecti
on with 4:38
;eft in the first half. "I don't think I deserved either one of the techni
cals.
! didn't use profanity and 1 did not holler. I deserved
a better fate."
Tubbs. upset over a no-call when he believed Stanford's Adam
Keefe
was traveling. was whistled for one teecal by referee Micke
y Crowley,
and the second a few seconds later by Pete Pavia. Neither was
available
nir comment on the first ejeenon of a coach in the NIT•s 53-ye
ar history
"The officials are becoming bigger than the game itself." Tubbs
said.
You can eordrol your players. but you have no eororol over what
hap; ens in the game."
The score was tied 26-26 before Staniond got non: points in
nine seconds as a result of Tubbs' teehnicals. Andrew Viahoy hi: IV.o free
throws
or the -foul call that stopped play nast -before Tubbs' ejecti
on. John Pat. ek Tade the four technieals and Ammann made
it 35-26 with a

CBS Sports is hoping it can
kiss it's so-called nightmare season good-bye with the Final
Four this weekend. After all,
that's where it started.
"I don't want to sound like
I'm hyping it, because it
doesn't need hype," CBS playby-play announcer Jim Nantz .
said, hyping the Final Four,
"but I'm tremendously enthusiastic and eager to get to
Indianapolis.
"The marquee matchups re
as good as we've- ever had
the Final Four."
Statistically, Nantz is on the
mark. Since 1986, this year's
Final Four teams — UNLV,
Duke. Kansas and North Caroli
na — have the four best
NCAA Division I tournament
1 :on Oklahoma (20-15J scored the ',MI.:: I.; pOi7...• of the
first half and
records of any teams in the
"•; Ta•ket of the second and 'Air: ri to take
os biggest lead. 46-37,
land.
50 eft.
"That probably: doesn't sur
••
j 120-13 outscored Oklannio:a 2.1-26 Int; 7.SI of the was.
includprise people as far as UNLV.
of 12 free throws inoothe onal I
:o stay in front.
Carolina and Duke are conA7-.7.7.1771 was 5-foroln from 1-o,
-thge.
Vlahov had 14 points
cerned
. but Kansas is one team
and :1 reHnunds. Patrick seored :;
Deshon Wingate had 13
that doesn't get credit for what
ooiots and :3 rebounds.
it has done in the tournament
Keefe. Sothford's leading
was held :
lately." analyst Billy Packer
in the final 2,4 7"*.
Ba:
was the tournarnor
Murray High's Jason Reed throws in the shot put compe
said.
tition at the NI urrii State High Schoo
Valoable Player after scoring 24
Massachusetts in
l Ins itational Wednesday at Stewart Stadium.
Duke has the best postseason
oonninals.
record
since 1986 — 24-5.
'WC won, this game and th.s touroao-eo: neeause
e came together as a
UNLV
is second at 20-4, folnit.'', Kee .said. "People have said ton \A .1.7 .. mann
of a team and that
lowed by- Kansas at 17-3 and
e
One ;slayer. Bt the way :he scorlog
was spread out proves
North Carolina at 16-5.
'oat's no: :7
CBS' pregame starts at 5
7ed 26 ni• and fir- an
had 24 points and
p.m.
EST Saturday. with
nor I
rha
os: -if :he
o7::. 22 poiros
Kansas-North Carolina tipping
no, v.etory
saVI. PT1CC
dbach Bill Miller feels the Lakers
Staff Report
show some signs of development:. off at 5:39 p.m. The second
are going to have one of their betMurray Ledger II Times Sports
M4iS track coach Jimmy Harrell game. Duke-UNLV, will follow.
ha' with 1- ntonos
ter squads in recent years.
said. "We lost a lot from both The championship will be
ac s,
The local high school track sea"We have a few more people.
teams. It's going to be diffuclt to decided Monday night after a
son opened up Wednesday. sort of.
wend olased
but most importantly, we have a
9:10 p.m. tipoff.
fill some spots.An early afternoon rain comproven person in each event.- MillLast year. Duke and UNLV
The Tigers had five first place played
bined with a mix-up in communicaer said. "We're still inexpenenc-ed,
for college basketball's - performances, with Heath Walls nation
.:t.a
tion left the Calloway County Lakand we have some guys that need
O.,: I to,d
al championship. UNLV
winning both the triple and long
ers with just three competitors for
to have meet experience.won 103-73, and many of the
jumps
. \Ian Krug won the pole 17,76
the Murray State High School Invic
,ogate hadBoyd. James Barrett th-urdleso
5 at McNichol's Arena in
yaulLowhile Chris Bailey. -HI ilk
tational at. Stewart Stadium. Scott -Dower7-(pole vault) artrred-:
,i:1e -to stop
ovir
-probably iive - Fagot-ten
'-neefe
first varsity meet, won the 100
An announcement at CCHS said
dy Delaney (discus; all return from
they- were there.
• OK
meters in a hot 10.8. The 400 meter
do:
the meet was cancelled. 'out the cub -state performances last season
It beat "60 Minutes" in the
',dam. bet that all w
skies cleared and the meet went on and newcomers Daydd ..Geurin. relay team of Walls. Krug. Bailey
:
weekl
y ratings, but sodid
Patrick and. I ,
and -Fri.'d Soul:Thy. - 'also fini-Sted
as planned. The three competitors fingrdon Payne. and Jamar McNary
•,.ori2 on. :I."Rose
Keefe- sooned-t
anne". and- "GotcraT--orst.
for the Lakers inclnded Michael .shoold help the Lakers.
Sallier scored
15 of his 1 - f'
Girls.
"
And it's generally con•
•
•
•
Boyd, who was driving home from
While Calloway has expecta.7.. Oklahoma —
sidered the start of CBS'
•
Calloway County will host Balschool and saw that the meet, was. tions. Murray High has the
that preceded
pressnake
-bit season.
•
lard Memorial in baseball at Laker
going on as planned.
sure of defending success. The
The
day before, CBS
Field
at 4 p.m. this afternoon.
He promptly won both the shot Lady Tigers have won four
- 17 K have to •
straight
announced That it would no lonTeSpCra
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
pun vvoth a throw if 42-1, and regional titles, .while the
Tigers
ger employ Brent Musburger.
Stan:
host Southwest Missouri today. at
tossed ;21-6 in the discus. the first have won four out of the last
NIT and
five
TV
sport' biggest personality
NCAA
_
2:30
p.m.
time he had competed in that event. crowns.
at Reagan Field, before
and a member of the CBS
Of••
travel
ing
to
Tenne
Despite, the mix-up,f Calloway
ssee
no...ove NCAA appearTech
tomor"We had a lot of young kids
family for 22 Years. That might
row and Saturday.
loa: the :tournament was a
have been the real start of it.
".,.,1:c7
than the game or the
CBS called it a non-renewal
of
contract. Musburger said he
7
orado's 60-point secwas fired. Figure it this .w.ay.
- z and with a 9S-91 vieLAS.....EGAS. 4A-Pi — Urvi-L-V's tough defense is" • Tark-arilan
-T-MilSbUrger - wanted to continue
to, en closed the team's final. practi
already in- motion. ceWednesday in Las Vegas after fans
working at CBS, and CBS told
cramm
ed a univerIn a bid to remain .focused on the attempt to capture
the Buffaloes'
sity gym the day before holding poster
him
he couldn't anymore. Anys, basketballs
their second consecutive NCAA basketball title. the
nulenneo 20-l3-.
and cads to be. signed by their favori
one
wldo's
ever been fired wilL.
tes.
Runnin. Rebels have set up a defense to keep away
w on. 2 •
"I want them to be focused." Tarkanian
recog
nize
that
as a non-renewal
eager and sometimes over/ealous fans who have
I'm instructing coaches to keep the player said. "So
alright.
s from sign-.
flocked to the Final Four in Indianapo:is.
ing. I'm telling them to Cell them they
In any case, Ot shocked the
just passed a
"These guys won't even leave their roOTTIS excep
new NCAA rule against autographs
t
industry, befuddled viewers and.
."
for practice and team meals." said UNLV sports
Although the sequestering of the team
made life a little uncomfortable
is new. the
information director Joe Hawk. "They'll sit in their
ban on player autographs fits riled)
at
CBS for a while.
into the 'us
rooms. watch TV and lislen to music. We're even
against them' attitude the team has
In May, the final round of
successfully used
thinking about turning off tne players' phones in their
to win 45 straight games over two
Jack Nicklaus' Memorial Golf
seasons.
rooms.•'
Players such as Greg Anthony, Larry
tournament was washed out, and
Johnson and
Autograpris have been. naoned and guards will be
Stacey Augmon have mostly refused
then
came Detroit's sweep of
to speak to the
posted in the team"s
By The Associated Press
as - the Rebels take a
media this season, arid the team seems
Portla
nd in the NBA
decidedly unfriendly. bra: perhaps necessary. cocco
to thrive on the
onidea that everyone. especially .the NCAA
championships --both CBS
Dv:light Goode: an..
like
,
is against
approach to the Enal Four.
. noo.1 again with the
them and hoping they don't succe
properties. .
Nu.: York Me:..
ed.
Coach Jerry. Tarkanian warned boosters this week.
Hawk
.
The worst blow of all. .howthoug
h.
said
that
has
only
N‘lola's agent made a counoerpron.,no: to ask team members for autographs, and issued
contributed to a
7. .1
extension Wednesa
growing mystique about the UNLV
ever.
came when Cincinnati
day but the Me:s tamed it down and
team.
blanke
t ban on any se7 -n. rig of names for fans and
_which is
oecotiaoons would continue.
also
trying
swept
Oakland in a four-game
to
becom
e
the first team since the 1976
Al Harazin. the teams execonve vice presid
Collectors.
ent. also spoke with
.
World
Indian
Series. That left CBS
a
team
to
go
throu
Dwight Gooden's agent Jim Neader. }lanai.n said
gh
the season undefeated.
Tarkanian said he was responding to the requests of
he would like to meet
holding three games worth of
t'This has been a big time problem,"
with Neader this .weekend to discuss an extens
:he
player
s,
Hawk said.
and also trying to keep the team focused .
ion for Gooden.
really expensive commercials.
"It got to the point where he put signs
"We both recognize we would IKe to get togeth
for its Final Four games.
on the doors of
er." Harazin said.
the
and
the run of bad luck wasn't
practi
ce
gym
asking
peopl
e
"We've made some progress. not as mach as I'd
to
'They do not enjoy signing autographs. . Tarkanian
leave the players
likc. but we're still alone. They just took the signs down
over yet. In February, UNLV
talking."
said. "'they must have signed 1.000 apiece. A coupl
and
did
what
e
they wanted to do anyway....
blew out Arkansas in a ballyGooden has turned down an offer of S.:; milnon
of players even said. 'Hey coach. can we get our own
over three years and
The
hooed meeting of Nos. 1 and 2
ban
may
also
be
an
Viola has rejected S12.5 million for
effort
notel
on
this
Tarka
time?' Even if we go to breakfast we have
nian•s part
years Both can become free
10 refocus a team that depends on its
in college basketball for another
agents after this season.
to sign 100 autographs."
superb intensity
for
forget
its
table moment in sports
succes
s
There was no news Wednesday in the contract talk,
Team officials plan to post signs in the team's hotel
s between outfielder
TV.
nTark knows they're two games away from
Bobby Bonilla. and the Pittsburgh P.r.tIeS.
asking people not to approach players for any reason
,
basketball immortality," Hawk said. "He college
In. the last week, the outlook
Meanwhile, Milwaukee general manager Harry
and security guards win he stationed on floors
doesn't
Dalton said trade talk
where
want
them
has
brightened. though. CBS had
to
slip
up
becau
se
with the Los Angeles Dodgers involving relief
they'r
e tired from, fans
the players are .sla:, oo:
pitcher Dan Piesac are
chasing them all the time.
the top eight spots in Aribtron's
"muted." He characterized reports on the
potential trade as
list of 10 most-watched sports
"overblown:*
shows for the week, all of
Dalton said he hadn't talked to the Dodgers since Monda
y. Los Angeles
them NCAA tournament games.
also has signed John Candelaria and that more could
have taken the edge
And the network has every
off the talks.
SOUTH BEND. Ind. !'AP) -- athlete to remain eligib
le for comright to expect the boom to
Holt/
for
The Brewers were reportedly interested in some
Notre
Dame football coach Lou petition. the NCAA said
starting pitching in
Wednescontinue with the Final Four.
exchange for Plesac. but Dalton reiterated there were no
Holtz didn't claim victory- or vindi- day. He also was
firm offers from
found to have
"The matchups are great."
either side.
LeRoy Gardner-, a former
cation after the NCAA bought his given between 525
and $40 to
Packe
In the/major injury news of the day. Atlanta learne
acade
r said. "Kansas-North Carmic
story
about
adviser, had claimed
rules violations in the Roselle Richardson. a prospective
d outfielder Lonnie
olina
Smith Would be sidelined for 2-4 weeks following
is such a storied matchup.
Holtz
gave
Minne
sota
him
athlet
$500
ics
progr
to help a
am.
recruit, for the loss of his wallet.
arthroscopic - knee
sorgehy. General manager John Schuerholz said
player
pay
The
forme
his
r
rent.
Minne
sota
And
Pete
coach
Cordid
Holtz had already admitted both
that Smith's injury
Even if the tournament ratings
improves the chances of Dcion Sanders. the Atlant
delli, who played for Holtz at
use a news conference, though, to violations.
a Falcons defensive
fall
short of expectations. Packer
back trying to win a spot on the Braves' roster.'
North
Caroli
attack those who had attacked him.
na
State
and
coached
"I have never said that I didn't
'We told him we would give him this opport
under him at Minnesota and Notre said 'he thinks CBS would be
"The past three years have been
make a mistake. but I have always
unity when we signed
him, but we fully expected to send him to Richmond,'
Dame. said Holtz gave Richardson better off not worrying about it.
quite difficult for me, my family, contended that
' Schuerholz said.
my actions were
"But the guy has made us take notice. No
"My suggestion is that CBS
a
pair of 5100 bills.
our
coach
es,
player
s
and
the
Uniquestion, about it."
never intended to gain a competitake 5200,000 and do a study
Pete Smith, coming back from arthroscopic shoul
versity of Notre Dame.- Holtz. tive advantage,
der surgery, started
" he said.
"The LeRoy Gardner accusation
that proves the ratings are totalfor Atlanta in a "B" game against Montreal and
said, "because I have been faced
The infractions were among 17
pitched one inning. He
was
dismissed completely, as I had ly ridiculous," Packer said.
gave up one hit, struck out one and walked none.
with
false
accus
auons
,
inaccu
rate cited by the committee as the
First baseman Nick
said all alOng that it should
Esasky, sidelined most Of 1990 with vertigo, also
reporting, innuendoes and half- NCAA banned the
be," ".Prove once and for all that
was in the "B" game.
Minnesota footHoltz said. "There was absolu
playing nine innings and going 1 -for-4.
truths."
tely they're always wrong, whether
ball team from postseason playno justification for it.
they're good or bad. I'd like
Cleveland center fielder Alex Cole took about 40
Holtz,
coach
at
Minne
sota
in
seaso
next
n. The men's basketball
swings in the batting
'Pete Cordell', to my under- you to go anywhere in .the
cage. Cole, out since separating his shoulder March
1984gave
85,
5250 in cash to an squad was stripped of one schola
14, is scheduled to
rstanding, told seven different
return to the Indians' lineup by Monday.
unidentified athlete to pay the cost ship for next year.
sto- United States right now and
ries on seven different
occas
of a college course that allowed the
ions,
" find someone who has not been
It could have gone much worse
he said.
touched by this tournament."
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Actions & Reactions
mSU FOOTBALL
Ina 1991 Murray Stale Universi
ty football banquet will be held April 1 in the Cums
Center
RaIlroorn on the MSU campus
A reception
)(vine at 5 pm with the banquet set
for 530
tickets are $12 50 for adults
and 86 or
children
•For reservations or more informat
ron. contact
Ion Hulett. at 762-6181

BOXING
Three amateurs in the Sabre Boxing
coached by local fighter Shawn 'Sabre Club.
' Simmons, all made their boxing
debuts in the Kentucky Golden Gloves competition in
Lexington
this past weekend In Golden Gloves.
16 year
old Derek Waters lost a second
-round TKO to
Burt McMillen In the sub-novice
decision. Scott
-F.'nith won a walkover against
John DeWeese.
wirrt defeated Greg Mears of
Versailles in the
Y-ampionship bout In non -tourna
ment action,
hare Smith lost a decisio
n to Alonzo Harris.
and defeated Hams in the
third
round of a
in atch up.
•1 h9 Sabre Boxing Club will be
participating in
Jac•son. Term Apnl 12-14

PRO BASKETBALL
The Portland Trail Blazers want an NBA
trite
Iris Orlando Magic would be happy to finish
IS
.--icond season with a modest 30 victories Both
intik another step toward their goals
Wednesgay night. The Blazers, who lost to Devon in
'ne NBA finals last spring, overcame a 24-point
utalici early in the second hall to beat the Seat'8 SJperSonics 11 2-10 7 Portland trailed 68-44
rt'n 3 04 gone in the third quarter before rally' g and went ahead to stay on Terry Porter's
tube-point play with 42 seconds left.
Portland's
51 18 record is the best in the West The Trail
Blazers lead the Los Angeles lakers by
1'4
games in the Pacific Division and Western
Conference races We want to win the confere
nce,
and we knOw it's in our hands," Blazers coach
flc• Adelman said 'We can ether
win it or
it away
Portland goes title-hunting,
me Magic has set 30 wins as its goal. Orlando
go' No 25 by beating Dallas 97-85 as
Jerry
Reynoicts scored all of the Magic's points in
a
it'sve 11-4 fourth-quarter burst
.•!" Wednesday's other NBA action, it
was
04 102. Indiana 90 and the Los Angeles
pers 95, Utah 89

- While

PRO HOCKEY
DETROIT (AP)- In a way, it was
fitting that
the Pittsburgh Penguins clinched
the Patrick
Division title with Mario Lemieux looking
on in
s,,eet clothes. After all, the Penguin
s' drive to
their first -ever division crown
was accomplished
in their best player missing the
first 52 games
ihe season with a back injury
Wednesday
.nt. Lemieux was out as a result
of a 14-stitch
he suffered Tuesday night, but it didn't
slow
Ati the Penguins, who rolled over
the Detroit
Wings 7-4. It was the first championship
of
• y kind for the Penguins since
they entered
NHL
1967 It has been a long, long
zathe for this organization." Pengui
ns coach
Johnson said. "I'm especially happy for
c...s like Bob Prey, Troy Loney
and Marc
ieux. who been here for seven
or eight
S without winning a thing."
• - no only
other NHL game. New Jersey beat
P.-lord 4-3 in overtim
e.

BASKETBALL

for most games officiated He never missed an
assignment in 16 seasons, retiring in 1977-78

GOLF

R-E-S-P-E-C-T

SCOREBOAR

KU relishes longshot role

''See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

LAWRENCE, Kan.(AP) — As the Final Four's offici
al longshot, Kansas is making good use of what one savvy senior
calls "the lack of
respect thing."
The trick, says Mark Randall, lies in not overd
oing it.
"Sure, they're going to call us the longshots.
You can't say we're not
going to pay attention to it. It's bothered us,"
said the senior center.
It's not as if the Jay'hawks sneaked into the NCAA
tournament. As Big
Eight co-champions, they drew the No. 3 seed in
the Southeast Regional.
But in the opening-round games against New Orlea
ns and Pittsburgh, they
began to notice they were getting little notice
.
"We talked about it when coach came in and
showed us the paper and
we only had two lines on our game." Randa
ll said. "We've been using a
little bit of the lack of respect thing. We think
we can thrive on that a
little, but we don't base everything on it becau
se if you start getting
caught up on that, then you're not worrying
about playing basketball."
Even after beating Indiana 83-65 and outsco
ring Arkansas by 24 en
route to a 93-81 victory last weekend in the
regional finals, the Jayhawks
are still rated by odds-makers as the least likely
champion among the
other Final Four teams of UNLV, North Caroli
na and Duke. But, with a
modesty reflecting the their coach, they don't claim
to be the best team in
the United States, or even in the Final Four.
"I don't know if I can say we're the best," said
forward Alonzo Jamison, who was named the Southeast Regional's
most valuable player. "But
I think we're playing the best ball of the
tournament right now. With
decisive victories over Indiana and Arkansas.
I think we have the momentum going into the next game."
If they're not the best, they may be the hottes
t. None of the other three
had to beat the nation's No. 3 and No. 4-rated
teams to get out of their
regional.
"I don't know if I'd say that we're the hottes
t team because we're the
only team that had that played the No. 3 and No.
4-ranked teams,' said
Williams. "I think Las Vegas is the best team.
But the best team doesn't
always win. I don't think we're 12 points better
than Indiana and I don't
think we're 18 better than Arkansas."

JACKSONVILLE, Fla - Police uncovered a
forgery scheme involving thousands of dollars
worth of fake parking passes and admission
badges to this week's Players Championship
golf tournament Police charged David Michael
Leslie with two counts of forgery after a woman
employed by Leslie told investigators about the
scheme, a police report stated Leslie
was
arrested Tuesday and police seized 22 lake
parking passes, 12 fake badges, two badge
molds, an original parking pass and two original
badges, the report stated

OLYMPICS
JOHANNESBURG, South Afnca - A delegation from the International Olympic
Committee
Said it would support South Africa's
return to
Olympic competition if apartheid is
abolished
and other tough conditions met The
six member Commission on Apartheid
and Olympism made its recommendation after five
days of
meetings with government, sports
and black
leaders The delegation demanded the abolition
of apartheid and unification of South African
sports bodies into non-racial groups before
IOC
admission would be granted

TENNIS
SAN ANTONIO - Second-seeded Stem Graf
defeated unseeded Monique Javer 6-3, 6-1 to
advance to tne quarterfinals of the U S
Worrier's Hanic.ourt Championships. In other
second -round matches, third -seeded beat
Isabelle Demongeot 6-2, 6-2, sixth-seeded Lon
McNeil defeated Patty Fenclick 6-4. 6-3, and
Eva Vigierva beat Pam Shrive, 2-6. 7-6 (8-61
6-3

SKIING
STOWE, Vt - Frenchman Alan
Feutrier cap
tured the U S Giant Slalom champio
nship,
leading a European sweep of
the top four
spots Feutner finished with a two-run
time of 2
minutes, B 10 seconds
WAITSFIELD, Vt - Eva Twardokens
won the
women's North American super-G in 1
minute,
2 37 seconds, one-hundreth of a second
ahead
of Hilary Lindh Julie Pansien finished fifth
to
clinch the overall North American
super-G
series tite

.OS ANGELES - UNLV forwards Larry
Johnson and Stacey Augmon are among
the 10
BASKETBALL
-embers of the John Wooden All-Amenca
National Beetetbett Aesocietien
••-arn Others are Georgia Tech guard
OS ANGELES CLIPPERS-Raced ken Banniste•
Kenny
center on trur infured atu Activated fake Srrvek. center
demon. Arkansas forward Todd Day, Ohio
ite guard Jimmy Jackson, Duke
FOOTBALL
forward
Notional Football League
nntrtan Laettrter. Providence guard Eric MurLOS ANGELES RAMS-Signed &Kann Thomas it
rt,Jck, Louisiana Stale center Shaquille
-0/Maws tackl. trAchaei Lindsey linebacker and Dar
".1-vtaCuSe forward Billy Owens and Michigan
ran GrJdt ohenvve guard
'')'ate guard Steve Sminh,
NEW YORK JETS-Signed Booty Houston
'
,tiebacks,
LANDOVER,
Travis Best scored nine of
HOCKEY
• s 15 points in the first seven minutes of
National Hockey League
the
HARTFO
RD
WHALERS-Signed Ed Johnston. genera
half and Donyell Marshall.scored.12.df.
----weneger"rd - a three-year contract extensor througr
tkinfi in the hall as the U S All-S
tars
May. 1995
nJ..^ed the Capital All-Stars 114-89 in the
Cap,
Classo high school all-star game Best,
caded to Georgia Tech, is a 5-foot-11
guard
'cm Central High in Springfield,
SOCCER
Mass, arid
United Suites Soccer F•deretiicin
rrshall. a 6-7 forwatcLwho has yet to 'elect
a
US NATIONAL TEAM-Named Dena Milarion
noitege, is from Reading. Pa
c coach
and agreed to terms on a contract through Decembe
1994 Named John Kowalshu, intenrn coach, interimr
assetant coach
COLLEGE
NCAA--Banned the Unnersery of Minnesota football
MINNEAPOLIS - The NCAA banned the Urnlearn
from
postsaas
on
play en season, and stripped
rrirsny of Minnesota football team from postthe men's basketball souad of one schcsarstup nest yea'
season play next season and stripped
for Nies infractions
the
men's basketball program of one scholarship
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL-Named Ranchey Mercer
*art year lor rules infractions. The Commit
men's lacrosse coach
tee
ci Infracti
EAST CAROLINA-Nemec/ Eddie Payne men s basketons said it opted for milder penalties
ball coach
or-cause of several mitigating factors, including
IOWA-harried Jerry Welsh mans basketball coach
university's Own investigatiOn and its efforts
KANSAS STATE-Named Part, Hagemeyer women s
to correct the problems on its own. The limited
volleyball coach
sanctions follow a two-year investigation
MONTEVALLO-Named Rob Sc•very WhilISC director
corn.stied in mid-December, in which-the infracr
NAVY-Named Krim Asset defensive line coach
fans committee found 17 violations.
OLD
DOMINION-Named Oiver POM011 Meng basket•
They
bat coach
n volved former football coach Lou
Holtz, fired
.iiministrator Luther Darville, football coach
Outekunst, basketball Coach Clem
t' skins and wrestling coach J Robinson

If Duke gained confidenee—frOM beating the Razorbacks
on Saturday.
that attitude was changed within minutes on the following
Monday'. The
Runnin' Rebels dominated Duke from the opening jump
ball to the final
buzzer and recorded the largest margin of victory ever
in an NCAA
champions-hip game.
Hurley, coach Mike Krzyzewski and other Duke player
s say they've
almost erased the game from their minds. After what happe
ned to them
last year, Hurley says the plan for victory this year is
simple.
"I just think I have to be real confident. I can't allow
myself to get
frustrated if they go on a little run." he said. "We need to
stay into it and
not allow ourselves to be defeated like we were last year.
A lot of,that is
going to have to do with me."
Hurley became more of an offensive threat this season, avera
ging 11
points per game after scoring 8 per game in his freshman
season. He's
also the leading 3-point shooter for Duke, making 65 of 169 attemp
ts. His
7.5 assists was good enough for second in the Atlantic Coast Confe
rence,
and he's completing his second successive season with 200
assists.

NCAA

Pro basketball
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 7534627

A good deal
for a change.
i:=I

C:1 CI C:=5 mi CI cl

795 °

Service includes oil change,
oil filter, lube, and safety check

0

I
a

Here's the deal Bring in this ad and
we'll replace
your car's nld oil with Valvoline. Havol
ine
or Rotella
motor oil We'll do it right, and we'll
do it right now
Coupon Good Thru April 6, 1991
EMI MEI NMI II=1
MN MEM =II la

10 Minute Oil Change
Nunizeut

JA
-- JBE

16th at Chestnut
"Five Points"

Ptud,

(502) 759-152(-

Professional Lubrication and T.L.C. for your car,
truck, motor home.

[Hot Spring Give Away

This Tractor Has A
Lifetime Warranty;

WRECKER
SERVICE

24 HOUR

Illinois

Jane Rogers 7534627

GENERAL
4 IL Ahr TA - An Atlanta woman'
s paternity suit
)ainst former baseball player Steve Garvey
has been thrown out by a Georgia
appeals
court, which ruled that Judges in the state
have
rio jurisdiction in the case. Rebeck
a Mendenhall, an assignment editor for Cable News
Network, filed suit in Fulton County Superio
r Court
,n 1989, alleging that Garvey lathered her
son,
born the previous October, and backed
out of
an agreement to marry her Garvey maintai
ned
that since he liveS in California and
the child
was conceived there. the Atlanta court
should
not have jurisdiction A Superior Court
judge
tast year rejected that argument, but the Cowl
of Appeals agreed with Garvey in a decisio
n
iris month The appeals court, in its
March E
decision. noted that the child was conceiv
ed in
California and the reported agreement to
marry
was made there as well

Bloomington

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) — Bobby Hurley recalls the
history of Duke's
loss to UNLV in last year's NCAA championship game,
and' he's determined not to repeat it.
The game itself was really
bad," the sophomore point
UNLV's 103-73 victory in Denver a year ago. "But more guard says of
than that, it was
the opportunity that was blown by it."
The Blue Devils have a rare chance at redemption, howev
er. In making
their fourth straight trip to the national semifinals this
weekend, they'll be
facing the defending champions. Hurley scoffed at the
idea that Duke is
looking at a similar fate.
"If we didn't think we could win, why even bother and
go'?" he said.
We think we are ,going to win every game."
Duke was in the Final Four for the third successive
season and the
fourth in the last five years when it earned the trip to
Denver. The Blue
Devils caught fire in the second half and beat Arkansas
97-83 to get into
the championship game.
Hurley went into the game with an upset stomach,
and his feelings
about Arkansas didn't help him at all.
"I was real worried about playing Arkansas early-in the seaso
n because
they had virtually their whole team back and we were a
young team." he
said. "That really surprised me. Then I knew how good
we were.
We were a very young team,
yet we were able to play with a veteran
team."

BASEBALL
Amencan League
NEW YORK YANKEES-Announced Me resignation of
Tony Bartirorne, !frowns secretary Nam40 David Soon
trasseng secretary
Netional League
ATLANTA BRAVES-Optioned Kelly Mann and Jim Kremws. oatchws, to Richmond of the International
League Sent Randy Kramer, pitcher, to their row
*ague carro for reassignmont
HOUSTON ASTROS-Opooned Randy-Harms. ;Ocher
to Tucson Sent Kevin Coffman, Terry Clark and Dan
Murphy, pitchers to their minor *ague camp for reaswgnmant Sent Bert Hunwr, °unlade( outnght.to Tucson Rewased Darnell COWS out6Mder from 691 nonrosier ft/anon
NEW YORK METS-Asegned Blame ,Beetty pitcher to
they minor-league carp for reassignment
ST LOUIS CARD1NALS--Annound the resignation of
Mark S1•10, stectilvis vice president and chief
operating officer Named Stuart Meyer mcecutnie woe president
and cruel OPerating ofhcer

PAGE Li

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office

Duke wants redemption

TRANSACTIONS
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HOCKEY
TORONTO - Scotty Bowman and Neil
Armstrong were erected to the Hockey Hall of
Fame.
Bowman. the NHL leader with 739
victories.
was chosen in the Bulders' category
Armstrong, a linesman for 21 season
s, was elected
in the officalS. category Bowma
n started with
the St Louis flues in the 1967-68
season and
iad them to three consecutive
Stanley Cup
tinats. He then went to Montreal
for eight sea
sons, where his teams won five Stanley
Cups
Armstrong made his debut in November
On Oct 16, 1973, he was honored for working
his 1,314th game, breaking the
league record

..

•

195:7

Check Us Out
When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself

753-7283
If,,, or Murray r

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury has just purchased a
new 1991 Ford F-450 Super Duty truck with a 6000
Century wrecker body - the newest in towing
technology.

%err lindirs

Night-492-8219 or 753-1833

Parker Ford
Lincoln - Mercury

701 Main Street

.'••

••.•

••••• I

Ingersoll 3000 and 4000 series Garden Tracto
rs are the only ones
with the exclusive Hydriv• hydraulic
operating system, a system
so dependable it allows us to offer a lifetim
e warranty, the
TOP.T' (Total Owner Protection) Lifetime
Warranty. For a limited
• time, buy the tractor and -get the mower
deck absolutely FREE!
See them and the rest of Ingersoll's line of
premium lawn and
garden equipment at:

For all your towing nee'd.
Call us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Day-753-5273

970 Chestnut St.

So IfYou Want The Day Off,
Pray For Rain.

,

v

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street Murray • 1939 N 8th
St Paducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110

Murray
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT

Shakespeare
makes a move
to American
West in 'Shrew'
P,r

Phyllis Miller
displays quilts
at art gallery
in Somerset

By Ruth M. Jackson
Murray Lodger & Timms Rostrower

Shakepeare's "Taming of the
Shrew" has moved to the American
West at Murray's Playhouse in the/
Park. This classic tale of human
nature and human intrigue-for-thesake-of-love is being presented
ith all the classic trappings of the
"One more on the house" seems to be what drunkard Chris
topher Sly
„)wboys and Indians setting - is asking of dance hall girl Crystal Joslin (left) and
the hostess (Val
h.)ots and chaps and fringe and all.
Ernstbergeri at the Bella Donna Saloon. Sly (play
ed by Bob Pervinel
\o horse actually appears on stage.
is the victim of a clever joke which results in the play. "Tam
ing of the
Ht one has the definite sense that
Shrew" to be performed this weekend at Playhouse
in the Park. Curthey are waiting in the wings,
tain time. are 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday. and 2 p.m. on Sund
ay. For
read, to come on at a moment's
information. call 59•17.52.
notice.
The universality of the Bard's
at:ons neiereates :or ri:s cnaracters and energy with her own
- and
itenius is thus proven once again:
pro‘id: a base of t.C..17:l that then some.
the language has been altered not a
:n.‘:;cs Lf
.17.i actors aike to
The servants in this production
whit - only the places have been
add layers of their own, limited of "Shrew"
give
:hanged to names more in keeping
only by individual talent and scope. zest and flavo the play special
r, espec
with the western setting. Yet all the
That's not Much of a ;11'711 fir- Val- Pasco's Mexic versi ially John
an
on of Petruh;tbbling humor and the frothy silCTIIITIC and his
.:7•1 the re.ult is
chio's servant Grumio, and Lucenlness of the original tale shine
an evening of hov."ing good fun
tio's servant Biondello. character:rough as clearly as when the
There is not roorn here to men- ized b. Valen
tine as an Indian and
..naracters wear medieval dress and ::on all the aL:ors
'10 deserve it
7.,layed with superbly arid wit by
:,ace the streets and houses of their
there are 10in inc ..ast and they
Ty Hiter.
7•111vC Padua.
a do But Bob Pc-. 7," ?".:1, esu a
The set. designed by Jerry Abbitt
Director Robert Valentine.
S
Ine
town
of
California. is the largest ever
a fine sense for detail. has changed
v.no;c
:-c
constructed on a Playhouse stage.
the place names without violating
07TIC
P" :ps
It features four performance levels
rdie rhythm of Shakespeare's origithe
and works admirably to enhance
nal language. Padua becomes
the action and clarify the plot. The
Wichita in this production. and
70,e
icc
rendering of this set. on display in
Verona shifts to Laredo. The line.
,2••`• 3,,,71,27. re
the Playhouse lobby. is a v.:ork of
'Some Florentine. some Neapoliap;'•
n.H.
art in itself and one vou shouldn't
tan. or meaner man of Pisa"
miss.
becomes. with droll Valenti:Ilan
Jasi17.V.
....7.t7.,17,1:e• 1 ::7C
Valentine's ingenu:ly and
it. "Some easterner. some Cali:7 7,
71.'",1_, a; 1P:L5 erico.
fr,cZ:C..0uS sense of uni:y have led
•orni.an. or meaner man of Kansas... 7.!".e ;v..7:: 7 " '.ros
e lf.-rce for the
him to devise an ending for "The
l- his attention to the language and
yo•ungei:
turning of the Shrev. that brings
:s original rhythms has produced a
set."0, s„ - ,r :re
Salthe story to a fuller completion and
.ast of acts fully a: ease w:th
satisEes the audience's coneern, for
-ense of tneir-l.nes. and th.s in turn
:oo.se. ends. One has the feeling
:rears that the audience never loses
Shakespeare would approve
re sense of the play.
and
ma indeed have intended There are lavers and layers of
an ending.
in "The Taming of the
7
••27".•.:7
"The Taming of the Shrew w
Part of Shakespeare's
:ontinue at the Playhouse :n the
'.es in the fact that the situweekend. March 2'4. 3('
performarees Fra
Sunday

1.

ReSer‘alit)71.

Built-ins
A

i Deluxe 30\
(.
.7 )Non-Vented Hood

Spacemaker Plus'
Microwave Oven

OW

%all\
to sa.. ••••,r,. tO r,c ue
of getting a. good seat.
If you're afraid Shakespefe s
over your head. this is the reir
:ion to prove you -wrong - Ft•
comedy_ inspired performunee.7-Hoyative the4ter
lc:ve it.uric.0 will T..

11111111

Kentucky women traditionally
have been known for their quilting
skills and the tradition continues
today with one of the best examples of the art on display at 2days
Gallery in Somerset.
The quilt work of Phyllis Dutton
Miller opened with a reception for
the artist March 23 and is being
presented through April 20. The
show includes an extraordinarily
wide range of work, ranging from
the familiar pattern quilts such as
the "Amish Center Diamond" and
the "Jacob's Ladder." to contemporary quilts th4 are more like
paintings such as "Downtown
America" and "Kentucky Dark
Fired," to the pointedly humerous
"White Trash."
Miller, who is a past president of
the Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society, and who currently serves as
Chair of the Society's museum and
archives committee. made her first
quilt in 1968 under the influence of
her grandmother Dutton. Miller.
who now lives and teaches in Murray, grew up outside of Somerset
and enjoyed an idyllic childhood
life on her family's farm - an
influence that•carries over into her
work.
Included in the exhibition is a
series of three v.allbangings. titled
-Wildlife Christmas... depicting the
fox, coon ap.d- the rabbit - gifts to
her father and two brothers. How -

The Murray State University
Theatre will begin performances of
"Blue Collar Blues" at S p.m.
March 29 and 30. Performances
will also be given April 4. 5 and 6.
- "Blue Collar Blues" is a funny.
sad and touching play that looks at
a day in the life Of the townspeople
in toffee. Ark. The town's one
indu-Stry is moving out and Coffee
is bcging.ng to look---Iike -gtios!
town.
•
The play's author, Denise Kay
Dillard. is planning to attend the
March 30 performance. D.:Hard is
currently finishing her degree work
at Southern Illinois University :7
Carbondale.
James I. Seheinpp-, associate-professo7 of theatre at MSC, is directing the cast of MSU students.
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ACRO

Murray artist Phyllis Dutton Miller (left) shares a mome
nt with pal
ron at 2days Gallery with examples of her quilt work behin a
d het.
ever, her work reveals influences
far. beyond her Kentucky heritage,
the exhibit includes African and
Seminole patchwork vests.
With one of her quilts, titled
"Morning Glory," Miller dedicated
875 hours, using applique, reverse
'applique, and handquilting techniques, to produce a full size (80"
by 96"). blue ribbon winning
masterpiece. When asked why she
does such demanding work, Miller
quickly responds, "I am obsessed
with the artistry of quilting. I love
the colors of the fabric and what
will happen when I put all those
colors and patterns together."
The reception on March 23 was
attended by quilters from all over
Kentucky and introduced many to

Tracy D. McKinney

David Weatherly, Marty Scarbrough and Lisa Farris have been
cast in "Blue Collar Blues." David.
the son of Roy and Louise Weatherly, is a junior at MSU. Marty. the
son of Jerry and Dana Scarbrough.
is also 3 junior at MSU. Lisa. the
daughter of Buddy Farris. is • a

the idea of quilting as vital. con
temporary artform. 2days Gallery .
• dedicated to exploring and exhibit
ing today's Kentucky art, presents
six to eight shows per year featur
ing artists whose work has bee,:
influenced in a major way by thei,
experience of living in the South
The show of Phyllis Dutton Mill
er's work will continue througtApril 20. 2days Ga
.
11ery's hours ar,
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monda:,
.. through Saturday, and by appoint
ment. The Gallery is located at 21',
E. Mt. Vernon Street in downto.y.
Somerset.
For more information, contac
Kirby Stephens at .(606) 67.9-563 :•
or John McClorey .at (606
679-8339.

senior at MSU.
Reservations can he made by
calling -the MSU Theatre box office
at (502) 762-6797. Tickets arc 55
for adults and S4 for students and
senior citizens: Tickets may also he
purchased for groups of 10 or more
for S.1 each.
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13 M4

14 NE
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we
22 Go
24 En,
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30 Ha:
32 Tid
33 Wa
2
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18

22

2E

33
37
42

Elementary students display
artwork in Washington D
:c

46

50

54

In celebration of March being
the Arts and partially funded by the.
Youth Art Month, Calloway Coun- Calloway County
Board of
ty Elementary art instructor Lynn
Education.
Pesoat Warren .has artwork by stu- ----Visisting artist Heath
er LaPicdents from North. Southwest. and
collo led an exciting workshop
East Elementary schools on display consisting of slide lectur
es. paintin Congressman Carroll Hubbard's ing sessions, cutt
inind assemboffic-e -iii- WashintunDtCinaed at lg Zirgiffs-TedifiThe
paintings, and
the Capital Plaza lower lobby and
finally' an awards ceremony' with
the Department of Education board
150 students being recognized for
room in Frankfort. In each of the
their creative efforts. Classroom
elementary schools. students also teachers were also
involved
have work on display:.
throughout the workshop and some
Locally, there are exhibits of even produced pins.
These are also
wearable art on display at the three on .display -a-long with
the students'
branches of Peoples Bank in Mur- work.
/
ray. This display' is a culmination
Melissa Bivens was the winne
r
of work producted through a teach- of the Heather LoPic
collo scholarer incentive grant from the Ken- ship which includes art
materials
tucky Arts Council with funding and. private • classes.
Other award
from the National Endowment for
winners are Christian Farmer, Neil
Key, Lacy McCuan. Mitch Lilly,
Cherie Nlorre and Russ Ferguson.
Although these six children won
awards, all of the students did
exceptionally well and deserve
recognition.

Exhibit features
feminist artists
The opening reception of "Making Feminism. Visible ..an exhibitor feminist artists Who have
received grants from the Kentucky
Foundation for women, will be
held from 1-5 p.m. on Sunday.
April .7.,,at Zep:hyr_Gallery,•6_37. W.
Main Street, Louisville. An exhibit
talk by Chris Havice will be at •
2:30 p.m.
1-3777.: WEEKLY
i ARTS CALENDAR
March 28 Concert - Jane Powell,
blues singer, free. 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Stables,
March 19, 30, 31 Play - "The Taming of the
Shrew," admission, Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m., Sunday at 2
p.m., Playhouse in the Park.
March 29, 30, April 4, 5, 6 Theatre production -"Blue
Collar Blues," admission, 8
p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre
of Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Through March 31 Exhibition - Works by
MSU faculty, free, Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
April 1 Meeting - Camera Club, 7
p.m., Public Library.
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MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric, Jenn Air
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When you receive your subscript
ion order
blank io renew your paper
please pay no
later than the 24th of the mo
nth. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper
from going up
and insure you that your servic
e will not be
interrupted.
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Due to the postage increase
and supply
costs we are now only send
ing out one
renewal notice per month.
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DR. GOTT

CLASSIFIEDS

by Peter Gott, M.D.

By GARY LARSON

DEAR DR GOTT What are the tissue,.
side effects of Mevacor? I use it to
In the
lower my cholesterol level, yet I un- tion can first instance, the complicabe monitored by blood tests
derstand it can affect the eyes.
every four to six weeks. If the tests DEAR READER- Mevacor (lovas- show
persisting (or worsening)abnortatin) is a cholesterol-lowering drug malit
ies.
Mevacor
should
be
that acts by interfering with the pro- disco
ntinued.
duction of low-density lipoproteins,
In the second condition, the tissue
the "bad" cholesterol.
breakdown causes muscle pain, tenAlthough most patients tolerate derness
and weakness. This can be seMevacor without difficulty, the drug rious
because it can lead to 'kidney
causes the following minor side ef- dama
ge. The condition can be diagfects in a small percentage of pa- nose
d by a blood test. Rhabdomyolytients: constipation, increased gas, sis
is a particular problem if Mevacor
muscle aches, • headache, rash and is take
n with other cholesterol-lowerblurred vision.
ing drugs, such as gemfibrozil and
. The major complications of Meva- clofi
brate, and with erythromycin, an
cor are liver inflammation and rhab- antib
iotic. The reason for this dangerdomyolysis (breakdown of muscle
ous interaction is unknown

ACROSS

DOWN

12 Apothecary's
weight
1 Tan color
13 Climbing
2 Mistakes
palm 3 Teutonic
15 Expires
deity
19 Annoys
4 Scottish cap
21 Break to
1
2
_smithereens
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 23
Goes by
water
13
1111112
IIUI25 Imposing
27 Wager
14
29 Hyson
11116111
31 Colonize
20
21
33 Restaurant
8119
worker
22
23
24
34 American
25
ostrich
26
27
36 Glossy paint
28
29
37 The ones
here
30
31
32
39_Every.
111
41 Tricky:
33
34
35
36
slang
43 Surfeit
37
38
39
40
41
44 Dregs
47.Dance.step .
42
43
44
48 Fri
45
follower
46
51 Negative
49
4711•1148
53 Note of scale

DEAR ABBY: Many times I have
Cheryl has started to date
again,
n•ad in your column. -Go
back -to and she expects my wife and
me to
-uhool no matter how old you
are." I take care ofour grandchild. We don't
took your advice.
mind,except that Cheryl comes in
at
Three years ago. I had a choice
to 3 or 4 a.m., and when her boyfriend
go on welfare or go to school.
Since I comes to our house she takes
him
didn't want to raise my children
on upstairs to her bedroom. She also
welfare. I.choe school. It was hard
lounges aroil-rid in her nightclothes
for me to think of going to schoo
l, as and lets him put his hands all over
I had dropped out at 16 and
didn't her regardless of whether my wife
want to go back with a bunc
h .of and I are in the room. This goes on
younger people. I started college
and right in front of her daughter. too.
worked on my G.E.D. at the.
same What an example she- is setting'
time I also found out. that people
of
My wife's health is bad and she.
all ages went to school. Going
back can't take.much more of this. We
wasn't as hard as I thought it
would have high morals and do not belie
he because it was what I
ve
really in sex outside of marriage. Cher
yl
wanted.
says she's over 21 and can do as she
I'm proud to say that I will
be pleases. We don't say much to her
graduating from the Mohave Com
- because it will only cause a fight.
munity College onMay 10 at the
age What do you suggest?
of :36.
PROBLEMS IN ST. LOUIS
Please keep .44.4,6ng people to go to
school. It's the-hest thing I ever
did
DEAR PROBLEMS: Tell
for my,:elf. Thank you,'Abby.
Cheryl that although you can'
t
DEBI SMITH, tell her what to do,as
long as she
- LAKE H,AVASU, ARIZ. is living
under your roofshe will
have to abide by your standard
s
DEAR DEBI: Don't thank me -whic
h means no entertaining
it WAS OU Who recogniz
ed her boyfriend in the bedroom.
good advice when you saw
If your demands will cause a
it,
and you went for it! Congratu
la- fight,so be it.
tions.
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IIIII

50

lUll
lUll
53

5111.
54

he
of

55

DIAL-A-WORD''

1-900-454-3535

Clue% for toda,'s criiss%.ord ptml
e.

F•Atension #702

Faxon Fire District, Thurs. 6:30

p.m.
Miller
Courthouse (Old
Post Office). The
contract with the
CCFR & the
sub-station
on
Turner Rd. will
be discussed.

Abigail Van Buren

lUll

cc
S5
flu
he
ire

PUBLIC
MEETING

DE
AR ABBY
by

5 Supercilious
person
6 Eye part
7 Suitable -8 Mother9 Slumbering
10 Accumulate

lapel
Notice

INVITATION TO BID
THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCI
L OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY
HEREBY
REQUEST BIDS ON (1)SATELLIT
E REFUSE,
3 WHEEL RIDER OPERAT
ED VEHICLE
WITH ALL WEATHER CAB.
SPECIFICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT
THE CITY
CLERK'S OFFICE, 5TH AND
POPLAR
STREETS. MURRAY, KENTUC
KY. BIDS
SHOULD BE IN THE CLERK'S OFFI
CE BY 4
P.M. CST, THURSDAY. APRIL
4. 1991.

Ghost newspapers

EMIT
COP
. ..
MEREV.E TIO
AGE
T I ERCE
SO
SEA
V,A• N [ E
L A 'CCP.
SPR 114TER
IL
TRACT
LOB
ELM
10 EON
T A'L
Et
RAW
ROW
RE
IN
S
..
WARRANTS
AB
1 PARED
REED
R I M
A L
A D:E.P.T.S.
'ODE
ZI NC
ROAN,.
WED
EiDi I T
S TAY

LUZIER Cosmetics Free
Skin Care Evaluations
Complete Line of Facial
and Body Products Contact Km Parker, Beauty
Analyst 759-4174
USSSThe Factory Outlet at
Mary Nell Ind 'Vinc,ent's" is
now Open Hrs. Tues-Sat.
10am-5pm. Come visit us
for great fashions at great
savings S$& on 9th & Water
St. Mayfield, Ky.

4V01410
Hoffman's
Lawn Maintenance
Division
Specializing in all
phases of lawn
care maintenance.
For Free Estimates
Call Today
502-759-4512

Agog°
INSTRUCTION

cr,
c4
cf• LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR-TRAILER

START THE NE•• YEAP
OFF RIGHT WITH A
NEW CAREER

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive,
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Nhurray, Ky.
753-6374

4 DAY
TATOR DAY
TRUCKLOAD
EXTRAVAGANZA
'5 Pc Oak Clawfoot
Dining Suite
$549.99
'Recliners
$99.99
'Sofa & Chair $299.99
Size Sleeper
Sofa , 9279.99
'4 Drawer Chest $49.99
Bun kbeds
Complete
$149.64
'Computer Desk WIth
Hach
.
$29.97
'5 Shelf Bookcase S19.99
'Complete Twin
Bed
$79.97
'Exercise Bike
$29.95
'Pro Ski
S59.94
'9 Ft Patio
$49.97
Gass Top
Pat,o Table
544 97
'Atood G•an Fl ng
Caomets
$14.99
ablh a 9500 or more purchase wins you a trp into the
money machine
While Supplies Last
90 Days Same As Cash
Wrth Approved Credit.
No Down Payment
New Store Hours
9:00-5:30 Alon.•Thurs.
Fri-Sat. 9:00-9:00
Sun. 12:30-5:30

MARSHALL
COUNTY OUTLET
321 N MAIN
BENTON KY 42025

FOR LEASE:
3000 sq. ft. of retail
space. Bel Air Center, corner location.

Call 753-4751

mom=

11 a.m.-5 p.m.

I -800-334..1203

mwE CwiCKEN 0RicASSEE
SP5Ci15 =OM 414
OLD =t1-1A1-`1 rtEC PE

DEAR ABBY: Our problem
is
mainly our daughter - I'll call
her
Cheryl. Her husband-walked out
on
her seven years ago and left her
with
_their 3-year-old-daughter.
- Although our home is small and
‘+e are getting up there in year
s, we
took Clhe*-1 and our grandchi
ld in.
She has'never paid one penn
y toward their keep -
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Notice

Answer to Previous Puzzle

mud
35 Poker stake
37 Sailors
colloq
38 Article
40 Lairs
42 Towel word
43 Take
unlawfully
45 Hurried
46 Latin
conjunction
47 Pretentious
homes
49 Note of scale
50 Lawmaking
body
52 Cured
54 Worn away
55 Vapid

1 Borscht
ingredients
6 Tibetan
priests
11 Commission
13 Meal
14 Negative
prefix
15 Biting;
caustic
17 Behold!
18 Sailor
colloq.
20 Badgers
21 Indian
weight
22 God of love
24 Encountered
25 Butter in
India
26 Pierce
28 Petty ruler
30 Hastens
32 Tidy
33 Wallow in -

010

THE FAR SIDE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1991

I ArSi•i Y0440 ..AsiE icEpT
IT IN ,
••1.46

s-28

$100 OVER FACTORY INVOICE

1

I 1.1EAR NfiouR PREM
MAN, WES Ganz. Too FAR
SMooll4 VITh çD0NT CDic:LEANS
TVIE LisCotES .1 al 010(4 T
ROOM AtsAD '.*1'-) SO00
WOO r+o6 *cc! oc-F
GRAMS, ST 8 GOW, I
'RAT DARN
DRAW NE '04_ AT BENG
NPL+CAT
NlCE TO 9JS\E'CAN'T 114AT
11 MAD .10kY
- DUPLICATE -\\it_
4.43V.1
TEL SN3i.S
A G/Ri.'

DAYS ONLY

A•vz1 #444 CouLci M41(E_
t•Asf HEaRt cSE.L. woc,JZY
OrIcr 1-40u tivf Ccuk
SuSIE

-

THURSDAY 28TH - MONDAY AP
RIL

ALL IN STOCK

I HATE PEOPLE
WHO SAY THEY
HATE FIRST
DATES ON THE
FIRST DATE

'90 Dodge Ramcharger
'91 Plymouth Voyagers
'91 Dodge Caravans
'91 Jeep Cherokee's
'91 Jeep Wranglers
'91 Eagle Summits
'91 Colt 3dr. & Wagons

I HATE THE
AWKWARDNESS...
HATE THE
FORMALITY..

I HATE "
RAVIN& THE
SAME STUPID
CONVERSATION.

I HATE THAT WHOLE `TRYINGTO-EtUE55- If IT'5-60IN(. ANY WHERE"

I HATE THIS reit** THE - ( I HATE
RESTAURANT
ENUS!LET'S
Fi4T
I HATE Him
GET THIS
DATES...
I HATE
OvER MTN !!
MYSELF.

„, r-

I CALLIFIYTHE.r1c6PtIAL,11:21
FILLTHE RDP12S FIRE l'IresPI,
WEFT FOR EAVVENCY
VEHIcLES!Tke-iime
GONNAIRy
RN'SEND AN
tweULANCE I

‘c100"" OVER FACTORY INVOIC
E
You Keep the Rebate
Codgerruths
0
1 11111S1 lit
Plymouth
-

:.••••
i• 4•2113/6

Dodge c.

"Whatever It Takes. We Want to
be Your Car/Truck Dealer."

PEPPERS

2400 East Wood Street
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k.`

CLASSIFIEDS

••

020

okn

Want
To Buy.

EXPERIENCED air condi
boning and refrigeration re
pair technician Minimum
3yrs experience Salary
commensurate with expen
ence Send resume to PO
Box 7924 Paducah Ky
42001

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

Notice

NI RSING HOME
INSURANCE
AliallableThru Age 84
Our most comprehensive polio, pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare s ne's guide
lines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For free trifor
matsOn
call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

025

Personals
ATTRACTIVE white male
5 10 tall-170Ibs Light
Drown hair blue eyes athletic educated, excellent
ioo. beautiful home Am
searching for that 'special
someone to walk hand-inrand with into the sunset
and live happily thereafter
Oh yeah this is for real'
Phone I and photo with
reply to Dan 5835 E Avon
St Inverness Ft 32652

,.Card
of Thanks
Card of Thanks
The family of
Ned
Washer
u Quid like to express our appreciation to our
friends & neighbors for prayers,
food,
flouers.
- rdrds.• visas oi
calls after the
death ofour lot ed
one A • special
-thank yroU to Bro.
_Heywood Roberts
-& B ro
Terry
Sills. to Polly
McGinnis for the
music. Tommy
Hoke & Jeana
Morton for the
heauttful songs.
Also the Blalock
.-&" Coleman Fun ral Home
The Farnil
Wife. Chiidr• Sister & Bro!;-•

Lost
And. Found
▪
femaie
•
Small Co me mix
▪ -nd arid bobbed 'ail At
the shelter
-OS" 7m0 oict male back
write cat Very friendly If
1C•und call 753-5018

•BONUS INCOME '91Earn $200-$500 week y
mailing Easter cards and
OM For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope 'to T&J s Cards
and gifts P 0 Box 430780
South Miarni FL 33143

•••

_

9 • L.. • 3
0r :
3 4 -•
-* •••

140
Help
Wanted

TENNESSEE State Home
Health Services currently
taking applications for
RN s Apply at Tennessee CASH for mobile
home
State Home Health Ser
tires $7 $12 each We will
vices Watson Bid; E
remove 527-2932
Spring St Dover Tn
JUNK
cars and trucks Ask
37C58
or
ca ,
for Larry 753 3633
'0 4 9 o r
FEDERAL government is ' 800 7
hiring $16 500-$62 000 6 1 5 232 5350
MOTORIZED treadmill
per year Amazing re
435 1336
TEN oa•• • -e
corded message reveals nee.o•-?c '51 • •0
OLD Winchester rifles,
details (901)642-1416
• •ece
•••._-••e
". Ca, sIngle
action Colt pistols
A.ar '530''
FULL and part time posi
c2.11 war artifacts Guns,
Dons now available at Subswords etc Ask for Larry
iNEND* S now
tor
way for summer Must be
cay time pos,tors '.•
ne 753-3633
18 years old Please apply a•aiiab.e 7,c
r.
L-SED and antique furni
in person Subway 508 N
•
O'
•
hire glass tocis qu.its
12th Murray
•ng At.
,
?..t.""CS
ot:r
901-642 6290
•7
FULL time summer sitter • 0,.1.:r Sat 2 Eorn
Ches:.:
St
'.'
for Syr old in South West
WANT 10 buy 1 to 5 acres
school district References
near Murray Prefer to have
required
435-4273
water and•septic Will conevenings
McGee Pest
sider owner f,neriping
7531905
I have lost 40 pounds in ten
Control
weeks , Need 10 over
weight individuals to lose
weight and launch local
1-,,,'r.onricl to )..ori, In
troduction of revolutionary
thctr t,..rmitc
program Karry
dir.trtmerlt
631-9209
1511 AC
,
Ca:1 tor appointment
wheels excehent =ono,
LOVING energetic crea
-f.'-l'•14 or fInti,
eve person to care for • &
' Don 492-8425
5yr old boys 35hrs per
7c.--Jrl1t: to 13112 N.
2 FULL length prom dres
wk Live-in Prefer one yea•
ses 1 black peacri
12th Ilks 641
fuscontract. beginning june
Ghia 753-2309
‘Iurray.
1991 New England Vtlage
30' ELECTR.0 start Snapnear beach and univers.ty
Family life style Prefer re
per mower
$450
753-888C
tired homemaker or yo.,-;
adult Childcare or parer 7a,
Srtuat.on
OLJINCEY comp•essor
qualifications ,required -r
Wanted
I commerc , al
$520
ClUines to PO Box 322 Be"
'53-00E2 753-9714
BAE, r'S
ton. Ky 42025
E.:, •
•
ON lnvestors 87
UT or MLT 3-1' shift no
camond natural
weekends Compel.: .e
$* 4 950 Seri
salary Competitive bene
s-..- ;,••es only ty apf,ts Parkway Re; cra •
a a
▪
-e-t 753 82" Hospital Fulton Ky Con- c•-•••
41•7••-_--atact Martha Vowei, _a.corat
0r y
Ma - a .:•
Sa.e
•_ e•
o" on
502-472-2522
or co.i
•
•
7...sc.c...rts good
13 IMMEDIATE CPE'.
m.ortr, of March Wood
'NGS NEED a ,oc ••
Ma!,
GED/ Hope for the fLt_'•,
' • -y 24- 5936
You may qualify if 'Yo,
not have your GED or - ;:.s 6 too'school -diploma- 'You are
0 - 539 99 •8
between the aces of '6 &
24 roorr
21 We are ar E
T; poie
oroject
t-,
534 99
eieste•nclustry
a
Par,s
7.78,
Cal
°A D.' _
•••at.:•ca,s
Sam -1' 30a -

OTR ar,vers '2
experience 23 years
age drug testing rec._ •.- -7
Hornaay 7.•-:• _
23-26o me ta•;--_,
:pay safety norius
passenger crog,ra 'SCO-648 96E4

•

OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condi
on Call 1-800-443-7740

282 MF 83 model 947hrs
Like new condition
753 5463 or 753-0144

Apwtmonts
For Rent

Pits
& Supplies

MOWER blades Over 400
sizes in stock Snapper 30'
blade $6 99 Snapper
drive disc $4 49 Snapper
68' belt $5 99 Wallin Hard
ware Downtown Paris Tn

1988 14x80 PACER mobile
home 3br 2 bath new condition Available furnished
or unfurnished Assume
payments at $276/mo
759 4121 after 4pm

2BR energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central H/A, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898.

AKC Collie puppies Lassie
type
$125 each
901-247-5899 after 6pm

MULCH pickup or delivery
Also buyers of standing timber and logs McKnight
Saw Mill 753-5305
753-1132

1991 1450 2br 1 bath
Total electric. WO hookup.
underpinned Located Riviera Cts Lot 7 389-0141

A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, a/c, gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights

2411 PERRY travel trader,
self-contained, skirted, insulated. underpinned Excellent condiDon, brick patio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

APARTMENT $200 mo.
$100 deposit 2br 1 bath,
air, cable, city water Nice
No pets 753-8663,
753-8332

PATIO stones 2-A8-s18"
49 CUB Farmal tractor with gray
or red 69c ea Also
belly mower $2300
2'x12'square or hexagonal
753 0062 753 97'4
patio stones gray or red Just
NEW Holland 711 mower $1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving
conditioner
Well
maintained mechanically stones for 55c ea and 18'
Extra knife parts $2500 square brickfaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
firm 436 2556
Coast Hardware 753 8604

BATTERY powered gol
cart Good condition $600
492-8727
SOLOFLEX exercise ma
chine Excellent conaition
1 year old $600 759 9931

100

*bile
Homes For Sale

PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 50lb bag lust
51 79ea Potting soil 50Ib
nag only 51 99 ea Also
'ga. size Shrubs or
Azaleas are :Jst $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753-8604

4 BEDROOMS 1991 Model
fully furnished 2 large
baths modern kitchen
Only $198 Keith Baker
Homes Hwy 79E Paris TN
90 1 6 4 4 0 0 1 2 ,
1 800 533-3568
FOR sale or rent with option 1985 Sunbelt 80x14
2br 2 bath country kitchen
Must see to appreciate
$1000 down assume mtg
Call after 5pm 753-5927,
daytime 753-8201 Ask for
Carolyn

BRICK, the furnished or
unfurnished Carport, storage, patio, no pets
$255/mo 753-6931
DUPLEX 2br Central gas
heat/air Appliances
Ridgewood $300/mo
753-8096 or 753-2633
FURNISHED apartments,
efficiency 1 &2 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
753-6609

AKC chocolate Lab pup
pies Champion bloodlines
$200 354-8914
AKC registered Lab puppies Black and yellows
Call 759-1424 after 5pm
HAPPY Jack Mange Lo
lion Promotes healing and
hair growth to any mange or
hot spot on dogs & horses
without cortisone At Southern States & better feed
stores
HAVE an obedient well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ens serving Murray for over
12 years 436-2858
Peg's Dog
753-2915

Grooming

410
Public
Sale

LAKEFRONT efficiency MOVING Sale
mostly liKEITH Baker Homes Hwy apartment in Panorama vingroom and bedroom furShores
Appliances furn- niture 753-7523
79E Paris TN 644-0012,
WOMENS Power Bill
ished Years lease, depo1-800533-3568 Recipient
Countess golf ciubs in
of the 199091 Fleetwood sit, references required No
dudes pitching wedge
Circle of Excellence Award pets 436-2484
through 2 iron Wilson
for outstanding achieve- LARGE
X31 2 wood and 4wood PRE-SEASONED young
2br 2 bath, central
house and porcn swinging ment in Customer
Putter Complete set $100
H/A, washer/dryer hookpot flowers Dixieland Satisfaction
Call 753 5904
up Appliances and water
Shopping Center sidewalk
Fri., March 29th
furnished No pets No
Wed Sat All unsold flowers MOBILE home repos for
1629 Catalina
lease
Deposi
t
and
refersale Singles and doubles
will be sod by silent bid
7 a.m..?
ences required $295/mo
Financi
ng
availab
le
Clean
Lea.e proposed price with
753-3949
late
model
Lots
homes
Green
of country
teiephone number and aa
crafts, fruit jars,
NEARLY new 2br duplex
dress Unsold plants will be Tree Acceptance
60 6 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0
or Large bath with double
•L's
!1 vtce is reason
men's new un1 800-221-8204
sinks, large rooms, WO
Ent,re stock must go
iforms, good woMUST sell 14x70 3br, hookup, wood deck 1811
men clothes &
3 COINS
bath, 1985 mobile Ridgewood 753-0814
•
Par 3 Gott Course
Antiques
etc.
home Unfurnished, avail- NEW 1000sq h apartm
e House
ent
able immediately Asking Gas heat/low utilities Near
Golf Carts
Murray
$10.200 but will consider college
Extra nice
Ce
Lighted
any offer 759-1552 before $395/mo 753-8828
rt tSt and
Driving Range
8:1 E. different
NEW 2br duplex ApInside Valley Drive-In
Miniature Golf
pliances energy efficient
cons
Mobile
Hwy. 94 East
owner
occupi
ed 1821
Softball &
95 both
Homes For Rent
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
Fri. & Sat
Baseball
12)(65 2br 1 bath Air, NICE 1
March 29 & 30
2.3br
apartm
ent
Batting Cages
cable city water sharp
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Furnished near campus
Lessons By
$175 mo $100 deposit No Also
1-3br house. 1-4br
Lots
of bargains Sams
Appointment
pets 753-8663 753-8332 house W/D
Photofax for T V &
hook-up Day
Jemmy Sullivan PGA Pro
9,-5 753-6111, night
CB tv tubes electn
28R trailer for rent Extra 753-0606
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
a pera'se es'a!es
cat
parts,
crafts.
nice
No pets $285/ mo
Velvet Jones
•
household items Owl
I()
K1%HI.TAKIN
G
applica
$285
tions
deposit
for
753-66
33
751-11
52
: 11)\ ‘11(1.
collection
- 5 P
much
c. •
uRE Loans A.a
section 8 rent subsidized
hi KN.
much more
\
MURRAY, KY.
RENT or rent to own 2br apartments
1`. It X#
'5 000 eign
1.
2
&
3
bedIN
p t
mobile home in Pirates rooms Apply
•
cans to $'00 000
Hilldale Apts
Cove Recreational Deve- Hardin, Ky or
•=ree g,ararteed app,
call
lopmen
t near Aurora Ky
• r-shed Ca ! r'o••• 800
502-437-4113 EHO
•g-eci
Recreational facilities
▪
. ,DS
5075
available to renters or own350
" S
506 Broad
'."; beds t 7,r
ers For information call
Houses
,T•
•'• 753-2613
Fri. & Sat.
-_•-: _
For Rent
Sc', -cc art:
March
29 & 30
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
S
2BR house for rent Newly
a.a
electric
or
gas
Walkin
8:00
g
a.m.-?
dis!a .•
remodeled
No pets
tance to college 753-5209
'or stove aria -53 :••,
Old
• -4
quilts
$285/
, feather
mo
plus
deposit
tu• r-„i:e Seasonea ard
r.3432
TRAILER 1265 2br. 1 $385 753-6633
pillow
s,
mattr
ess
greer01 to,;.'
a -c
bath air cable city water
& springs, chair,
4-4 %:,7,•=i.,
2 or 4 bedroom house
Sharp $175mo $100 deP
1Cneao'
753-4109
clothes for older
A
••• _
No pets 753-8663
se4_•ct,ons
Vacator
•
Net
woman, few anti437 46€'
753-83
32
3BR house Central gas
w ork J S aria Canala
ques
& lots more
753-98
26
1-800,736-8250 105- 771
WOOD for 03.1: 753 9745
'WHY RENT?' $136 50
129€ Free rental inforrea
Will buy you your own 1991 3BR newly decorated Re505-771 -6321
2br home furnished, deliv- ferences required No pets
220
ered and set up Keith 753-3300
EN storage
Baker Homes Hwy 79E
Musical
3,'6 starts'at -51095
Parts
TN 901-644-0012
370
_
ses.s cha
P42450 "2.24
". ;'a-c
1-800-533 3568
Livestock
'
r-ets some •
s-zes 4,3
Ecor, cc'-piete
& Stsijilles
•
rir-e
and '•_r11;ret.1 $2,400 Very ncxPOrtaCe
EOa 753 7666 437 44-;2
783'
2 HORSE trailer with dress
Business
cr '53 2394 nights
mg room and tack room
Baby clothes, baby
'.1.E Dea- Budweiser g
Rentals
New floor and tires Very
.0 -;;•-• -eate•s •ouna tar 5,301 753 4109 ae.
•
_
items
,
maternity
2 BAY garage on Hwy 94E
good condition $1586
".=..!•:-. 2
5:m
clothe
Grease rack 759-1291
s,
lawn
Days
759-15
29.
evenin
gs
a-ss
•.----1 50 A '`
mower & much
41;a
A
•
OFFICE space for rent first 436-5442
5 -1-cal $•59
morc
floor National Hotel Lease 3YR old registered 7.
horse
ea•dware
agreement includes utilities and 2 horse trailer
for
sale
• c Doer a day
and office maintenance
Call 753-6805 after 5pm
• ^P p•-•-p +:.• deep •••-•
753-0762
• -;", 438 5-f,5
REGIS
TERED Tennessee
Business
WAREHOUSE space for Walking mare 4yr old. SorServices
12x2 7 •
rent on Industrial Road
rel with blaze blonde mane
Reg $ 1 295
sale fo•
Size 50 x50 with 13 high and tail 3mo. professional
Appliances
$•995 20.2' ••,-; $'795c'o 7:.• _t A
door Call 753-5976
'
,Cer.
.
.•-•,•_-st.
training, excellent blood77, ACRES with storage
a'
T,a. Ma,
• c- s
rarge 20
lines $1500 Registered
247
shed located on 464 near
S.
2 storage compart
a
paint horse, blackttobiano
A &
Shiloh Call 753-8691 after
•
2641
te
5yr old 15 hands outstandARISTOCRA - & Bradford
5pm
Wareh
ousin
g
:
ing
markin
gs
Good
Flower,r-g Pear Trees
dispos
Z.'r'i
A..:•
Mini Storage
ition $1600 Day 759-1529, GOOD business invest
Ginkgo & others Call Potts
T..a• sacs ser
1,sncooKers
evenin
All
gs 436-5442
slits to meet
ment or a family corporate
& Associates after 5pm
carts - and
• ,r BBC needs
compound Fully operating
4
your needs.
•
of pars and 489 2758
:Orr
Saddles, and other tack
resort features 7 cottages
accessories A vailabie to OAR
753-4545, 759-1823
Call -753-7668
tra , • $500
owner/caretaker home 32
restore your present grill to 436 2753
YOUNG registered polled slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
or,g.r.aJ COnd.tiOn SL,bur
• elec
hereford bulls From wean- of prime lakefront MLS
GARDEN blie,rs Reartne
a• r-1 P•ocarle 405 S Rail110
rig to service age Call 2967 Contact Kopperud
Troy air. "Oilers at low diroad Awe Murray Ky
s'art a•
"ir, Ca -Age
437-4667 Ed Mize
Want
Realty 753-1222
rect
from the factory prices Not:
Opened until noon on Sa.
a•,
:s the
To Rent
For free catalog with prices
turday 1-800-264-1823
•..,
cra s a7
special sa•ings now in et
WANT to rent
3 or 4
753-6069 •
'425
fect arid model guide Call
bedroom house June 1
toil free 1 • 800 535-7900
Home
Call collect 414 332 3664
270
Dept 4
Furnishings
Mobile
GATL NBURG Summit
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
Homes For Sale
EOE bedroom furni
treathtacrig mountain top
ts.re dresser with mirror
No Physical Examinations
10.45 POGE:.• _E • •_-,-ne Re
crest full size bed 1 floral diews of mountains Firerigerato
r
sto.e
If
you
cond
are in reasonably good health &
pace
baioony kitchen In
couch shades of green and
$1000 Great home for the 1BR apartment furnished
can answer no to a few questions you
cranberry 1 off white Irving door pool Jacuzzis Honey- lake
753 0530
dose to university and hosroom couch Call 753-3895 moon SpeCiaiSI Free bro
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
pital Some utilities paid
chure 1 800 242 4853 12,(65 2r.• w t 1after 4pm
,
,,toie lot
are
a few
preferred rates at
Call 753-8756 or 753-4012
205) 98.8 5139
474-0124
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
3 ROOMS of furniture re
1BR low utilities No pets
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock 1473 1986 BREEZEW
frgerator Jinny Und bed
References required $165
10u tt bag only $1 50 ea 000 2br 2 oath 2 decks
MALE
Ai,C lots of mist 435-4358
FEMALE
753-3949
Back rock 50Ib bag $1 50 satellite do r, nicely land
age
40
- $9.09 age 40 - $7.73
EARTHTONE sofa with ea We also have sanitiz
ed soaped on lakeview let in 2 BEDROOM upstai
age 50 - 12.37 age 50 - 9.85
rs
matching chair Nice1100
pay sand 50Ib bag only Panorama Shores apartm
ent Living room, diage
60 - 17.33 age 60 - 13.33
753-9229
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib 436 2672 after 6pm
ning room and den area No
age
70 • 27.53 age 70 - 21.45
bag
only
$2
Coast
ea
39
to
FACTORY DIRECT Ft Rpets $250 2 people,$2953
Coast Hardware 753 6604 14,70 2BR 2 fuii baths
age 80 - 52.73 age 80 - 40.73
ei•ITLRE Factory overruns
or
more
people
Water
bell
Fully equipped kitchen
closeouts, first quality mer
paid Call 753-8355 before
LAWN chairs of unusual Beamed ceiiing
with fan
chandise Odd sofas, Sealy wooden design Also snake
5pm
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase
Utility room Curtains and
and Simmons maoresses, sec
bone earrings 759 4401 to
28R
Underp
2
bath
inning
duplex
Apurinals, bedroom furniture, order
included Must see to ap
pliances furnished with
some slightly damaged No
preciate 753 0079 or microwave 1008A Northprices by phone Woodcraf- LOG Homes Over 40 stan
436 5464
wood Dr No pets Now
753-4199
ten Murray, Ky Next to dard models Free Broavailable $450/mo
Hopkins-vile Federal Say. Bldg.
chure Honest Abe Log 1470 2br 2
Kman
full baths
753-2905
Homes Route One Box Good condition
7th at Main, Murray, KY
Furnished
FULL size box springs and 84CK Moss Tennessee
Day 498 8911 evenings 1 or 2 bedroom apartment
"Our
29th year of service"
mattress $40 759-1073
38575 (800) 231 3695
492 8297
753-4109
;OST Frame Buildings
30 x40 x9 erected 55 195
01.5 freight Other sizes
a.aiiable Blitz Builders
BOO 628 1324

3 Party
Yard Sale

Yard Sale

42071

7-e cos.to^ 40
30--rs
n•re. "D
-- erd 'es
s•
*ea
e• •- •
Vanie
K y 421-'
ca •
pease

KOPPEF
fers a c.
Real Esti
wide sel
homes
75 3 12
1-800-2
711L

LAKE Bi
County
air, inser1
acres po
buildings
$65,000
at Cantor

PROPER
cated in
ground P
communit
or mini fan
after 6pm

AUCTION
property t
tate Call
tate 753Wilson 7E
Miller 435

3 ACRES
Butterwort

LOT for sz
subdivisior
month for I
a month to
Interest
474-882r)

LOT on Ar
Electric. se
road Direr
Little Estatt
' after 3prr.

Yard Sale
Fri. March 29

-

Now Hiring
All Shifts.
Apply in person
between 2-1 p.m
Mon -Fri.

Sat. March 30

Arbgs

100

503 N. 5th St.

641 North
12th St

Murray

•

2:Loca! saraw on & .sgurt business Exc
business opportunty

Cortact Video
518-5241388
FOR a vile. inoestrien
you.can nave an on going
business with tittle or no
competition with.- a 50
mile radius Presently located near MSLi campus
MLS 2857 Contact Kopperud Reai!y 753-1222
HOME based business
European s.ur, care No delivery No inventory $98 to
start For information call
707-876-1834
110
Instruction
LEARN a career in the
horse industry, Contact Ky
Equine Institute 4089 Iron
Works Pike Lexington KY
40511 (606)233-4303 ext
263 Class starts July 15
1991

BURIAL INSURANCE

=ally

McConnell Insurance Agency

1974 DATSUN statonwa
gon for ATV 3 or 4 wheel
436-2865 after 5 30pm
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FOR LE,
retail spa
corner
753 475

sold

-

Box • "..; -_-12

oomonoly
No Samos R•qamed
EASY WOK LIICFLISNT PAY
PART/PULL TIME
Cal 1.10‘441.7778 Ea 02329
34 Howe

COMME
2800sq
course c
terback
436 216

Yard Sale

s•a* 1.a:tenca-

RN or _PN needed car'
CAPTAIN Ds needs part time
lapprox 24 32hrs oetime workers for day snift wk, for in-nom
e pr,•:•.••
Apply in person Chestnut duty Pediatr
ic case Hills Shopping Center
Paris Tr Excellent ;ay
CHURCH CONSULTANT including we.evend dite
Urrted Church Directories rental For more
is looking for a hardwork- bon call 90 1 664 5709
ing success-oriented indi- EOE
vidual to work part-time in a SALES cleric
needed
saleVpubfic relations posi- ing cash registe
r expe.r
tion Must have morning ence Hours
tlexibie Re
and evening hours avail- spend tp PO
Box 10400
able Our 26 years of exper- Murray Ky 42071
ience has proven that females as well as males are WOULD you like a rewara
equally successful You will ing Job that offers great pay
be contacting area chur- with one of the tastes'
ches of all faiths Bonuses. growing trucking compa
gas allowance incentive flies in the country? Poole
programs and expense Truck Line part of the
paid training school Send largest truckload transpor
resume to FLOYD BRAUN tabon group in America
PO Box 407 St Mary's OH can provide the necessary
45885
tractor/trailer training at a
facility near you In Just 4
COOK full time 40hrs per
week Must have experi- weeks you can be ready for
ence Good working condi- your road test and eligible
tons Pleasant atmo- for employment with Poole'
sphere Apply in person Classes start soon, and tui
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505 bon is LOW with financial
aid available if you qualify
Stadium View Dr EOE
Call Poole today at
DRIVERS-OTR-Need ex- 1-800-225-5000 ext 414
perienced van/flat drivers Dept BG-22
23 years of age 1 year
experience verifiable kikSage pay plus benefits
Call 1-800-444-6648
EXPERIENCED grill cook full time &My_ depending
on qualifications Apply in
person Majestic Royale
Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky.

270
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CLASSIFIEDS
530

Sin

Services

Services
Offered

Service*
Offered

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
474 2300

Offered
COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753 0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm
FOR LEASE 3000sq ft of
retail space Bel Air Center
corner location Call
753 4751 8am 5pm

ItipiWS

Lo
and
e or
ses
utheed

KOPPERUD REALTY of
ters a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753 1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

MOBILE home lots in
Scenic Acres near East
Elementary School
City
water
$3850 00 Call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights

ng

y

fur

3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof
New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR,
kitchen/dining combination utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets
double garage, concrete
double driveway Patio
sidewalks, carpet oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot

WOODED lot in Candelite
Estates near Almo
100x195 city water & na
tural gas $345000 Call
753-7668 days or
753 2394 nights
/1613

Homers
For Sale

10 ACRES with a 20x20
A frame house and 20x30
store building Near the wa
LAKE BARKLEY - Trigg
ter on Ky Lake Owner will
County 3br brick central
finance
759-1949,
air, insert. basement 19 5
354 8416
acres. pond orchard, out
buildings Best otter over 1100sq ft 3br. 1 bath Gar
$65,000 2 miles off Rt 68 age, 2 blocks from univer
at Canton 924 5221
say Mid $40s 753 1404
753-6128
PROPERTY for sale Lc
cated in Coles Camp- 2BR with appliances ceilground Penny and Kirksey ing fan. carport, fenced
community Small acreage yard outbuilding Priced in
or mini farm Ca11489.2161 $20s
Coleman RE
after 6pm
753-9898

well
You
amn
amn
)ver

AUCTION your real estate 2BR with carport Low
property to settle your es- maintenance Near Univer
tate Call Wilson Real Es- sity 753-3293
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753-5086. or Dan 34 BEDROOM 2 bath
brick on 3 acres near
Miller 435-4144
Coldwater Farmington Di
ningroom plenty of closets
cabinets double garage
753-2223

1923 T Roadster street rod
Good father/son project
$
1
4
0
0
753-006a753-9714

1978 FORD Mercury Monarch Good condition, 6
cylinder good gas mileage 1986 DODGE Daytona
64,783 miles $4200
753-9808
759-4563
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Corsica IT. eq6liped
1145992 $24960 mei'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pius Tar, Tole & license

489-2126
Nights 489-2387

48 Mo, Closed End Lease.

NEW England Salt Box
home with 3 Of 4 bedrooms
and 3 full baths Parquet
flooring and carpet, gorgeous staircase and foyer
Ceiling fans, lovely fireplace, beautiful decor
throughout Large roomy
kitchen with white cabinets
$124,500 MLS 2909
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty
READY FOR IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY' And ideal
for the young family Very
nicely decorated, wellmaintained 3 bedroom
home Large deck, fenced
back yard and workshop(
storage area are some of
the quality features Just
reduced Low $60"s MLS
2652 Phone 753-1222
Kopperud Realty

1986 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic Brougham,
excellent condition clean,
Michelin tires fully loaded
753-7903 after 5pm

1983 TOYOTA Supra excellent condition Blue
tinted windows, Toyota
Louvers, American Racing
Aluminum wheels, leather
interior, Kenwood stereo
every option 100,000
miles, asking $5,000 00
neogtiable Phone Frankfort 502-227-8015

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

19ft GLASTRON ski boat
Less than 40hrs of use
Excellent condition $8000
753 3332
NEW MUSSEL BOAT
16ftAft inside
bottom $1000 502-442-2155
530

1986 FORD LTD wagon
Good condition $2900
436-2181 or 436-5862
1987 CHEVROLET Sprint
45mpg, AM(FM cassette,
30,000 miles runs great,
red, 2-door $3500 0E30
Call 762-6780
1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5
speed 49,000 miles
$ 4 200
5 7 3 8 26 9
762-3106
1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4
door sedan Excellent condition Low mileage Will
sell for payoff Call Mike
753-3311 after 5pm
1990 GEO Pram Factory
warranty Sell for payoff
After 5pm 753-8099
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113, Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 Nock from MSL.
dorms

Services
Offered
A1A T ENTERPRISE Exc
Dozer, backhoe, trucks Le
vies, roads driveways
parking lots septic tanks
foundations, basements,
gravel dirt and etc
753-0577
Al TREE Service Stump
removal spraying, hauling,
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm 759-9816
753-0495
A clean house is a caring
house Invest your extra
money not your valuable
time, on a neat appearance
for family and friends For
more information call day or
night 759-4777
CARPENTRY commercial
arid residential work Remodeling additions decks.
fences Fast quality service Call 759-1424 after
5pm

Ci..W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
ing wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 753-4251
HARDIN Painting Rest
dential or commercial Re
ferences on request For
free estimate call 437-4221
or 354-8985 20 years
experience
HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-16.8.3

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

WANTED lawns to mow
Call Laura 753-1831

JOE's Lawn Care Residential and commercial
mowing, trimming, fertilizing and rolling 345-2312

1

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service

-Junior Thorn,
Operator
30 Years Experience
Specialiring in Septic
Tanks. Seuers. Found.
ations. Hauling. etc.

(502) 759-4664

WILL break and disc gardens Bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Recovery. Murray 436-5560

CARS
10 Toyota Camry,....„......11,487
LAWN MOWING Depend19 kilt. Grand Prix LE _11.987 MUST selll 1981 Tornado 2
able person 753-7027
door All electric leather
'19 Toyota Camry,............29$17 seats $1000 492-8384 ALPHA Builders CarpenLAWN mowing and handytry remodeling porches, man 753-5310
19
Toyota
Utica
GT.....10
,987
1983
FORD
Fairmon
t
good roofing
3BR 2 bath brick on . acre
concrete drive3 ACRES wooded lot on
condition 759-9564 after
lot 2 miles east of Murray
19
ways, painting, mainte- A LICENSED electrical
Butterworth Rd 435 4263
5pm
759-1751
contractor JAMES C GAL
TRAILVI house and cotnance etc Free estimates
112 Toyota Coolla
LIMORE ELECTRIC ComLOT for sale in a lakefront
tage
ori\5_
jots
489-23
in
Crappie
03
APPROX 26 acres-woods
mercial and residential fast
subdivision $3000 $50 a
Hrt
and tillable SW area new Hollow Well and septic,
11148/
ANY remodeling building, courteous and efficient ser
month for 60 months $100
house partially finished, storage shed $17000
painting
Vans
& roofing Free es759-1835
93 Creri
a month for 30 months No new
Good rental property
SI.T/
septic central heat
•
timates References
interest. 751-4060 mr
436-5005
CHEVR
1981
OLET
Car
AC
MOODY
S mower repair
outbuildings
435-46
32
Moil
626
474-S826
nage Conversion Excel
Pickup and delivery All
492-8519
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
lent condition but high ml APPLIANCE REPAIRS
BUct Pik
work guaranteed
subdivis,On 4br 2 bath,
LOT on Anderson Shores CONDOMINIUM
ground covered
leage $4500 492-8166 Factory trained by 3 major 753-5668
Electric. septic tank Paved floor unit with
deck 354-6006
'18 Toyota essida........'13.487 before 3pm 492-8149 after
garage Low
manufacturers Most parts
road Directly across from utilities, wheel
chair acin stock on my truck All MOWING landscaping
3pm
Little Estate 502 247 6379 cessable For sale
18
Chevy
Craro.
.....
and tree work All odd jobs
or lease
work and parts warranted
after 3pm
Motorcycles
753 3293.
Ask for Andy at The Ap- Big or small Free esti'81 Toyota
.....
mates Good rates Have
pliance Works 75.3-2455
1981 550 YAMAHA 4 cylin
references 753-4254
'81 Pont, Scene. LE
der Excellent condition
753-2869
1977 DODGE pickup V-8
$800 753-0062/753-9714
APPLIANCE SERVICE
17 Ptriouth Reliant Wgn.$5,487 with topper,
auto,
MOWING ROTO-TILLING
1987 VIRAGO 350 miles
63xxx original miles 1 Kenmore Westinghouse
'87 SP 1.s..
Whirlpool 30 years experi- .n -town only Will take limlike new Call 753-3672 afSATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1991
owner $1650 492-8959
ited number of small to
ence Bobby Hopper
ter 5pm
17 Toyota
510
medium size yards for 91
436-5848
"THE MAYFIELD OPEN"
season 753-0611
17
Taurus
LI Wgn...„.... $7,487
At The Fairgrounds
BACKHOE Service ROY
Campers
Hwy. 121
HILL Junior Thorn opera16
Nissan
Marta
1976 SIERRA Scotti 15ft tor 30 years
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
experience
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
Air, stove, refrigerator
NEW and used tires Key
Septic system drive-ways. link fence dog kennels, re'86 Chry. 5th Ave
r?,487
awning bath $1250 0E30 hauling foundations
Auto Parts Hwy, 121S
sidential commercial Free
etc
16 Honda Acrod DX $.417 489-2841 after 5pm
753-5500
759-4664
estimates 753-9785 or
ON APRIL 13th
753-3254
1979 JAYCO camper 35tt BLOCK brick concrete fin'86 Port. Sunbid
1187 5th
wheel New carpet, very ishing Basements foot- PAINTING-Interior
and Ex16 Toy, Ccrolla
CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION NOW!!
good condition Extra ings. garages. drives. terior Free
estimates
clean $6000 OBO
Small repairs Reasonable
30yrs experience
1979 CUTLASS Callas to
Voks, kia GL,........, 14,487 489-2744 daytime walks
13yrs in Murray area
rates 753-6844
parts - 4 3 L V8 motor and
489-2196 after 4pm
753-5476 Charles Barnett
15 Bud Pt
trans • and several good
PLUMBING
Free est,
CONSIGN NOW!! - WE HAVE THE BUYERS
1988 32ft INTERNA- BOAT DOCKS Over
body parts $375 00 Call
20 mates Affordable rate
'34
Toyota
Caok.....
.......22
217
TIONA
L
travel
7 5 3 - 76 6 8 days or
trailer
years of satisfied customers in Sams: day service All work
Barely used like new
12 Toyota
753-2394 nights
the building and repair of boat guaranteed 753-4200
$ 8 50 0
7 5 3 4 38 9
docks, rails and lifts. All work
1982 28 liter engine Ex
753-5960
TRUCKS
approved by TVA or Corps of PLUMBING repairman with
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY!
cellent condition
Engineers. Former owner tif same day service Call
AIRSTREAM trailer
MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW!!
753-9808
436-5255
19 Ford Conversion YanS16,417 34
1000 Excella pkg Excellent Twin Lakes Moonng. Call
APRIL 13TH, 9:00 A.M.
Mark
(Tony)
Krimm
at
PROFE
SSIONAL painting,
19 Toyota )(tab 414.„ 10,487 condition 753-7866
354-8695 before Sam or after paperhanging wallcov
erCAMPE
R
top
for
small
5pm
for
free
estimates.
ings furniture refinishing,
19 Ford Ranger
JAMES R. CASH
LWB pickup Fiberglass
touch-up and blending
sliding front window $275 BREAKING and disking 436-50
'89 Chevy
1985 CHEVROLET Ca02
garden
Yard
s
landsca
ping
0130 753-4359
price station wagon
and bushhogging
'98
Ford
F•150
Van
RILEY'S HOME 1M•
Loaded with options Great
TOPPER for LWB truck
436-5430
PRO VEMENTS Back from
for larger families Priced to
11
Toyota
Rural_
cxcellent condition
_
'11,487
sell 436-2482
BUILDER, new homes, Hurp.can• Hugo. Roofing our
753-6.446 after 6pm
garages
Pyrnarth
18
, additions. remod- ipecialty 10% discount t,
Voyap
_210.487
1986 BLUE Ford Escort
eling,
framing
, decks pa- senior citizens. Phone
wagon PS,PB, air, tape
389-2f,93
T7f,
17
SR5
Runner
10,917
4
tios,
solar
green
houses,
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
deck 61xxx miles $2000
pole barns Experienced ROCKY
753-08
17
lazda
COLSON Home
14
100 ACRES + MODERN DAIRY FARM
14ft CRESTLINE, 40hp carpentry Tripp Williams. Repair Roofing, siding,
753-05
100 HIGH PRODUCING HOLSTEINS
63
5pm
after
17
Tota
1
'6487
Johnso
n, depth finder
1979 CADILLAC Fleetpainting, plumbing, contrailer, extra nice $850
wood
mint condition
CARPET and vinyl repairs crete Free estimates Call
Chery
DAIRY AND FARM MACHINERY 28
18tt turbo craft, combina- and installation Profes- 474-2307
inches of stretch. new
tion run-about and fisher- sional service Glen Bobber
501 commercial service
isuzu
16
ROGER Hudson rock hauli„...
,
. CuisoLum AUCTIOt) —..---_-_-,- motor, new 400 turbo transman, double tandem trailer, 759-1247 leave messag
e
ing, gravel, sand, dirt, drive'86 Ford F193 XLT 414 21,487 like new 436-2427
mission. wet bar Will sacriCHIM Chlm Chimney way rock 753-4545,
fice at $5 200 00 or best
THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1991
14 To 4x4
1970 SKI barge and trailer
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- 753-6763, 759-1823
10 00 AM
otter, need to sell immediOf WEATHER
100hp Evinrude, front zen discounts. We
IN( AM1 M)ORE. 1-ARN1
sell chim- SEWING machine repair
ately Will trade for 67, 68,
10 Twat Pit;
beam 81'. center beam 94", ney caps and
NEAR CUBA, KENTUCKY
screens

1111=11,

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60h aerial trucks arid brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1 210/1 212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

WILL mow yards Free estimates 436 5269

WILL do general light hauling, mowing yards, painting, other odd lobs
759-9626 before 4pm

YARD work, mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-846.3 after 3 30pm
570

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

Wanted

WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No lob too
small 759-4401

OLD quilts wanted Top
dollar paid any condition
Send photo Shelly Zegart
12Z River Hill Road Louis
ville
KY 40207
502-897-3819

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
753-7032

lice

me.

1•01,

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

a7C1

(AUCTION)

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
(Be.
,
re Bun^y B-ea

439 SUNBURY-MURRAY

ps/pb

753-5940

9.00 A.M. - RAIN OR SHINE

cl

North

mem

With Such Tremendous Response Of Buyers
And
With Consignors Having To Be Turned Away Lost Month

inne

We Will Be Back At The Fairgrounds

For Another Achon Day 04 Auchon Excitement!

Turn Their Excess Equipment Into CASH!

If You Still Haven

MOS

I2

•S

UALITY
s four bedroom home in
a must to see. Lovely entry
maintained, exterior Just painted.
ently reduced. Call 753-1222.

Kopperud Realty

The Auction Co. Will Have Reps On The Grounds
Thursday And Friday
April 11th & 12th To Check In Your Equipment.

3

te
19

Combi

Contact lames R Cash Auction Company
To Be Included In Our Nishonwide Advertising Program
And loin The Hundreds that Hare Had TAMES
R CASH

711 Main St.

753-1222

Found The Equipment You Need

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas& electric ranges.

ii..- AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
t502m 623-8466 ot ,502, 623-6388
FAX •15021 623.8865
The &Mop IWO.,

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Stetele-Allbritten, Inc.

LIMO,

F.

-

REGARDLESS

I Hi iliii\

69 Camaro of equal value
Call Frankfort (502)
227-8015 after 6pm

10 wnis

SOLITTI Of MAYFIELD KENTUCKY
Scorn Mayfield TM. Hwy 101 South 10 Mlles to
Cuba
Proceed Weil I 7 Mlles On Hwy 2421 TO THE FARM
From Noy 94 Taise Noy CR 1417 North I S MIN.
•

•

•

ABOUT THE OPERATION

•

•

•

DOUSLI 1.111RINGIONE PARLOR W 'ELECTRIC CONTROt FEEDERS
• 24160 SA.0
760 TON CAPACITY W 60 AUTOMATK TROUGH • 40160
TRUSS
STRUCTURE FREE STALL • 67060 TRUSS POLO METAL STRUCTURE POLE METAL
TOOL SOID
TINS SIAUTIFULLY 100 ACRE FARPA WILL II SELUNG
IN TWO
TRACTS /14DIVIDUALLY AND NOT IN COMBINATION!
NWT 1 I: Song 40 Alf.. Weh TIN* Corot* Dou-y Foote,'
MI Doe, Porto.
Sle Nos SNP Bern Tool Shed And 0
4.. Foto Goldoni's There It•4 Wed
,
Large 1010.40 So., And Said Peones,. •14.4 Ione Noe* And West
"condones
Mus Other A/00100•014, 6.1" As• 30 Acre Groan Rose Good
tones And On And
=
2. Sono 70 Acres Inursreed WO* AP Alunonun• Ind., F...,,.
Tons Are Lore. Shed. Tnees OLO lookhnee Woh
The Wenn Sopa.,
long From TIN Coy Woo Lone Thom l• An lynt Nee Goon Soo
Plus Mon,
Other Arn••••••••
Thom Is • 1 39 Atm Doh Toltec,. Sem .0,44• 44 A•
C••••••1 loisecte Sees Nye
WM Se Aucnorsed Seeorese Iron TI,. Lend,
The PuntLese Ton, On Inse • I Are 713 000 00 Down The
Dey O. Sole Woh
Me Solenc• Lop Doe Olden 30 Cloys On Trot • 2 72 000
00 Clown The DeY

1979 VOLVO 242DL, 4
speed, blue runs great
436-2174 evenings
1980 TOYOTA 2 door
Blue 5 speed, runs very
good $800 or trade 1981
Olds Cutlass Brougham 2
door Silver all power
Chevy engine $1150 or
trade 753-8165 after 6pm

Should You .Veto. Ass's- unlit. In llafters Conrerntnq F•nanc•ny
Contact lackson 0..chnse .46-1 At ;02 267 its6c
30 MATURE COWS MANY SIRED Al • 40 IN PRODUCTI
ON •• MIST CAL?
• 27 SECOND £140 11110 CAL? COWS • IS IRISH IN 11•1 LAST 30 OARS HERM
• IS
FREW IN TI•11 LAST 60 DAYS • SOME TO FRISMIN
ST SALE OAR • 1 3 SENO 01111115
• 30 VIARUNG AND SalIDONG •04 WIPERS • 10 FOLSO TO 111
MONTIOS 0(0 20
TOUNO CALVES

DHIA RECORDS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION
COWS MILKING UP TO 85 POUNDS PER DAY
FIRST CALF HEIFERS MILKING UP TO 65 POUNDS PER
DAY
AND

1110INQ FQVIINO,peon
Ilie Leo& Miens se"Worse Mrs And In
Lu".",...4.-.
• 4... Mao Carnp.••••
••/011 4•••. • Mwelese AA*. •••••••••••

Sy...on • MoOlor 500 Gollon Moolees Su& Tore • Dodd.
Pew
Mennen.• None C••0••1 Feeders A00 ••01••••••4 Nolo.
Sys...
• 50 0.4.. Noon Nes N.M. Tenk • Sign 245.. Sulk Peed
So • Moe Me,
••li Se Aunnened %spoon From TI,. Fero lhes• Sy Naos
Then in Condones..
D
=
.17
.N..
71011,37 •Ti. MA Feed So ••Ton CoN Paolo • Ono.,
• • need Goo • Poo tavind Pelnegen Toni.. • Soon Nolen
Nee,
Cowden Mess • Nee fear Cetlfeel Cell 14*"14•• • Mound Sole
Peoliers
0'0
SWAMI 37 21'
;••;70
1"8
116se•14
=
•
.1 1 8.4 $4
*".
3206
Moo;5
"
/r
3431 ..
3
silwa
.."*"."
nue i
sea -V
=
.
1:Z
.
III Dueb•ne .....L.A 11='• New Nellend 170
I.E.. • Moo 21:snal 34; hone Seto • Noe IleReoll
202 Tones 110 Sedsel
101••••••• 1-4.0..1-4.0..,
Sposiodo• MA..Done 3•343
.•,
Tel•(woo *Yr 3 Ron 30" Hood Ulm
Ni'e •
020 Intte Caseate
Sed•
"keel N.,. • Poe Port 14
Cooed Wort Warn• Now Tins • I••••••• 7700 1040041
Geier • SIC S
11•0•••• IR' Mow • MC 4 Sono. 111" Moe • MC 4706..,..
II Ches • Mill
roe Clod Mr. • 7 IleMey C••••• • Elos/mg Cho" Meech Leeds.
ve/Ney Speer
And Sod,• 2 PUN looper ROI, Nosh Toole. • 6 3 Iss Mat
• ford 3 Sefton
Mew • 3 Pt Cony Se. • Oonoeho Pro Notes• 2 Auspe.
• 3 P. Mole • Too
4 Wheel Fenn Weions • Teylar Wary 3 P. Sub Sado •
Ford 601 Side PlIessat
Melon • New Mee 1 Reno P.41 Con Mao • 3 PS 100044..
Spoon •••,•••••41
Oon • 300 Dollen PA fold Sorrow
*An Dee.. 4 foe Moo* • UM. Goss.
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The. AUCTIONEER i REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
623 54660.(S02)623 6388
PAR .5021 623 8885

RC

15021

CONTACT AUCTION CO FOR OETAXED

1
RC

TOYOTA
firrin
5' S

P'cne
753-4961

ti1.,•-ay KY

rear beam 92 depth 36
Load capacity 30001b, 2
props spare tire $2500
OBO 436-5230

Agegargresews•-•••••••-•••••••r•'"... •
••• .

•

•
•

_9'
•

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing, tree work
436-26.42
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
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Dan Miller, Darrell Beane,
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
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GENERAL office and
house cleaning Refer
ences required 753-4897

----7.71 -"-!
--.-

i.9 441.1110..""P• •
-

Phone 753-4873

PUBLIC AUCTION

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Doug Taylor Auction Service
l'uryear. Tennessee
(901) 247-3784
TN #1445

FOR SALE BY OWNER - PRICE REDUCED

3 Bedroom, 13/. Baths - Elec. Heat Pump Appliances, Like New- 14'x16' Patio Deck - 18'
Octagon Gazebo - large Outdoor Hot Tub - Plus
1 Bedroom Apartment, Additonal Income. 3,000
sq. ft. Under Roof, Corner Lot in City Limits.

Saturday,March 30th,1991 at 10 a.m.at the Dan Miller
Auction
Barn 1/2 mile north of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy. 893.
From
Murray,Ky.take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove.From Mayfi
eld,
Ky. take 121 So. to Coldwater, Ky. Turn south on Hwy.
1836.
Follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Old roll top desk - nice old wardrobe - large old fancy cabine with
t
glass doors - old oak bed with roll foot board - fancy oak dresse
r unusual oak chifferobe - old oak lamp table - old rockers- old
corner
cabinet - fancy old dressing table - old picture frames - old trunks
fancy old mirrors - oak arm chairs - old quilts - old glass &
china stone pieces - cast iron pieces - unusual Daisy type churn with stone
base - old kerosene lamps - old baskets - old wheat cradle - straig
ht
chairs - nice old brass bed with brass caps - fancy love seat
- cherry
table or will make a chair - wash kettle - electric organ - color
t.v. washers & dryers - chest freezer - portable dishwasher
- table &
chairs - couch & chairs - coffee & end tables - maple bedroom
suite odd beds - dresser & vanities - recliner - 2-2 wheel trailer
s - 3camper
tops - nice 446 Case riding mower with grass catcher - other
riding
mowers - push mowers - Troy Built rear tine tiller - other
tillers wheel barrow - lawn cart - pea sheller - farm gas tanks like new
Craftsman tool box with wrenches & tools - drill motors- saber
saw large router table saw - band saw - meter saw - Stihl chain
saw - scroll
saw - large chipper shreader - masonary tools - heavy
duty 14'
extension ladder - survey transit - set of gauges - cuttin
g heads - 35
pocket knives - super sharp 1974 Chevrolet 2 dr. Impala
H.T., power
steering,brakes & air with 62docx actual miles - hand & garden
tools large lot of lawn mowers & parts. Auction held rain or
shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch, available.

EXPERIENCED and dependable family business
needs yards to mow in Murray area 437-4171

For Information And Your Auction Needs Contact

Barnhill.

STALLONS Roofing/
Siding panting All work
guaranteed Free estimates Call 474-8064

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

%tic:ions Are Better-

404411MINISIIIA

Kenneth
753-2674

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

MARCH 30, 1991 • 1000 AM.
PURYEAR, TENNESSEE
Hinds Rowlett Estate - Sale will be held downt
own Puryear,next door
to Farmers Bank.
Partial Listing
Oak TableJ4 Chairs • Washer-Dryer • Refrige
rator • Couch & Chair • Chest
Freezer • Fire Place Set • Wheel Chair • Aquari
um • Cooker • Floor Fan •
Banjo Clock • Dresser•Chest• Wood Rocker
•Sterling Silver Coffee Set•Oil
Lamp•Cow Pitcher-Creamer•Pots & Pans•
Elm Hill Lard Can •3 Flat Irons
• Iron Skillets • Stone Pitcher • Hen & Nest
• Stone Jar •6 Tea Pots • C.B.
Radio • V.C.R.• Console Stereo • 135 Camer
a Outfit• Several Salt & Pepper
Sets • Blue Mason Jars • Carnival Glass •
Lots of Old Glass•Sink • Beaver
Falls PA China • Jim Beane Decanters •
Avon Collection • Skill Saw •Hand
Tools • Several Fruit Jars • Old Pictures •
Fishing Equipment•Several Box
Lots and Much More.
Terms & Conditions: Cash or Check with
proper I.D. Complete settlement day
of sale.
Auctioneer's Note: This sale offers good
clean antiques,u niques &collectibles.
Please plan to attend.
Announcements day of sale take preced
ence over printed material.
Refreshments Available • Not Responsible
For Accidents

8000111111

.

435-4191.

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns, gen
eral home improvements
1986 BOMBER Crappie (Duality work for less Cus
Mate 15 1978 75hp John- tomer satisfaction guaran
son Motor, trolling motor 2 teed Free estimates L E
depth finders $4000 Williams 489-2663
753-9365 or 436-2914
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
1988 CHEETAH runabout and Cooling Service Com19tt 165hp I/O $8000 plete service on all central
Days 753-7688,nights cooling, all makes and
759-4703
models Call Gary at
759 4754

ESTATE SALE
SATURDAY,

Ma

JAMES R. CASH

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tern Thurman
Chris Bearde• Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr
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Boyd becomes lobbyist at Westvaco

OBITUARIES
.s

Mrs. Lola
Kathleen Sherrill

'Mrs. Gladys A. Outland. 93,
Murray, died Wednesday at 6:40
p.m. at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Cassel Outland.
died in 1951. Also preceding her in
death were one sister. Mrs. Ethel
Miller. and three brothers. Harold
Poyner, Buren Poaner and Bion
Poyner.
Born Dec. 4. 18Q- , n Calloway
County, she v.as arte daughter of
the late John Poyri,:r and Manic

McDaniel Poyner.
Mrs. Outland was a member of
Grace Baptist Church.
Survivors are five nieces. Mrs.
The promotion to corporate manLucille Hale and husband. Alvin.
ager of government relations is
and Mrs. Gladys Jones and huseffective Monday. Sandra Jones,
band, Alfred, Dexter, Mrs. Bobbie
Boyd's assistant for five years. is
Elkins and husband. Otis, and Mrs.
taking over as public relations
Clara Page and husband. Frank.
director at the Wickliffe paper mill.
Murray, and Mrs. Ella Tidwell and
The 54-year West Virginia
husband. Charles. Hazel: two
nephews. J.B. Poyner and wife, a.anative joined the mill in 1967 and
was named public relations manaBeautrice. Murray, and Dan Poaner
ger three years later, according to
and wife, Letricia. Hazel.
the report. In 1988, his job title
The funeral will be Friday at 2
was changed to public affairs manp.m in the chapel of Blalockager and he was given responsibiliColeman Funeral Home. The Re%
ty over public relations activities at
R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
the mill and wood procurement and
Services for Mrs. \111dred Peak
Burial will follow in Elm Grose
timberlands operations in Vs'estvawere today a:
a:7, :7: the chapel
Cemetery.
co's central region.
of Byrn faineral ftn.e. Mayfield
, Friends may. call at the funeral
Boyd. who has been active in
John Hoover and
'home after 6 p.m today
local and state affairs, was chairofficiated.
(Thursday ).
man of the state Chamber of CornPallbearers were laires I. Cook.
Joe Waagoner. E.W.
Andrew Hamlet:. Rona:: P. ka,...and Kent
\N.
day-to-day struggle of low-income
Lo,as
a,. a %3
By DIANE DUSTON
aaaa-aa: Jr.. F Ear. Feei,a Faa.a
household's to maintain a nutritionAssociated Press Writer
13
ally adequate diet." said Executive
John G. Baraar. Wu%
Free:nor. C.as
WASHINGTON - One of every Director 'Robert Fersh.
Usher. and
"It shows that shelter costs domeight children in America doesn't
honorara
get enought to eat and is far more inate the budgets of most houseV.a,•
likely to get sick and miss school holds, leaving litt:e money for food
'
Pad ...an
than youngsters who do, according and other necessities." he said. "It
Mrs. Peak. 64. f- .2
• Si. . to a childhood hunger study repre- shows that many working families,
Mayfield. d
\1•••
sented as the most comprehensive including those with a member
p.m. at
employed full time, cannot escape
ever undertaken in the nation.
Paducah
Those 5.5 million children come hunger."
The door-to-door survey was
A retired !...nizu:
from the poorest families, which
was a r:IL'ir.7t:!" SO.4:7:7
spend so much of their income on conducted in seven areas of the
(..h7.•:. 4
housing that they can afford an country where the characteristics of
ii‘eraee
\‘,C77
of only 68 cents per person the low-income population
•
reflected .the low-income populafor each meal, said the Food
r.orof F:7‘;
tion of. the country . overall. The
Research and Action Center. which
Federation.
organization said it was "the most
Won.en..
released the report Tuesday.
She is sury ved
rigorous and comprehensive. study
h,i7
The nutrition advocacy group's
B.:: Peak. :wa
of childhood hunger ever cona-aa'e-year. million-dollar survey of
7.:
ducted in this country."
\17.
S randomly selected families
The people Surveyed came from
"
s:drbing ric:dre of the
families whose annual income was
185 percent of the federal poverty
level or less. Since the government's poverty loci in 1990 fora
family of four was S12,700. families of four at 185 percent of povn.rect a private
DeiT.
,
erty
would earn S13.49.5a
:rat determined the
6alroalitri aaa
_185 percentage figure was
nao --lacers •tapped.
pecta a federal jJdge approve.: •• used because it is the one used to
the news conference
taps he said 1--_• f.liscovered.
determine eligibility for free school
. Federal Building in
phone lines at his Lexington c.
...niches and food stamps.
ia:braith mailed letters
paign headquarters and the nor'.
s A.. -7•%! Louis DeFalaise
-treasurer
,rnay General Fred
N 7..." •
tor an investigation.
platiorrri
lega,izina
law. a court order
said a: a news
-:aineai to legally tap a
d
Prices as of 10:00 .AM
or unless at least one
waa tapping
nvolved in the conversation
being ur.fairiy
'aented to a tap..
--\
unconYentional campaign ;•
"I understand 'Ahs, they
'I
'e woud not comment
f) Industrial 1%erage
-3.47 5
to do
Ca:lora:1h said
fede-,. wire tap.iwas
Pres ious Close
I have
He said he
1ir Products
601
ae:aer to investiA.T.C.•Clavs A
41'.B 42 .1 ,
redc......,
a-aoaer a:aer he received
( AT&T
14 .
in po.a.•::::
laana% •
Bank of Murray
s request.
150B

Mrs. Lola Kathleen Sherrill, 72.
of 403 North Cherry St.. Murray,
died Tuesday at 7 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
She had retired as an employee
of Food Service for Murray City
Schools having worked at Douglass
High School and Robertson
Elementary School.
Mrs. Sherrill was a member of
St. John Missionary Baptist Church
where she was active in Sunday
School and other activities.
Born Aug. 8. 1918. she was the
daughter of the late Chester Auther
and lona Bailey Auther.
Survivors include one daughter.
Bessie Peery, and one son. Willie
E. Perry., both of Murray: six .
grandchildren: nine greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Friclaa at 3
p.m. at St. John Missionary Baptiat
Church. Murray. The Rev. W.E.
Cheaney will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery with arrangemea:s
by Hamock Funeral Home
Paducah.
Friends may call at St. John
Church. Ntarraa. after 11 a.m.
Friday.

Mrs. Mattie
D. Scott
The taneral for Mrs. Nlattie D.
is today at 2 p.m. in the
anaaei of Oallamore Funeral
fidnie. Gleason.
Burial will follow in Hopewell
there.
Scott. 91. Gleason. Tenn..
ed Monday at Oak Manor Nurslag Home. McKenzie. Tenn.
S,ivors are three daughters.
Matto: Belie Gibbs and Mrs.
i ores Skinner. Gleason. and Mrs..
Berna.a - Grogan. Murray. fo s",7".•
C.
Gleason,
a,
Tenn.. Joe Scott.
. and Russell Scot:. C
Ga.: 20 grand.-

Mrs. Beulah May Clark, 81, ot
Hardin. formeria- of Arba-rd.
Mo . died today at 5 .aarri. at
Marraa-Callowaa County Hospital.
Her husband, James E. Clark.
died April 12: 1970. Also preceding her. in death were one sister arid
f.ve oa:others. She was born Feb. 5.
l(ilar Marquand, Mo. •
Clark was a merr.ber of
'..ale .Baptist Church. Si:Crs.!0.
,-..sors are one dghter. Mrs.
Lee Kingsol%ing.
're son. Harold E. Clara.
ne s.s:er Mr- VC77.a ciol Tern .
•an
g

Mrs. Mildred
Peak

Study: 1 in 8 children is underfed

Police say robbers
taped their crimes
WASHIp:GTON (AP) - grosecutors are pressing armed robbery
charges against a group of men
with the help of a videotape that
shows five assailants beating two
people. then interviewing each
other about one of the attacks.
In court papers. prosecutors said
a group of men surrounded their
victim. One of the men knocked
him unconscious. another railaa h
pockets and took his money a' .
one urinated on the victim's f..
A 10-minute-long, grainy sia,:
tape showing the episode came into
the hands of police abouv six weeks
after the night it allegedly was
recorded. Oct. 28. 1989. The
Washington Post reported in
today's editions.
Police and prosecutors said the
tape was sent to them by '•a private
citizen" but declined to give
detai is.
All five defendants are in jail.
with the next hearing in the case
set for April 26 in District of Columbia Superior Court.
' In the videotape, a crowd watches as the men beat their first victim. whose identity is unknown.
with a pipe and then rob him.

Sandra Jones
New public relations director

Dick Boyd
Wesoaco's new chief lobbyist

SPRING SPECIAL
Buy this double granite
monument for only '695
Save '155

Comparable Savings On Other Monuments
* FREE Lettering
* FREE Choice of Design
* SHOP & Compare Our
Quality & Prices

Stock Market
Report

ay

Physical shows Bush is in good health
much better than yo.,
•
na%e expected.• 7. ha White House said Bash's
tasa, ;ho.o.e.;,: normal chest X-rays:
r..:d dezeneratiYe ostcoarthritis in
and neck X-rays, normal elec,card.ograrn and stress tests: no
in the urinalysis: nOrataaiugii.: exam: colonoscopy
normal 'omits: and normal
•
and cholesterol tests.
1: said re ha,.: "no significant
err.(,r ,hange.:. shown in .his
„t arna,:a.ogy aaam "and his allergy
remain minimal and
lf. add.:Ain. Bush said when
his weigh:. "Weight's
I:nder control." He
to nave gained a few
poaaas daring his presidency and
somet,rnes complains of wanting to
three or four pounds.
'1,as: year, the president was
diagnosed Alt an ear,y glaucoma
:71 t•• :eft ee. Betagan eye drops
were presLribed. but dottors subsecidently determined that Bush's eye
condition did not warrant the drops
and that he suffered no abnormalities or vision loss.
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Asked why his checkup took s;
long. Bush quipped. Lack
des.re to go back to work And 'D.
said he had stayed f‘a a lobster
lunch.
He said his wife Barbara also
had a checkup on 1 acsday and she
"got a good, clean bid of health.''
The president said Mrs. Bush
still suffers from Graves disease.
the immune system disorder that
affected her thyroid and her vision.

3%ca in charge of

Washington and in the capitals of
states where the company has operations, the report said.
He and his wife. Malinda, will
make their home in the New York
area.
Jones is a native of Murray. She
attended Murray State University
and is moving up from public
affairs coordinator at the paper
mill, the report said.
As public relations manager, her
duties will include community relations, employee communications
and government relations.

Gubernatorial candidate
claims phones are tapped

Mrs..
--- May Clark

"

meree in 1985-86 and is currently a
member of the Governor's LaborManagement Adyisory Council and
is a past member of the Governor's
Education Task Force and the state
Earthquake Preparedness Advisory
Board.
Boyd has also served as a deputy
secretary in the state Economic
Development Cabinet for two
months in 1988 before Westvaco
lured him back to Wickliffe with a
promotion, the report said.
Boyd will be based ill 3Vestvaco
corporate headquarters
New
York but will spend a lot of time in

After 24 years service at Westvaco Corporation's public affairs
office, public affairs manager Dick
Boyd will leave western Kenaucky
to become the company's chief
lobbyist,

Mrs. Gladys A. Outland

U.S. 641 North
Murray, KY

759-1333
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INSURANCE
Life Insurance
Level Term - Universal Life
Whole Lite
FREE Help in Claim Filing For All My Chents

753-7890

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Lou V. MGary

Are your loved ones protected financially if
you died today?
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Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591
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Bush suffered ulcers in his younger years. But he now maintains a
lively exercise schedule, riding
indoor bicycles and walking a
treadmill or stair machine several
times a week. He golfs. runs and
plays tennis frequently
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Any complete pair
of prescription eyeglasses
See the difference Hometown Quality makec Compare our prices & ,SAVE
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Ofyleypie Pima 'Murray
753 7063
Jeff Summers, LI:eased Optician -Offer good thru AprIt 30, 1991
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OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You

Summers faiitical

•

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 6.11 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Gene Buhmann

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
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